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Abstract 
With the new challenges brought by the high penetration of Renewable Energy 

Resources (RESs) into the modern grid, developing new solutions and concepts 

are necessary. Microgrid (MG) is one of the new concepts introduced to 

overcome upcoming issues in the modern electricity grids. MGs and Multi-

Microgrids (MMGs) are defined as the building blocks of smart grids. MGs are the 

small units, where power generation and consumption happen at the same 

location and MG makes the decisions by itself. MGs can operate grid-connected 

or island mode depending on the functionality of the MG. Energy Management 

System (EMS) is the decision making centre of the MG. The data from the devices 

is received by the EMS and after processing, the commands are sent to the 

controllable components. Management of voltage, active and reactive power, 

neutral current, unit commitment and economic dispatch are of the tasks of EMS.   

In this PhD thesis, an optimal EMS for MGs and MMGs is developed. The main 

objective of this project by developing the EMS is to optimize the energy flow in 

the MGs and MMGs to obtain peak load shaving in a cost beneficial system. In 

order to achieve an efficient EMS, communication system, forecasting system, 

scheduling system, and optimization system are modelled and developed. 

Different types of EMS operation, centralized, decentralized and distributed, are 

investigated in this work to achieve the best combination for MMG EMS 

operation. 

The communication system is mainly utilizing Modbus TCP/IP protocol for data 

transmission at local level and Internet of Things (IoT) protocols (MQTT) for the 

global communication level. A communication operation algorithm is proposed to 

manage the MMG EMS under different communication operation modes and 

communication failure conditions. Furthermore, a monitoring system is developed 

to collect the data from different devices in the MG. The data is processed in the 

MG EMS and the commands are sent to components through the communication 

infrastructure. The link between MGs and MMGs is through the proposed two-

level communication system, where the expansion of MGs to a MMG is 

investigated. In the MMG, MGs are functioning as a unit while having different 

priorities and operating under different policies. Each MG has its own MG EMS 
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and the EMSs transfer information through the communication system between 

each other in either centralized, decentralized, distributed, or no communication 

modes under the MMG EMS. 

The forecasting system is required in the EMS to predict the future MG 

characteristics such as power generation and consumption. The forecasted data 

is the input to the optimization and scheduling system of EMS. Employing the 

forecasting system in the EMS would increase the accuracy of the optimization 

and scheduling systems. In this thesis, the timeseries-based forecasting 

algorithms are employed to predict next day’s active power using the load data, 

generation data, weather data and temperature data as the inputs. 

The heart of EMS is the scheduling and optimization system. The purpose of the 

scheduling system is to define the amount and the time of energy flow in the MG 

for different generation sources and consumption loads. Furthermore, scheduling 

system is responsible for peak load shaving and valley filling. On the other hand, 

the optimization system has the task of minimizing the operation costs of the 

MGs. The role of market in the scheduling and optimization is important. Time of 

Use (ToU) tariff is the pricing system, which determines the peak and off peak 

hours for energy usage pricing. In order to apply the optimization system, a model 

of the system, an objective function and systems constraints are defined, where 

aging of battery energy storage system (BESS), operational cost of components 

and MG cost benefits are considered. To operate the EMS scheduling and 

optimization system, IBM CPLEX Optimization Studio solver conducts the 

optimization while for the scheduling system, objective function and constraints 

are defined in MATLAB. In this thesis, a rule-based, MILP and MIQP optimization 

system for commercial MGs including electric vehicles (EVs) are proposed to 

investigate performance of MG EMS for different case studies. 

In this thesis, the literature for different scheduling and forecasting systems is 

investigated and different optimization algorithms are analysed. The 

communication protocols utilized in this research are described and compared to 

other protocols in the literature. In different chapters of this thesis, the modelling 

of MGs and MMG EMS, different modules of EMS, forecasting, optimization, 

scheduling and communication systems are described and analysed. A novel 
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communication system for MMG EMS operation is proposed for commercial 

buildings. The performance of MG EMS and MMG EMS is examined for power 

and neutral current sharing, operation cost optimization, and demand peak 

shaving applications and results are compared to investigate the performance of 

proposed algorithms. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1. Motivation 

In the conventional electricity grid, the electrical energy has been provided by the 

large generation sites to supply load through the High Voltage (HV) transmission 

system and successively Medium Voltage (MV) and Low Voltage (LV) distribution 

grids. However, the recent changes in the electrical power industry is leading to 

rising penetration of Renewable Energy Sources (RESs) in the power networks. 

Nowadays, RESs especially photovoltaic (PV) and wind have changed the shape 

of distribution grids. To put it simply, the distribution grids are changing from 

passive into active networks [1]. In the past, there were large generation sites 

and consumption loads. Therefore, energy was transferred from generation to 

consumption. On the contrary, with the high integration of RESs on the residential 

and commercial networks, generation sources are moving to the consumption 

side and the consumers are no more passive but generate energy as well. The 

phenomena will turn the old unidirectional distribution grids into bidirectional 

networks. Bidirectional distribution networks bring up many challenges such as 

distributed control and management system, new compatible information and 

communication technologies (ICT) as well as stability and protection of active 

distribution networks [1]. 

The concept of Microgrid (MG) is introduced to face the challenges in the smart 

grids. MGs are the building blocks of smart grids. A MG should comprise of 

microgeneration sources, controllable loads, and control and management 

system. The other important aspect of MG is its sufficient capability of carbon 

reduction [1]. Therefore, if a platform lacks any of the mentioned features, it 

cannot be a MG as shown in Figure 1. MGs are mostly working in the grid-

connected mode but capable of changing to islanded mode.  
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Figure 1. The essential features of a Microgrid [1] 

ICT is a critical component of future power networks. In order to achieve the 

proper functionality of control and operation system in power grids, an advanced 

communication system is required [1]. Different communication strategies are 

employed in MG and the design of communication system depends on 

communication model and application protocol. The communication system in 

MG has different duties such as data exchange among all elements in MG, 

monitoring and data acquisition, providing the required speed for different 

services, providing real-time data transfer for power management purposes, 

proper protocols for management, control and protection and so on [2]. Wired 

and wireless communication technologies are utilized in the MGs. The wired 

technologies employed for MGs are serial communications RS232/485, Modbus, 

CAN bus, Power Line Communication (PLC), Ethernet, etc. On the other hand, 

among wireless technologies are cellular, Wi-Fi, ZigBee and Bluetooth [3]. 

Furthermore, with the rise of Internet of Things (IoT) technologies, the IoT and 

cloud-based communication protocols such as Message Queuing Telemetry 

Transport (MQTT), Advanced Messaging Queuing Protocol (AMQP) and so on 

are getting more attention. 

The power generation of the RESs is challenging because of their intermittency 

[2]. The output power of PV is highly dependent on weather. If weather is cloudy 

during the day, the PV energy is not accessible efficiently throughout the day. 

The same problem applies to wind due to its speed volatility in power generation. 

In order to overcome this problem, Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) is a 

proper candidate. The BESS can significantly influence the balance between the 

generation and demand in presence of RESs. BESS plays an important role in 
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the RES integration into power grid. Balancing power between generation and 

load side, storing energy during off peak and delivering back in the peak hours, 

providing transition from grid-connected to islanded mode and vice versa, 

shaving the peak demand and filling the valleys, and achieving maximum benefits 

out of optimal scheduling of BESS are some of the benefits of BESS in the 

modern electricity grid. 

The main feature that distinguishes MG from other similar platforms is its control 

and management system. An MG is capable of managing the dispatchable 

generation resources (Distributed Generations (DGs) and BESSs) and non-

dispatchable ones (RESs) and controllable loads in order to minimize the costs 

and maintain the power flow under different operation conditions. All the decisions 

are made by the energy management system (EMS). This aim is achieved 

through the maximization of profits by applying heuristic and optimization 

techniques [4]. The EMS consists of several major modules. The communication 

system, forecasting system, scheduling system, and optimization system are the 

main components of EMS [5]. EMS receives the required data from all the devices 

and sends the control commands via the communication system. Receiving the 

data, an EMS can work in centralized, decentralized, or distributed mode [2]. 

Centralized approaches are more suitable for isolated MGs whereas 

decentralized approaches are more proper for grid-connected MGs. In the 

centralized EMS, all the information is collected in one single point and after 

processing, the decisions are sent from the central EMS to all the components. 

While in decentralized and distributed EMS, the decisions are made locally and 

not dependent on one central controller. The local controllers conduct most of the 

duties in system and the central controller has the supervisory role. The structure 

of MG EMS is presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. MG EMS 

Load and generation forecasting is the other important part of EMS. In order to 

have a better understanding of the demand and generation, both factors should 

be forecasted. There are different methods used in the literature to forecast. The 

statistical models and computational intelligence methods are the popular models 

in forecasting. The statistical models mainly include time series based methods 

such as AR-type time series models, ARX-type time series models and 

regression models. On the other hand, the computational intelligence models 

primarily consist of neural networks, fuzzy logics and support vector machines 

[6]. 

The other important factor in MG EMS is the market policy. There are two 

dynamic pricing methods for electricity pricing: Real Time Pricing (RTP) and Time 

of Use (ToU) tariffs. ToU tariffs are set for a fixed time-period. Utilizing the ToU 

tariffs, the customers are encouraged to use electrical energy in the off peak 

rather than peak periods as the energy and demand prices are lower during the 

off-peak period. ToU tariffs are mainly introduced to residential and small 

commercial customers while RTP is primarily defined for large scale customers 

like industry companies. For the ToU tariffs in Australia, depending on the state, 

there can be shoulder period in addition to peak and off-peak periods. The 

Australian National Electricity Market (NEM) follows a single real-time structure. 

The prices are set by the market operator every 5 minutes and then the spot 

prices are determined in half-hourly trading intervals [6]. 

In order to achieve the most benefit from the RESs in combination with BESS, a 

scheduling system in the EMS is required. The scheduling system would set a 
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charge and discharge schedule for the BESS considering system benefits. Many 

methods have been investigated in the literature regarding the scheduling. The 

time-based heuristics, voltage or frequency set points, artificial intelligence based 

controllers, objective function optimization and dynamic programming are the 

important ones [7]. 

In order to manage the energy flow in the MG, an optimization module in 

combination with the scheduling system is required. There are many optimization 

approaches in the literature for optimal management of EMS. Applying optimal 

instead of heuristic shows better performance of MG management. Dynamic 

programming, mixed integer linear programming (MILP), mixed integer quadratic 

programming (MIQP), stochastic programming and Model Predictive Control 

(MPC) are some of the approaches applied in the literature [8]. 

Another concept, which plays an important role in the active new distribution 

grids, is Electric Vehicle (EV). The EV concept is developed in order to reduce 

the dependency on the fuel consumption in the transportation sector [9]. As EVs 

are considered as new load to the grid, they will bring unpredicted challenges to 

the distribution gird. Therefore, the concepts like vehicle to grid (V2G) are 

required to get the most out of EV as an active part of smart grid. The V2G 

concept is defined as the capability of EV to discharge the energy stored in the 

battery into the grid when it is required [10]. MG EMS considers EV as a dynamic 

BESS, where the optimal schedule of EV charge and discharge would keep the 

balance between the demand and supply and strengthen the use of EV 

considering MG costs [11].  

MGs are largely employed in the LV level and are limited to a few MW. If it is 

required to increase the integration of MG in the grid and utilize it in MV 

applications, the MG concept can be extended to Multi-Microgrid (MMG). MMG 

concept deals with the management of several low voltage MGs, where the MGs 

and DGs are connected to the MV network [12]. The loads in a MMG can be LV 

and MV. In MMG, individual MGs are geographically close and have their own 

EMS. In addition, MGs can transmit information through the communication 

system. To manage the energy in the MMG, the central MMG EMS can make the 

decisions for the MGs in the centralized mode while in the decentralized and 
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distributed management; each MG makes its decisions with respect to the 

information from other MGs. 

As mentioned before, there are many issues and challenges with increasing 

penetration of RESs in the modern electricity grid. MG and MMG concepts are 

introduced to overcome some of these issues. One of the main challenges is 

management and control of energy in MGs and MMGs efficiently. Peak demand 

shaving and economic benefits of optimal scheduling of MGs and MMGs are two 

of the challenges, which are investigated in this research while considering the 

role of the communication system.  

1.2. Research objectives 

The aim of this research is to investigate the optimal energy management of MGs 

and MMGs in presence of the communication system. This is achieved through 

the following objectives: 

1. Realizing the commercial electricity demand behaviour to provide 

information for the EMS planning and modelling, i.e. RESs generation, 

load consumption, communication operation, EV operation, market 

policies and BESS scheduling. The data collected is utilized for peak 

shaving and economic optimization purposes. In order to be able to predict 

the system behaviour, ARMA and ARIMA data forecasting approaches are 

employed in this research project to predict the load and generation data 

for the next day. 

2. Modelling a scheduling system as a part of the EMS for the MG and MMG 

system. The EMS considers the PV generation, BESS operation, load 

consumption pattern, market policies, communication system operation, 

and grid impact to manage the MG and MMG operation. EMS aims for two 

main objectives: shaving the peak demand/filling the valleys and 

maximizing the system benefits, where this is achieved via scheduling the 

BESS. A rule-based BESS scheduling system for EMS is the outcome of 

this step of the PhD thesis. 

3. Developing an optimization algorithm for the EMS to schedule RESs and 

BESS system operation in the MG with respect to load demand 

consumption and system operational costs. The MILP and MIQP 
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optimization algorithms are employed in this research project to model and 

solve the optimization problem. The optimization algorithm considers the 

detailed model of BESS, capital, operation and maintenance costs of 

BESS. Furthermore, the impact of BESS degradation and BESS sizing on 

the EMS optimization problem is investigated in detail. The objective 

function along with constraints are defined to maximize the benefits of MG 

and MMG system with respect to system costs. The system model and 

optimization algorithm are defined in MATLAB, where IBM CPLEX 

optimization studio solver is employed to solve the optimization problem. 

4. Investigating the performance of the proposed EMS in presence of EVs. 

To achieve this objective, the EVs are modelled as dynamic BESS. In 

addition, the impact of the EV owner behaviour on the operational costs 

and benefits of commercial MG is investigated. 

5. Developing a two-level optimization system to optimize the BESS cost and 

capacity in MG system. The inner level is assigned to optimize EMS costs 

with respect to BESS operation while the outer optimization level is 

responsible for finding the optimum BESS capacity. MIQP approach is 

used for the inner layer optimization and heuristic approach is utilized to 

find the best BESS capacity. 

6. Developing a hierarchical communication system to expand the 

functionality of MG EMS to MMG EMS. The two-layer communication 

system includes local and global communication layers, where the local 

communication layer is responsible for MG operation and global layer 

takes care of the MMG operation. Modbus TCP/IP communication protocol 

is selected as the local protocol and IoT communication protocol of MQTT 

as the global communication protocol. Different communication system 

operation modes (e.g. centralized, decentralized, distributed) are 

considered to investigate MMG EMS operation. 

7. Investigating the performance of the MG EMS and MMG EMS in presence 

of proposed communication system. The operation of the EMS for cases 

such as power sharing and neutral current compensation is investigated 

in operation conditions that the communication system faces uncertainties 

and failure. 
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1.3. Research scope 

In order to achieve the objectives defined in section 1.2, the following 

requirements are to be considered: 

• ToU tariff data beside the load forecast data, PV forecast data and BESS 

data are collected for the EMS operation. All the required data is collected 

in the data logging system developed in this research project. 

• The EMS is written in a programming language that is capable of 

implementation for the real application. Thus, Python programming 

language and MATLAB are selected for this purpose due to their simplicity, 

vast number of libraries for communication and data acquisition and their 

capability of interfacing with different software. 

• The EMS is optimized for the real commercial building loads at Griffith 

University – Nathan Campus. The ToU tariffs are from South-East 

Queensland. 

• The communication protocols employed for this PhD thesis are mainly 

Modbus and MQTT. Modbus TCP/IP is mainly for communication and 

measurement/data acquisition purposes at the local level of MMG while 

MQTT is operating at the global level of the MMG.  

1.4. Thesis contribution 

In this thesis, a comprehensive model of EMS for MGs and MMGs is proposed. 

As the first step of EMS development, a model for MG and MMG systems is 

proposed, where MG consists of AC bus and DC bus. The proposed MG model 

is implemented on a commercial building at Griffith University. For the MMG EMS 

modelling, a control system for active power, reactive power, and neutral current 

sharing in the MMG is proposed.  

Furthermore, as the next step of EMS development, modules of forecasting, 

communication, scheduling and optimization are developed, where they all work 

together as EMS unit. For the forecasting system, time-series based methods 

such as ARMA and ARIMA are proposed to predict load and generation data. As 

the scheduling and optimization system of the EMS, three different scheduling 

and optimization approaches for the EMS are proposed in this thesis. The first 
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one is rule-based EMS, where a set of rules define the operation routine of the 

EMS. As the system becomes larger, the amount of data and calculation 

increases and a rule-based EMS may not be good enough to handle the system. 

Therefore, MILP optimization algorithm is proposed to model the ESM based on 

and solve the energy management problem. As BESS degradation is considered 

as an important factor in EMS operation, an optimization approach that can 

overcome the nonlinearity of system model is required. Thus, MIQP is  proposed 

as the next optimization approach to optimize EMS operation. Employing these 

three approaches for MG EMS, various objectives are considered to investigate 

the performance of MG EMS such as impact of EVs and EV owner behaviour, 

BESS capacity, peak demand shaving and valley filling. To investigate BESS cost 

and capacity optimization, a two-layer optimization system is proposed, where 

the inner layer minimizes MG operation costs considering peaks and valleys of 

MG load and outer layer optimizes the capacity of BESS. 

As the other contribution of this thesis, a hierarchical communication platform for 

MMG EMS operation is proposed. In the proposed hierarchical communication 

system, the operation algorithm considers centralized, decentralized, distributed 

and no communication modes. These operation modes are considered to keep 

the EMS operating under different communication failures. The local layer of 

communication system utilizes Modbus TCP/IP and global layer uses MQTT as 

the communication protocol. Both of communication layers are designed and 

implemented to test EMS operation. The strength of the proposed communication 

system is its capability of connection to the cloud as a part of the global operation 

layer. The communication system considers partial failure of system to continue 

operation and data transfer. Proposing the communication system, performance 

of MMG EMS for power sharing and neutral current sharing is modelled and 

optimized considering the cost of system.  

1.5. Thesis outline 

This thesis is prepared in the fulfilment of the degree of PhD. First chapter gives 

a general idea of the research and introduces the problem, the proposed solution 

for it, objectives of the research, thesis outline and contribution of this thesis. 

Chapter 2 is specified to the comprehensive literature review discussion. In 
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chapter 3, the research methodology of this PhD thesis, which is EMS modelling 

and optimization is discussed. Chapter 4 proposes a hierarchical communication 

system for MMG systems. In chapter 5, the approach to BESS cost and capacity 

optimization for MG is presented. The case studies as the result of this PhD thesis 

are discussed in chapter 6. Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and future work of 

PhD thesis is explained in chapter 8. 

In chapter 2, the literature review is conducted. In this thesis literature review, 

firstly a review of MGs and MMGs is directed. Furthermore, the implemented MGs 

and MMGs around the world are mentioned in the literature review. Then, 

different types of EMS are discussed, where EMS is categorized into centralized 

and decentralized and each one are explained separately. After that, different 

modules of EMS are described as the next part of literature review. The first 

module of EMS reviewed in the literature review is communication. 

Communication protocols and algorithms are covered in this part. Afterwards, the 

forecasting algorithms utilized for data prediction in EMSs are discussed. The 

other module of EMS is scheduling, where different scheduling algorithms in the 

literature are discussed. Furthermore, various optimization methods are analysed 

and the advantages and disadvantages are covered. 

Chapter 3 outlines the research methodology of this PhD thesis. It starts with an 

overview of the EMS modelling and optimization. Then, the approach for design 

and modelling of MG and MMG is presented. After that, the employed forecasting 

method for data prediction of MG EMS is explained. The algorithms for 

scheduling and optimization of EMS and the derivation of the optimal EMS are 

proposed. The last part of this chapter is specified to EV scheduling and 

optimization in MGs. 

Chapter 4 proposes the two-layer hierarchical communication platform for MMG 

system. It consists of two layers, first layer is the local communication layer, which 

communicates within the MG and is responsible for the MG communications. On 

the other hand, the second communication layer is the global communication 

layer, as it deals with the communications between MGs in the MMG system. The 

communication operation strategy for the MMG is proposed as the next section 
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of this chapter. In this section, the communication operation is discussed when 

there is a communication failure in the system.  

In chapter 5, the BESS cost and capacity optimization algorithm for MG EMS is 

proposed. The optimization algorithm consists of two levels. The inner level is 

responsible for BESS cost optimization by scheduling the BESS. MIQP approach 

is proposed to solve the optimization problem, where BESS degradation is 

considered. The outer optimization level defines the most cost efficient capacity 

of BESS. A heuristic approach is proposed for this part of optimization system. 

The results and case studies are presented in chapter 6. First, a rule-based and 

MILP based EMS is performed on a commercial MG and results are discussed. 

The next section is discussing the EV scheduling results in an EMS of commercial 

MG. Then, the results of EMS operation for a research facility MG is presented, 

where the criticality of load, operation cost of BESS, capacity of BESS are 

discussed in the results. The next part is specified to the results of MMG cost 

optimization in presence of communication system and the impact of different 

communication algorithms are investigated. The last case study is about the 

neutral current sharing of MMG under communication system uncertainty and 

failure. 

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis. Finally, future work is discussed in chapter 8, 

where the lab-scale MMG implementation is considered as the main future work 

of this PhD thesis.  
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Microgrids and Multi-Microgrids 
MGs are introduced to face the new challenges in the smart grids. MGs are the 

building blocks of smart grids. An MG should comprise of microgeneration 

sources, controllable loads, control and management system [1]. MGs are mostly 

working in the grid-connected mode but capable of changing to islanded mode 

and handling the transition between the modes. The loads can be DC or AC in 

an MG and the microgeneration sources are distributed energy resource (DER) 

units, where can be DGs and RESs [5].  

In order to evaluate performance of the MGs and investigate different control and 

optimization algorithms, a comprehensive model of MG is required. In study [11], 

a literature review on the stochastic modelling of MGs is done. They have 

categorized MG stochastic modelling into three approaches of state evolution, 

state estimation and reliability analysis. In papers [13, 14], to optimally operation 

of the MG, a mathematical model of the MG is developed. Agent-based modelling 

of MG is proposed in [15], where the MG elements are modelled as agents and 

are programmed to replicate different behaviour of elements such as BESS 

charge/discharge. A multi-objective immune algorithm (MOIA) has been 

proposed in [16] for price generation and power distribution of MMG system 

design. 

2.1.1 Implemented MGs and MMGs in the world 

University of Genoa Smart Polygeneration MG is implemented including CHP 

units, PV installations, EV charging stations, and BESS [14]. SIEMENS have 

provided the SCADA and management system for this project. The one-line 

diagram of the experimental MG is shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Diagram of University of Genoa Smart Polygeneration MG [14] 

 The energy research institute at the Nanyang Technological University have 

developed an MG demonstration site in Singapore, where the EMS is provided 

by GE [17]. In review papers [18, 19], they have reviewed the existing 

experimental MGs installed around the world, where most of them are located in 

North America, Europe and Japan. The CERTS MG as one of the earliest 

implemented MGs in the world is shown in Figure 4.  

Figure 4. CERTS MG [19] 

In [20], an MG implemented for Bella Coola remote community is demonstrated. 

The realization of control and communication system of Bella Coola MG is 

illustrated in Figure 5. Implementation of an MG project in Barcelona (IREC) is 

explained in [21], where the MG consists of RESs of PV and wind, BESS and 

ultra-capacitor storage. In order to get better testing results, an emulated MG is 

attached to the real MG in this project. The schematic of IREC MG is depicted in 

Figure 6. 
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Figure 5. MG system solution in Bella Coola [20] 

 
Figure 6. IREC MG experimental platform [21] 

There are several MGs testing and simulation facilities along with full sized pilot 

MG sites around the world, each providing an opportunity to test and analyse 

different elements within MGs. Europe has invested heavily in MG research and 

development, currently with over 211 Smart Grid related projects underway within 

the continent [22]. As predominately AC is utilized for power distribution, a large 

number of MG testing facilities and pilot sites are built upon this backbone. MG 

testing facilities such as the Institute for Systems and Computer Engineering, 

Technology and Science (INESC TEC) in Portugal [23] and larger pilot scale sites 

such as the Zhejiang Electric Power Test and Research Institute in China [24] 

and The Tianjin University MG Testbed in China [25], utilize multiple sources of 

distributed generation (DG), energy storage, power converters and load types on 

an AC bus to optimize control methods and analysis power characteristics 

between the different interconnected elements. 
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The aforementioned MG testing networks are primarily composed of an AC bus, 

whereas it is possible to improve overall efficiencies by operating some elements 

with a DC bus [26, 27]. DC MGs have been proposed as an alternate solution to 

the more common AC MG by a number of research institutions, particularly those 

with a focus on PEVs [28-31]. With the integration of an internal DC bus network, 

it is possible to connect DC loads, sources, and energy storage without multiple 

power conversion stages. In the same regard, connecting onto a DC bus is 

simplified as there are no issues with synchronization or reactive power [32]. 

Even though DC MGs show signs of promising efficiency improvements and 

network simplicity, the majority of loads are still interconnected via an AC link. By 

combining the positive elements between the two types of MG topologies, a 

hybrid AC/DC MG can be obtained. The hybrid MG philosophy correlates DC 

sources to DC loads along with AC sources to AC loads. In the case of solar PV, 

battery energy storage and PEVs, all elements produce or require a DC network. 

If voltage and power requirements are met, these elements could be connected 

as separate nodes on a DC bus [33]. By reducing conversion stages to end use 

power in both forms, an overall greater efficiency can be obtained within the 

distribution network.  

MGs are largely employed in the LV level and are limited to a few MW. If it is 

required to increase the integration of MG in the grid and utilize it in MV 

applications, the MG concept can be extended to MMG. The MMG concept deals 

with the management of several low voltage MGs, where the MGs and DGs are 

connected to the MV network [1]. The MMG structure is applied in [34] to optimally 

design and operate the distribution network. There are various structures to build 

an MMG. The loads in an MMG can be LV and MV. MMGs can be categorized 

as AC, DC or hybrid. Furthermore, MMGs can be divided into single-phase, three-

phase or combination of both based on their operation voltage level and loads 

[35]. An example of MMG system is illustrated in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. AC-DC hybrid MMG system at Griffith University, Australia [36] 

2.2 Energy Management Systems 
The main feature that distinguishes an MG from other similar platforms is its 

control and management system [37, 38]. MGs are capable of managing the 

dispatchable generation resources (DGs) and non-dispatchable generation 

resources (RESs) and controllable loads in order to minimize the costs 

(economical operation) and maintain the power flow under different operation 

conditions (reliable operation) [5]. The energy management systems are 

categorized in the literature into two main types: centralized and decentralized 

[39]. Comparing centralized and decentralized approaches, centralized EMS has 

higher capability of real-time decision making and easier implementation [40]. On 

the other hand, decentralized EMS offers higher reliability due to less 

dependency on communication, higher expandability due to plug and play 

capability, and lower computational effort compared to centralized approaches. 

Furthermore, centralized approached are more dependent on communication 

than decentralized approaches [2, 41].  

An illustration of EMS in MG is represented in Figure 8 [42]. EMS includes several 

primary modules such as forecast system, optimization system, scheduling 

system, and communication interface. All the decisions and commands are made 

by the management system utilizing these modules. EMS receives the required 

data from all the devices and sends the control commands via the communication 

system after being processed in the related modules [2]. 
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Figure 8. MG EMS [42] 

2.2.1 Centralized EMS 

MG centralized EMS is designed to make all the decisions in one single centre 

as MG central controller (MGCC). All the information from different modules such 

as forecast, optimization and scheduling are sent to the MGCC. After the decision 

are made, the commands are sent to generation sources and loads via the 

communication links. The schematic of the MG centralized EMS is presented in 

Figure 9 [4, 5, 43, 44]. In the literature, various optimization approaches are 

employed to manage the energy system in MG. 

 
Figure 9. MG centralized EMS [5]  
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Researchers in [4, 5, 43, 44] have proposed a centralized optimal EMS for 

islanded MGs, where a centralized multi-stage optimization system using MPC 

technique is proposed. To consider uncertainty, a stochastic MILP for unit 

commitment and nonlinear programming (NLP) for optimal power flow is 

developed in this research. Researchers in [45, 46] have developed a predictive 

EMS for an islanded MG as in their proposed strategy, pre-emptive load shedding 

is utilized to minimize system-wide outages in the MG. To implement the EMS, 

they have used a TCP communication channel but the communication system is 

not explained in detail. Fourier series description for modelling in a centralized 

EMS, where an optimization method combining an interior-point algorithm and 

pattern search algorithm for network peak shaving and load levelling purposes 

has been developed in [47, 48]. In this research, the communication system 

details is not described. Paper [49] proposes a multistage central control scheme 

for droop-controlled MGs operating in islanded mode. They have used MGCC to 

manage the operation of MGs with high penetration of EVs. Dynamic 

programming is the chosen method in [50] for the centralized EMS which 

considers the uncertainties of the data and forecast errors. The researchers have 

proposed a two-level centralized EMS employing dynamic programming [51, 52] 

connected to local EMS via communication links, while the communcation system 

is not explained. Researchers in [53-55] have proposed two-layer EMS to 

schedule and dispatch energy. The schedule layer is formulated as a MILP 

problem and the dispatch layer as a NLP oroblem. The study in [56] proposes an 

predictive optimization approach to schedule the power utilizing dynamic 

progtramming. Receding horizon approach is used for the advisory layer and a 

rule based approach is applied to the realtime layer of the two-layer EMS of an 

experimental MG [57]. In study [58], an rolling horizon based EMS is proposed 

which uses MILP to solve each decisoin step. The communication protocol in this 

reaserch is Modbus TCP and RTU. In [59, 60], a MILP model is employed to 

solve the energy management optimization problem of the MGs. In study [61], 

Researchers have proposed a smart EMS that includes forecasting, scheduling 

and optimzation module. To solve the EMS problem, they have employed matrix 

real-coded genetic algorithm (MRC-GA). Fuzzy logic-based EMS is implemented 

on an experimental residential MG to optimize the SOC and power charge rate 

of BESS [62]. The communication structure used in this research RS-485 and 
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Ethernet communication. Researchers in [8, 63] have utilized MPC approach to 

optimize the operation of an experimental MG, where the optimization problem is 

formulated as an MILP problem. In [64], Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm 

II (NSGA-II) is employed to solve the central EMS optimization problem. The 

execution monitoriong and replanning approach is used to manage the 

uncertainty in MG. The researchers in [65] have employed multi objective NSGA-

II approach to achieve a real time EMS to operate the MG optimally. A centralized 

EMS for MG working in both grid connected and islanded modes is presented in 

[66], where EMS works under the iterative market clearing model. 

2.2.2 Decentralized EMS 

Unlike the centralized EMS, the decisions are made locally based on the local 

data in decentralized EMS [67]. The decentralized EMSs are mainly categorized 

into decomposition based, distributed MPC based, consus based, and agent 

based techniques [68]. However, majority of decentralized EMSs are 

implemented in form of multi-agent systems (MAS), where each agent has the 

possibility to manage its local system with cooperation with neighbouring agents. 

The main advantages of employing MAS are: dynamic flexibility, system 

survivability, and lower communication operation load [67]. A general structure 

and MAS based schematic of MG decentralized EMS are shown in Figure 10 and 

Figure 11, respectively. 

Figure 10. MG decentralized EMS [39] 
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Figure 11. MG decentralized EMS (MAS based) [5]  

An EMS to enhance power quality employing transaction-based control 

framework as MAS platform for commercial MGs is proposed in [69]. Multi-

segment adaptive droop control without relying on communication or central EMS 

is presented in [70, 71]. Smooth switching droop control approach is applied to 

AC MGs to manage the energy in decentralized mode, where frequency bus 

signalling is employed in order to avoid external communication links [72, 73].   

Researchers in [74, 75] have formulated the energy management as an optimal 

power flow problem, where an IEC 61850 based communication system is 

proposed to implement the distributed EMS. Researchers in [74] have utilized 

predictor-corrector proximal multiplier method (PCPM) to manage the 

decentralized energy system. Lyapunov optimization is employed to achieve a 

real time online EMS [76]. The Researchers in [77] have employed distributed 

MPC approach to solve the EMS operation. An intelligent multi-agent control 

system with particle swarm optimization (PSO) is developed to achieve effective 

comfort and energy management in the MG [78]. Zhao et al. [79] proposed an 

multi-agent system based EMS for a islanded MG. furthermore, they have carried 

out real-time power dispatches via MPC approach.  

2.2.3 MMG EMS 

In case of MMG, the EMS is responsible for the management of a group of MGs. 

The EMS can be divided into centralized and decentralized for MMG 

management [80]. The concept of centralized and decentralized for MMG 

operation is similar to MG operation with the difference that here devices are 

replaced by MGs in the management level. A presentation of MMG hierarchical 

MMG EMS is illustrated in Figure 12, where MMG can substitute the grid, tertiary 
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control is EMS, secondary control is MGCC or MG EMS, and primary control is 

local controller (LC).  

 
Figure 12. MMG hierarchical control and management system [5] 

Power flow management of MG networks using MPC is presented in [81]. In [82], 

MPC-based EMS is employed to manage multiple residential MGs, where 

thermal system is considered beside the electrical model. The researchers in [83] 

have utilized distributed economic MPC system for the coordinated stochastic 

EMS of MMG system. A distributed MPC scheme is presented to optimize the 

EMS of MGs, where The distributed MPC optimization problem is formulated by 

minimizing the surplus energy of MGs in the MMG system [84]. A hierarchical 

energy optimization method for MMG with MAS based on centralized-

decentralized hybrid energy management is proposed in [85, 86]. They use 

gossip algorithm to solve the decentralized optimization problem. MMG 

management defined as a pseudo-dynamic optimization problem is solved via 

sequential quadratic programming (SQP) approach in [87]. In paper [88], the 

researchers propose a novel consensus-based distributed approach based on 

multi-agent framework to solve the energy management problem of the energy 

internet. The EMS is formulated as a convex optimization, where an alternating 

direction method of multipliers (ADMM) based distributed algorithm is developed 
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to maximize the MMG system profits [89]. Optimal energy management of a 

cooperative MMG system using the sequentially coordinated operations 

approach is pursued in [90]. A decentralized optimal scheduling problem is 

proposed for MMG energy management, where the scheduling problem is 

formulated as a linear programming and solved via a pricing strategy considering 

the requirements of MGs [12, 91]. A robust optimization (RO)-based scheduling 

strategy, including a cost minimization deterministic model for the MMG, a min-

max and a traceable robust counterpart using linear duality theory and Karush–

Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) optimality conditions has been proposed in [92]. A distributed 

adjustable robust optimal scheduling algorithm for EMS of MMG system is 

developed in [93]. The researchers have considered various uncertainties such 

as renewable generation, load consumption, and price changes. A hierarchical 

EMS for optimal MMGs operation based on MAS is proposed, where the 

optimization problem is formulated as an MILP problem. Furthermore, a modified 

contract net protocol (MCNP) is designed for the agents to connect to other 

agents [94]. Researchers in [95] propose a hierarchical decentralized system of 

systems architecture for the energy management of an MMG system, where they 

formulate it as a bi-level optimization problem. 

2.2.4 Communication Systems 

Communication system is a vital part of EMS. The gathered data from different 

sections of MG, the set points and commands to different parts of MG, the 

connection of MG to other MGs and main grid, and the interconnection of devices 

in MG are among communication system tasks [96]. Generally, there are 

communication protocols, which exist in industry to enable the relaying of data in 

MG communications architecture, such as Modbus, CAN bus, DNP3 and IEC 

61850, where all are categorized in wired communication protocols. The other 

category of MG communication protocol are wireless such as PLC, Wi-Fi, and 

ZigBee. On the other hand, with the rise of internet and cloud based systems, IoT 

concept has gained more importance in the recent years [97]. 

CAN bus is a serial communication protocol and device profile specification for 

embedded systems. It is a broadcast digital bus designed to operate at speeds 

from 20 kbs to 1Mbs. The transmission rate depends on the bus length and 

transceiver speed. Its cost, performance, and upgradability provide for huge 
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flexibility in system design. Paper [98] employs Modbus protocol for metering 

purposes and CAN bus protocol for control implementation. Papers [99-102] 

employ CAN bus for communication infrastructure of battery management 

system (BMS). Papers [103, 104] have proposed a CAN bus based scheme for 

MG grid synchronization and protection. 

Modbus protocol is a master/slave protocol, which is transmitted over different 

physical links such as RS232/485 and Ethernet (TCP/IP). In paper [105], the 

researchers build a communication platform for an MG with master-slave 

strategy. In this platform, CAN-open protocol between master and slave inverter 

devices and Modbus-RTU protocol to display data on the main devices and 

Modbus TCP protocol to build an Ethernet for control centre. A multiple 

communication platform is developed, an Ethernet and a CAN bus, where 

Ethernet uses Modbus TCP protocol to serve status information, which takes 

large amount of information but not required for real-time performance. A 

communication network based on a Modbus protocol is designed for monitoring 

the MG system parameters and status of all sources for the communication and 

control purposes [106]. Modbus RTU and Ethernet communication protocols are 

applied to the layout of an experimental MG to manage the MG operation 

hierarchically [107]. 

IEC 61850 is an open standard for communication in substation automation 

systems and is transmitted over Ethernet networks [108]. The abstract data 

models defined in IEC 61850 can be mapped to a number of protocols such as 

MMS (Manufacturing Message Specification), GOOSE (Generic Object Oriented 

Substation Event), SMV (Selectable Mode Vocoder) [109, 110]. This standard 

specifies the mechanism of data transmission, access and exchange. Employing 

IEC 61850, the plug and play functionality, greater flexibility, reduced cost, 

construction and commissioning times are available. A three-layer 

communication architecture of MGs based on IEC61850 is proposed, where the 

client/server frame is designed in the MG EMS for real-time data management 

and information exchange through the MG communication [111]. In paper [112], 

an EMS to control of active and reactive power operating in centralized and 

distributed operation modes is proposed, where IEC61850 connects the devices 

to each other. Researchers in [113] have developed an IEC61850 based 
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communication system for MG operation. A communication architecture in a 

distributed MG system using IEC 61850 standard is designed and implemented 

in [74, 114]. A hardware-in-the-loop simulation system for testing of MG EMS is 

developed in [115], where IEC61850 and Modbus communication protocols are 

employed as a part of the communication system. A multi-level EMS is proposed 

in [116], where IEC61850 and CAN bus communication protocol are used to 

connect EMS layers to each other. In [117], a three level communication system 

(system level, unit level, and device level) is utilized for the EMS operation. 

IEC61850 is considered for system level communication, Modbus TCP/IP for the 

unit level and Modbus RS485 for the device level are considered.  

DNP3 is another master/slave protocol which mostly used in SCADA systems 

[118]. In addition, DNP3 is an open, multipoint communication protocol that allows 

exchanges of information between the control centre and intelligent electronic 

devices (IED). A DNP3 over TCP/IP based communication infrastructure is 

established to exchange real-time information for energy and equipment 

management [119].  

ZigBee is a wireless mesh network supported by the IEEE standard 802.15.4. It 

is a low power consumption network and has a low data rate. The estimated data 

rates are 250 kbps per channel in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz band [120]. It can 

directly connect to sensors, meters and actuators as is a short-range wireless 

communication device covering an area up to 1500 m. The ZigBee standard 

allows building of both large and small networks in various topologies and with 

acceptable level of security [3]. ZigBee is considered as a good option for 

metering and energy management, although there are some constrains for 

practical implementations [121]. Researchers in [122] have proposed integration 

of DNP3 protocol over wireless ZigBee communication protocol for low cost 

simulations of smart grid applications, where they encapsulate DNP3 frames of 

UDP into the ZigBee protocol.  

Wi-Fi is the most popular among the wireless standards under the IEEE 802.11 

standards [123]. Researchers in [124] have proposed a communication 

infrastructure based on wireless mesh network (WMN), as an advance topology 

of Wi-Fi systems, to operate MG using MAS concept. In [125], a virtual 
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communication lab for MG is implemented, where communication infrastructures 

such as LTE/4G are utilized. Researchers in [126] have proposed three 

communication network architectures (Wi-Fi, ZigBee, and Ethernet) for 

monitoring the behaviour of residential and commercial MGs, where they have 

compared network performance with respect to communication delay, reliability 

and implementation cost. A Wi-Fi based communication network for EMS of a 

small scale MG is developed in [127]. In paper [128], a unified distributed control 

system for different modes of DC MG operation based on a Wi-Fi communication 

network is presented. The frequency of several isolated MGs is synchronized 

using a LTE communication infrastructure [129].  

A fog-based IoT architecture for transactive EMSs is proposed in [97], where the 

design consists of three layers: local gateways, local fog nodes, and cloud 

servers. HTTP and openADR are the protocols supported in the proposed 

system. A two level cloud based optimization system for a home based EMS is 

proposed in [130, 131]. MQTT, which is a message-oriented information 

exchange protocol and works on TCP, is used to design building automation 

system in [132]. This paper has provided solutions to implement building 

management systems using MQTT, including MQTT topic management. 

However, it has not integrated multiple devices from multiple buildings with traffic 

in the Local Area Network (LAN). Cloud-based Machine-to-Machine 

communication platforms with the aim of effective scheduling of the building 

resources in presence of distributed energy resources are presented in [133-

136]. These articles have not discussed the reliability of the platform to have a 

backup plan in case of losing the connection to the cloud. The cloud-based EMS 

proposed in these studies collapse if the connection to the cloud server is lost. 

2.2.5 Forecasting Algorithms 

The other section of EMS is forecasting module. Forecasting module is applied 

to the historical data to predict system behaviour. There are various methods to 

predict load consumption and power generation. Artificial intelligence-based 

methods and statistical methods are two of the most popular forecasting methods 

[137].  
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In paper [138], a neural network (NN) approach for short term load forecasting 

(STLF) is proposed, where the proposed NN has a learning algorithm based on 

a modified harmony search technique. A hierarchical forecasting approach is 

utilized for STLF at distribution level, where Wavelet NN is employed to forecast 

the root node and load pattern similarities for child nodes classification [139]. A 

short-term building energy usage data-driven forecasting model based on an 

artificial NN model with Bayesian regularization algorithm is proposed in [140]. 

Paper [141] presents an optimized artificial NN model for STLF of building 

electricity consumption, where an improved particle swarm optimization (PSO) 

algorithm is applied to adjust artificial NN values. The electricity peak load is 

forecasted in [142] based on the prediction of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) 

of monthly peak demand variation, where ARIMA approach is used to define the 

elements of DFT. ARIMA with exogenous variables (ARIMAX) in combination 

with NN is employed in [143, 144] for STLF of residential MGs. The researchers 

in [145] propose a discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to decompose the raw 

forecasting figure. Then, the waveforms are forecasted by NNs to simulate the 

increasing amplitude and the grey model (GM) to forecast their rising trend. A 

hybrid load forecasting model with parameter optimization is proposed in [146] 

for STLF of MGs, where it is a combination of Empirical Mode Decomposition 

(EMD), Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), Extreme Learning Machine with Kernel 

(KELM) and PSO. A Self-Recurrent Wavelet (SRW) NN is applied as the 

forecasting method, where the Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) learning algorithm is 

adapted to train the SRWNN [147]. 

BESS control systems are structured according to two main algorithms. The first 

algorithm is a scheduling system, which produces an initial charge and discharge 

scheduling and a second algorithm that operates the system in real time [7, 148-

150]. The real time algorithm uses short-term load forecasts to adjust the initial 

schedule such to better achieve peak load reduction [7, 149]. Short-term load 

forecast models attempt to estimate load from horizons of one minute ahead, 30 

minutes ahead, an hour ahead and up to a few days ahead. 

Time series modelling (i.e. AR, ARMA and ARIMA) and exponential smoothing 

techniques (i.e. DES and SES) are commonly used to produce short-term load 

forecast algorithms [7, 143, 151, 152]. Time series modelling and exponential 
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smoothing techniques forecast future load based on patterns in the historical 

dependent variable time series. AR models are functions of time lags of the 

dependent variable being forecast. ARMA models are functions of the time lags 

of the variable being forecast and lags of the forecast error. ARIMA models 

incorporate the ARMA model and lags of the numerical derivative of the 

dependent variable (∆𝑦𝑦). Exponential smoothing algorithms project an adjusted 

local mean of the dependent variable time series in order to forecast. 

Reference [152] developed a two level seasonal AR model, seasonal ARIMA 

model and a dummy variable adjusted seasonal ARIMA model to forecast hourly 

load from the Brazilian power grid. The two level seasonal AR model is composed 

of a periodic model and a model that is a function of load time lags. The seasonal 

ARIMA model incorporated periodic lags of the load and day of the week and 

holiday dummy variables. Reference [143] observed that the two level seasonal 

AR model performed better. Reference [143] developed next day total energy use 

and next day peak load forecast models by a combining AR models with 

exogenous variables and DES. The DES component enable the forecast model 

to account the changing mean throughout the load time series. The model’s 

performance was compared against a multivariate NN and it was observed that 

they achieve similar levels of accuracy. Reference [151] developed short-term 

load forecast models for 30 minute interval power data from power grid supplying 

England and Wales using SES, double SES and ARIMA. The load time series 

displayed intraday and intraweek seasonality that were captured by the modelling 

techniques. It was found that the double SES algorithm when corrected for 

autocorrelation in the error term performed better than the SES and ARIMA 

models. Reference [151] expanded the SES algorithm to include three 

seasonality and forecast load with a short term horizon for British and French 

power grid data. The inclusion of a third seasonality allowed forecasts to be made 

with higher accuracy than the double SES and univariate NN. 

2.2.6 Scheduling Systems 

Scheduling of BESSs as one of the main components in an MG is of significant 

importance. Scheduling deals with the problem of optimal economic dispatch of 

energy resource stored in an ESS serving a load and a RES generation unit. The 

tasks are charge and discharge cycles of battery at the optimum time and size 
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considering the operation costs of system [153]. Paper [153] proposes a real-time 

scheduling of a RES system + ESS by a forecast-less charge controller for ESS. 

The approach developed in the paper consists of three parts: rolling horizon, 

fuzzy controller and self-adaptation mechanism. The approach does not need 

extensive calculation, as it is model free. The drawback of this method is accuracy 

in which optimal values are dependent on initial conditions and different 

parameters such as number of operations carried out by battery.  

Paper [154] proposes a scheduling algorithm and a fuzzy expert system which 

controls the output power of the BESS. Two genetic algorithms are used; one for 

scheduling and fuzzy rules and the other for tuning the membership functions. 

The researchers in paper [155] has designed a fuzzy controller to schedule the 

battery storage system while managing the real time pricing of energy. The three 

input variables to the fuzzy controller are electricity price, renewable generation 

rate and load demand. The approach does not consider technical constraints of 

battery lifetime and does not foresee any mechanism to deal with price variations. 

The researchers in paper [156] present an energy management system, which 

applies rolling horizon (RH) strategy with unit commitment (UC) and illustrates 

the advantages of UC-RH solution over standard UC. To solve the optimization 

problem, a mixed integer linear optimization framework based on forecast models 

is proposed. Paper [157] designs a rule-based scheduling system for PV/wind 

farm + BESS in order to control the BESS optimally while considering operating 

constraints of BESS. In [158, 159], a charging/discharging scheme of BESS 

considering the operation cost of BESS lifetime losses is proposed, where the 

problem is formulated and solved in a dynamic programming framework. In [56], 

a scheduling system based on a dynamic programming approach to optimize the 

EMS with storage has been presented. The main objective of the scheduling 

system is shaving the peak with lower operation cost considering BESS 

degradation. 

The researchers in [160] obtain the optimal scheduling of the storage device by 

applying a charging strategy to maximize the objective function. The proposed 

operating strategy maximizes the economic savings for the customer in presence 

of dynamic tariffs. The drawback of method is about not considering the battery 
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model and its aging in the cost function and the other major drawback is about 

considering just three max and three min prices for scheduling. Quadratic 

programing (QP)-based algorithm for day-ahead scheduling of residential BESS 

with solar PV system is proposed in [161], where two objective are considered 

for the scheduling problem, minimizing the impact on grid and maximizing the 

operational savings. 

Paper [162] presents a short-term scheduling of battery in security constrained 

unit commitment (SCUC). A Lagrangian relaxation-based optimization algorithm 

is applied to determine the charge/discharge of battery in the PV/battery system. 

Paper [55] proposes a robust two-stage optimization approach to schedule the 

BESS in MGs to determine its economic dispatch in real-time.  

Paper [163] presents an optimal operating strategy for charge/discharge of RES 

+ ESS. The main objective is for load shifting and peak shaving applications in 

presence of ToU tariffs. The objective function is designed to maximize the 

average arbitrage accommodation and considers battery parameters, ToU tariffs, 

PV production and load patterns. Furthermore, cost of PV and inverters, 

maintenance, operating costs, and ESS costs are included in the cost function. 

Researchers in [148, 164, 165] propose a control strategy for BESS to reduce 

peak demand based on the forecasts. The control strategy does not consider real 

time operation of battery and works as an offline planning-based scheduler. 

Bennett et al. [7] propose a heuristic algorithm to schedule a BESS in a 

distribution system to maximize the savings, shave the peak and fill the valleys. 

The proposed approach works based on defining the best set points for the BESS 

to charge and discharge. A real-time BESS scheduling algorithm for peak 

demand shaving is proposed in [166], where a power target is set for BESS 

optimal scheduling. A hierarchical control approach, combination of centralized 

and distributed, to schedule the BESS is presented in [149], where the gradient-

based heuristic optimization method (GHO) is applied to solve the optimized 

scheduling problem. To optimally schedule discharging of BESS with RESs in 

MGs, a hyper-heuristic (HH) algorithm evolved with global search algorithm is 

employed in [167]. 
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Paper [168] proposes an intelligent MPC-based control strategy for ESS in a 

distribution system for higher reliability and economic benefits. Load, price and 

battery SOC are inputs for the control strategy and the charge/discharge 

schedule is the output demonstrating the benefits. A multi-objective problem for 

MG management including energy cost minimization and BESS lifetime 

maximization is studied in [169], where MPC approach is implemented to solve 

the scheduling problem. An MPC approach to obtain an optimal BESS scheduling 

policy that minimizes BESS life cycle cost and network operation cost [150, 170]. 

Papers [171-173] propose a charging/discharging control strategy for BESS 

considering current SOC of the storage and the period of charging/discharging of 

battery. This strategy is able to mitigate the effect of sudden changes in PV 

output, reduce reverse power flow and voltage rise problems during peak PV 

generation. In paper [47], the researchers have proposed a BESS 

charge/discharge algorithm to minimize a cost function including battery losses 

and battery cyclic costs, where an interior-point algorithm and pattern search 

algorithm are used for BESS scheduling optimization. Cooperative distributed 

algorithm for optimal scheduling of BESS in an MG utilizing a combination of the 

concepts of dynamic KKT multipliers and consensus networks algorithms is 

proposed in [174]. The researchers in [175] present a BESS optimal scheduling 

method based on Markov decision process framework in power distribution 

networks with renewable generation. 

2.2.6.1 Sizing and scheduling for peak shaving 

Previous studies in the literature have developed different approaches to optimize 

the BESS scheduling and sizing. Most of the papers in the literature have focused 

on either sizing or scheduling and have considered BESS sizing and scheduling 

as one model. In addition, there are other major factors, which have a significant 

impact on BESS sizing and MG cost optimization. BESS aging, peak shaving and 

valley filling are the key ones. Researchers in papers [176, 177] have investigated 

sizing of BESSs for MGs including RESs such as PV and wind whereas no cost 

minimization of MG or BESS scheduling has been taken into account in these 

studies. Furthermore, paper [178] has focused on BESS sizing investigating peak 

demand shaving by employing BESS but no scheduling of BESS is measured. 

Some previous studies inspect the MG cost minimization and peak demand 
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shaving but have not examined BESS sizing in their optimization model [163, 

179-181]. In addition, scheduling systems for BESS have been established in 

other projects to reduce the peak demand utilizing the RESs such as PV. 

However, sizing of the BESS is missing in these studies [162, 182].  

Further research projects investigated sizing and scheduling of the BESS to 

minimize the MG costs. One of the important factors that impacts total operation 

cost of MGs is peak demand charges. Therefore, the more the peak demand is 

reduced, the lower the costs of the MG become. Researchers in [183-187]  have 

developed a sizing and operation optimization strategy to primarily minimize the 

costs of the MG and shave the peak demand employing the BESS in combination 

with RESs (PV). Nevertheless, none of these studies has measured the BESS 

degradation as an influential element in their models.  

BESS aging is a major factor affecting the total operational and maintenance cost 

of the MG. In order to prolong the life of the BESS, the cycle aging and calendar 

aging process of the BESS should be reviewed in the scheduling and cost 

minimization algorithm of MGs [28]. Papers [188-190] inspect the sizing and 

scheduling of BESS employing different optimization methods to minimize the 

costs evaluating peak demand shaving and BESS degradation. In these studies, 

PV and wind as the main RESs play their role in the scheduling procedure of MG 

combined with DGs in some of the cases. 

Different optimization approaches are examined in earlier literature to solve the 

MG cost minimization problem. Sizing and scheduling of BESSs in the MG are 

explored to minimize the costs applying dynamic programming [11], [191]. The 

drawback of dynamic programming is the complexity in case of large systems. 

Linear programming as a simpler optimization method has been employed in [8] 

and [192, 193] to manage the energy of RESs, DGs, BESSs and loads in the MG 

and reduce the operational and maintenance costs respectively. Researchers in 

[194, 195] have conducted a research on BESS sizing and cost minimization 

employing GA in order to optimize the system. The drawback of the GA is its 

uncertainty in the results. To improve the accuracy of the achieved results, papers 

[196, 197] have utilized PSO method to minimize the costs and attain the best 
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BESS size. Furthermore, researchers in [198, 199] have implemented a two-layer 

optimization approach to minimize the costs of MG utilizing PSO algorithm.  

2.2.6.2 EV scheduling system 

Paper [200] proposes a practical PHEV charging scheduling algorithm to optimize 

charging costs considering electricity prices during the day. The researchers use 

a stochastic model for start time of the charging and its duration to model the 

charging behaviour and shave the peak load. The main concern is to minimize 

the peak loads caused by PHEV charging. 

Paper [201] applies the scalable real-time greedy (S-RTG) algorithm to schedule 

a large number of EVs in a decentralized way. The proposed approach schedules 

one EV at the time the EV connects to the grid and is suitable for real-time 

implementation using low-speed communication. The algorithm focuses on the 

EV owner’s convenience, which provides the option for EV owner to set the 

desired SOC at the departure time. In the paper, heuristic policies, casual and 

non-casual algorithms ae tried for scheduling. 

The researchers in paper [202] propose an optimal scheduling model of the 

battery swap station under TOU electricity price. The optimization results are 

sensitive to the charging cost level and the number of batteries in the battery 

swap station. In the proposed algorithm, a stochastic model including uncertainty 

of EV’s arrival time and daily mileage to forecast daily battery swapping demand, 

and to develop an optimal scheduling considering all the constraints is employed 

in order to meet the EV’s energy need as well as minimize the charging cost. 

Paper [203] proposes a MPC-based power dispatch. The objective functions 

minimize the operational cost considering the PEV charging uncertainties. The 

uncertain parameters such as charging time, initial battery SOC and start/end 

time make the prediction of charging load difficult. While considering the PEV 

uncertainties under various charging schemes and operational conditions, the 

paper evaluates the performance of a variety of power dispatch models at the 

distribution level including the uncertainties. 

In paper [204], an in-home PEV charge/discharge optimized scheduling method 

to schedule level of charge/discharge at each time slot from customer point of 
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view is developed. The proposed charging algorithm responds to time-varying 

tariffs and manages the home outages. The researchers claim to decrease the 

home peak demand load and customer costs employing the proposed method. 

This paper looks at the charging process from customer point of view and 

mentions the simpler structure and implementation for customer side scheduling. 

The customer payment and interruption costs are included in the objective 

function. On the other hand, in paper [205], an optimal scheduling protocol for EV 

home charging with time of use pricing is developed. Employing the scheduling 

protocol, peak loads are minimized on distribution feeders while considering the 

energy efficiency, performance and constraints. 

Paper [10] proposes an optimized method to control EV charging loads in 

response to TOU price. The optimized charging model is formulated to minimize 

the charging cost and therefore reduce the peak and fill the valley and a heuristic 

model is implemented minimize the charging cost considering the relation 

between the charging power of EV battery and the SOC. 

Paper [206] proposes an optimized scheduling to coordinate PHEV charging in 

order to regulate and manage peak load service considering TOU price. It tries 

to minimize the cost function and the optimization algorithm is based on dynamic 

estimate interpolation concept. Regulating the peak load, PHEV flattens the load 

profile and smooths the load fluctuations. 

PEV as a part of green energy solutions would be connected to the existing 

distribution networks. An increase in PEV penetration would have an impact on 

all sectors of distribution network; residential, commercial and industrial. The 

impact of EV charging stations on distribution grids and control approaches to 

minimize the impact is analyzed in [207]. Peak demand is a critical issue for 

commercial and residential buildings where higher peak demands impose 

additional pressure on the distribution network infrastructure. To minimize this 

effect, researchers in [208-210] investigate different EV charging strategies on 

peak demand reduction for residential load profiles while [211] evaluates smart 

charging strategies in distribution systems. Alongside peak demand reduction, 

minimizing costs is another important factor of successful adoption of PEVs. 

Research conducted in [212-214] provide solutions to reduce total electricity 
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prices by employing peak power limiting-based demand response strategies on 

different EV owner behaviour. A cost benefit analysis on optimized coordinated 

electric vehicle charging strategies explored to minimize peak load and load 

fluctuation in [215, 216].   

2.2.7 Optimization Methods 

The methods for optimal operation of a storage system are such as dynamic 

programming, linear programming, nonlinear programming, multi-pass iteration 

PSO approach, MPC, and Kalman filter [160, 217]. Optimal operation planning 

method considering the uncertainties of RESs and load demand is proposed in 

[218], where PSO is applied to solve the optimization problem. A multi-objective 

optimal operation composed of two layers is proposed in [219]. Inner layer takes 

care of the optimal management using NSGA-II and the outer layer chooses the 

MG design features utilizing a glow-worm swarm optimization. 

In paper [220], an optimal EMS employing heuristic approach is presented, where 

the aim is to maximize economic benefit for the MG and minimize energy 

exchange with the grid. In this paper, the operation cost, charge and discharge 

constraints of BESS are considered as well. Paper [149] proposes a hierarchical 

control approach for optimal Energy Storage scheduling, investigates the 

operation of a utility owned Community Energy Storage participating in the 

competitive electricity market and presents a real-time control that maximizes the 

benefits with energy storage. The proposed multi-objective optimization 

framework in solved by GHO. In [221], a heuristic energy cooperation 

optimization approach to manage the MGs in offline and online modes is 

proposed.  

Paper [158] proposes an optimal charging/discharging scheme of battery energy 

storage which aims at maximizing the overall profit. The researchers provide a 

framework for optimally scheduling of BES according to the prediction of market 

price and the probabilistic information of real-time generation. The lifetime model 

of the battery and cost of lifetime losses are formulated as well as the 

mathematical formulation of optimal scheduling. The formulation is solved by 

dynamic programming method. 
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The researchers in [222] optimize the battery charge/discharge profile to 

minimize a cost function that includes network and battery losses, battery cyclic 

costs and network voltage profile. They have used a combination of an interior-

point algorithm and pattern search algorithm for optimization. A model of battery 

SOC and SOH is used in order to represent battery operating condition and 

performance. A central controller is implemented to perform predictive 

optimization and a local inverter interfaced controller to manage 

charge/discharge state of battery. In paper [223], a Tabu Search (TS) algorithm 

is presented which is applied to controllable loads (BESS + EV) to define an 

optimized scheduling system. The optimal scheduling system considers forecast 

errors and uncertainties in a smart house. Paper [224] presents a pattern search 

optimization algorithm to minimize the cost of energy imported from grid. The 

researchers try to maximize the use of PV + BESS and minimize the use of 

electricity during high ToU tariffs. By considering the constraints for BESS, PV 

and other controllable and uncontrollable loads in the energy system, they 

propose an optimal scheduling of BESS and loads. 

In paper [225], the optimal model for MG energy management is formulated as 

an integer programming model on the General Algebraic Modelling System 

(GAMS) and is solved by CPLEX solver. They have tested the optimization 

management model for an MG system in Taiwan. The effects of battery modelling 

and aging are not considered in this research. 

The researchers in paper [159] develop a detailed discrete time model of battery, 

which is highly nonlinear, and perform an economical cost-benefit analysis. A 

dynamic programming algorithm is applied in order to define the optimal battery 

scheduling considering battery life and cost. The application is designed for wind 

power generation and battery storage system. On the other hand, paper [56] 

presents an optimal power management mechanism for grid connected PV 

systems with storage. A predictive power-scheduling algorithm is proposed and 

dynamic programming is used for optimization, which is compared to a rule-based 

management system. They have considered battery aging and day ahead 

management of battery. Meanwhile, the efficiency of forecast model and optimal 

reactive power management are not considered in the paper. Furthermore, paper 

[226] and [184] propose a dynamic programming algorithm for optimal scheduling 
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of BESS for peak shaving application. The main purpose of algorithm is to 

minimize the electricity bill for a fixed battery storage capacity. 

Paper [150] uses a MPC-based scheduling and operation strategy to manage 

electricity cost in day ahead and real-time power market with different levels of 

price and load uncertainties. The research claims better results than the other 

two approaches evaluated in the paper. The paper does not consider battery 

detailed model and aging in the MPC optimization algorithm. On the other hand, 

the researchers in papers [227] and [228] use Model Predictive Control to obtain 

a scheduling of a PV + ESS, which participates, in the electricity market. MPC 

decreases errors but the main drawback is the need for accurate prediction model 

and the computational effort to solve the optimization problem. Papers [8, 63] and 

[229] apply MPC approach to achieve economic efficiency in MG operation 

management. They have formulated the problem with MILP. The advantage of 

the papers is implementation of the approach on a real MG in Greece. Applying 

MPC approach, the future behaviour of system is predictable, system is more 

robust in uncertainty cases because of feedback mechanism and the constraints 

are considered in the model [8]. The researchers have compared Heuristic, MPC 

and MPC-MILP approaches to verify better performance of MPC-MILP. 

Paper [230] investigates the optimal economic scheduling of an isolated power 

system by using a mixed-integer linear programming implemented in GAMS. The 

researchers do not consider the detailed model of the battery and reactive power 

control. On the other hand, paper [190] investigates optimal scheduling of PV + 

BESS to reduce the electricity costs through peak shaving and load shifting. The 

effects of ToU tariffs on the residential scheduling are addressed and the 

optimization problem is solved by mixed integer programming (MIP).  

In paper [161], an optimization-based algorithm for scheduling of residential 

BESS + PV is proposed. In order to maximize the financial savings with the daily 

battery charge/discharge, a QP-based scheduling algorithm is presented. Paper 

[231] presents a quadratic programming method to maximize the profits of BESS 

while considering real-time electricity price. The researchers compare two 

different battery technology and define which one has a better payback period. 

Paper [232] deals with nonlinear optimal scheduling problem of a BESS 
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considering ToU tariffs with wind turbine generators. Multi-pass Iteration (MI)-

PSO algorithm is implemented to solve optimal scheduling problem.  

The researchers in [61] have proposes a smart EMS which makes short-term 

optimal scheduling to minimize the total operation costs. In order to minimize the 

MG costs, a matrix real-coded genetic algorithm (MRC-GA) is applied, in which 

the generation schedule of ESS and RES are main components of GA. There are 

issues using heuristic algorithms such as being computationally intensive, 

nonlinearity, producing sub-optimal solutions and etc. In paper [195], a real-

coded genetic algorithm (RCGA) is implemented to schedule the 

charge/discharge of an BESS for residential customers considering ToU tariffs in 

presence of a renewable energy source such as PV. The battery efficiency and 

cost are not considered in this study. The problem with heuristic approaches such 

as GA and evolutionary programming (EP) is that they do not always guarantee 

the globally optimal solution. 

Researchers in [7, 144] have investigated a management system, based on rule-

based heuristic and NN approaches. The management system considered in [8, 

233, 234] applies a MPC approach to minimize the operational costs in the MG. 

A PSO method has been employed by [235, 236] to control the power flow in 

MGs. Stochastic approaches in order to optimize the benefits of energy 

management of MGs have been promising [237-240]. Dynamic programming as 

the solution for the energy management problem have been presented in the past 

[169, 241]. MILP has been proposed in some simulation related articles in regards 

to distribution LV networks [230, 242-244]. Comparing the mentioned 

optimization methods, MILP takes less computational efforts to solve the 

problems than dynamic programming or mixed methods like MPC-MILP [244]. 

On the other hand, the advantage of MILP over heuristic methods is its capability 

to consider the uncertainty of a system. Furthermore, MILP is suitable for real-

time operation whereas PSO and heuristic methods are not intended to optimize 

the system in this condition [8]. 

2.3 Summary 

In this chapter, a comprehensive literature review is conducted. In the literature 

review, firstly a review of MGs and MMGs is directed. Furthermore, the 
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implemented MGs and MMGs around the world are mentioned in the literature 

review. Then, different types of EMS are discussed, where EMS is categorized 

into centralized and decentralized and each one are explained separately. After 

that, different modules of EMS are described as the next part of literature review. 

The first module of EMS reviewed in the literature review is communication. 

Communication protocols and algorithms are covered in this part. Afterwards, the 

forecasting algorithms utilized for data prediction in EMSs are discussed. The 

other module of EMS is scheduling, where different scheduling algorithms in the 

literature are discussed. Furthermore, various optimization methods are analysed 

and the advantages and disadvantages are covered. In the next chapter, the 

methodology of the thesis, modelling and optmizatoin of EMS for MGs and MMGs 

is presented.  
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3 Energy Management System Modelling and 
Optimization 

3.1 Overview 

With ever increasing energy generation diversity and energy storage becoming 

affordable, distribution networks are becoming more complex than ever before. 

This complexity can be utilized to benefit the distribution networks as well as end 

consumers in the form of controlled MGs. MGs are not simply distributed 

generation and energy storage systems; solar systems and battery banks, rather 

a complete design of hardware and software for specific uses and users. All the 

different elements need to be designed to work together to provide stable, 

efficient and sustainable power delivery to the end user.  

In this chapter, modelling and optimization of EMS for MGs and MMGs is 

investigated. First, a comprehensive modelling and design procedure of an 

experimental MG testing facility as well as MMG system is presented, where the 

testing facility provides a research testbed for investigating different aspects of 

MG systems. Then, the modelling and operation of  forecasting systems for 

commercial building loads and generation is introduced. A range of time series 

forecast models and exponential smoothing forecast algorithms are compared to 

determine their applicability for use in MG and MMG EMS.  

Furthermore, this chapter aims to investigate a method of peak load shaving 

through the utilization of solar PV and BESS whilst creating a cost effective rule-

based EMS. This is achieved by utilizing a ruleset to manage and optimize a 

scheduling system with a forecasting algorithm. Next section in this chapter 

investigates the impacts that PEVs would have on commercial load profiles and 

how to overcome the challenges by employing an EMS. By implementing EMS 

to manage grid to vehicle (G2V) charging and V2G discharging, a minimization 

of the impact of PEV on the peak demand can be obtained. In the final section of 

this chapter, an EMS for an experimental commercial MG is presented. To 

properly operate the BES with renewable energies and achieve objectives of cost 

reduction, a MILP optimization is implemented in the EMS. 
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3.2 Microgrid Design and Modelling 

Distribution networks have seen a large increase in distributed generation over 

the past decade, primarily in the form of distributed renewable energy sources. 

Australia has shown great interest in distributed generation with over 2.5 million 

small-scale installations nationwide [245], predominantly solar PV systems. As 

the price of Solar PV systems has reduced with time, the size of installations has 

on average increased from approximately 2.5kW in 2011 to 4.9kW in 2015. A 

total of over 130 000 residential sized systems (1kw – 10kW) and 6800 

commercial sized systems (10kW – 100kW) were installed in 2015 across 

Australia [246]. Overall, the integration of distributed generation is a positive in 

improving the local distribution efficiency, but in some areas where high 

intermittent renewable energy penetration and low daily loads exist, the benefits 

of improved efficiency can be outweighed by voltage regulation problems, design 

frequency deviation and reverse power flow [173, 247-251]. There have been a 

number of mitigation strategies proposed to curb the impact of the intermittent 

energy sources, primarily through the integration of energy storage. By 

implementing sufficient energy storage in conjunction with distributed generation 

and control systems, a MG can be ascertained. The Institute of Electrical and 

Electronics Engineers (IEEE) defines an MG in [252], where the definition can be 

simplified to a grid that integrates the following properties: 

• Desirable operation in parallel with the distribution grid 

• Desirable operation as an independent “island” network 

• Implementation of control equipment to transition to and from distribution 

grid 

This base criterion indicates that the implementation of an MG should benefit the 

distribution network and the connected loads without compromising either 

network when switched between islanding and grid-connected modes. The MG 

should benefit the distribution network in peak demand management, power 

factor maintenance, voltage control and ensure that harmonics are controlled and 

minimized. These utility stability measures also benefit loads by ensuring a clean 

and stable power source is present at all times, irrespective of the status of the 
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distribution grid. The stable and scalable formation of an MG has been the topic 

of significant MG research. The conceptual diagram of MG is shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. MG Conceptual Diagram 

An MG testing facility has been established at Griffith University in Brisbane, 

Australia at the engineering building [253, 254]. This facility is constructed on a 

commercial building with varying daily power quality to undertake investigations 

into commercial building peak demand energy management through utilization of 

solar PV [255, 256], wind turbines, energy storage, smart inverter voltage and 

reactive power control [257], EV charging and discharging scheduling control 

[258, 259], and forecasting algorithms [260]. The RESs located at the MG at 

Griffith consist primarily of solar PV. The solar PV consists of several series 

connected arrays coupled with SMA® inverters. One of the arrays is connected 

to Elevare® Energy DC/DC converters which form the basis of a DC bus on the 

solar PV level. Energy storage is in the form of two Kokam® lithium batteries, 

configured in two LV busses: 200V – 300V and 700V – 800V. A DC bus designed 

for PEV connections; which range from 300V DC – 500V DC based upon current 

physical connector limitations [261]. There is an extensive communication system 

encompassing several communication protocols to monitor and control different 
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elements remotely within the facility [254]. The wind turbines with control systems 

have been designed and simulated for the MG. 

3.2.1 Design Consideration 

Extensive design considerations are taken when approaching the design of the 

MG testing facility. These considerations look into current and future applications 

where usability and reliability are key elements in prolonging the life expectancy 

of the installations. For this matter, high-quality and high-efficiency components 

are utilized to ensure project longevity. The initial design procedure separated the 

testing space into surrounding three topics for investigation sub-cast from the 

initial energy management target. These topics include: 

• Investigation of solar PV topologies; solar power converters (DC/DC, 

DC/AC) and wind turbines 

• Power conversion, control and energy storage management; via the use 

of smart inverters 

• Energy storage systems analysis with additional analysis on the impacts 

of PEVs  

These three topics determined the structure and monitoring of the testing facility 

to provide the best solution for EMS for current and future technologies. The 

design and installation procedure proved to be difficult; with numerous standard 

consultations and university specific installation requirements. 

3.2.2 System Architecture Design 

The design methodology utilized in the development of the MG is similar to that 

of the construction of a standard style MG, but where the addition of a DC bus is 

included. The system owns a common AC bus which is set to 400V low voltage 

according to the Australian standard. The MG is connected to the utility grid and 

other AC form generation units (wind turbines) through the AC bus. The overall 

design of engineering building MG is visualized in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Engineering Building MG System Structure 

3.2.2.1 Engineering Commercial Building Load 

The power consumption in engineering building fluctuates a lot due to the great 

number of labs and inductive load. Severe high demand peaks are paid especial 

attention in this system as they may cause additional financial charges. In 

addition, there is also enough space for PV section, energy storage units and 

testing equipment to be installed and expanded. Moreover, engineering building 

is also near to vehicle to grid test building and community building which will be 

developed as other MGs in order to build an MMG system. Therefore, 

engineering building establishes a perfect location to build the MG testing facility. 

The local distribution network which engineering building is connected to and the 

internal engineering building network structure is illustrated in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Engineering Building Local Distribution Network (left); Engineering Building 

Network Structure (right) 
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The instantaneous perceived load on the network can be simply described as per 

(1), where the building loads and generation sources determine the overall load.  

𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵 =  (𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ + 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀) − (𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + 𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺 + 𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)                                               (1) 

where 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵 is the power in the building, 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀ℎ is the mechanical base load of the 

building, 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑀𝑀 represents the live load, 𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 and 𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺 represent energy generation 

in the form of intermittent renewable energy systems and steady state generators, 

𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 represents the implemented energy storage system, and  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 is the power 

characteristics of the power factor correction devices. 

As both real and reactive power contribute to the building load, each element 

within 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵 can be described as (2). 

𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 = 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉
2
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜃𝜃) = 1

2
𝐼𝐼2|𝑍𝑍| 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜃𝜃)                                                          (2) 

where 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿 represents the average power in a load element, 𝑉𝑉 and 𝐼𝐼 are peak 

amplitudes of voltage and current waveforms respectively, 𝜃𝜃 is the phase angle 

between 𝑉𝑉 and 𝐼𝐼, and 𝑍𝑍 is the impedance of the load. By incorporating both real 

and reactive components, the apparent power illustrates the total load on the 

network from the building. This data has been collected and is presented as a 

characteristic curve Figure 16. As can be noted, the yearly average building 

apparent power characteristic contains two peaks about 12pm and 4pm 

correlating with the live utilisation of the building. Timed loads can be seen 

switching on at 4:30am and 7:30am which correlate with mechanical loads such 

as compressors for compressed air, vacuum and the building air conditioning 

(HVAC) systems. Reductions in energy usage that are abrupt correlate with 

automatic network shutdown procedures for computers and secondary HVAC 

systems, typically observed about 7pm and 11pm. The average static load for the 

building is 100kVA. 
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Figure 16. Daily load for Engineering Building as an average over a year 

3.2.2.2 DC Bus 

3.2.2.2.1 Solar PV System 

The testing facility includes two 2kW solar systems, one 10kW solar system and 

a system of 1.5kW installed. Together, there is a total capacity of the 15.5kW 

peak of solar generation.  

The structure of the two 2kW systems consists of one configuration of a standard 

series installation and the other one as a panel-by-panel modifiable system. This 

interchangeability within configurations alongside a standard installation allows 

for a comparative analysis of different products available for the solar PV market. 

The primary analysis for the comparative 2kW system is to determine the 

effectiveness of DC/DC converters on every panel in a parallel topology. This 

configuration forms a completely different architecture to what is currently utilized 

in the market. 

According to the design procedure, solar PV and the wind are the main sources 

of energy in this MG. Different technologies of solar modules are installed on the 

roof of the engineering building at Griffith University to investigate the 

performance of PV panels and also different parallel and series combinations of 

PV panels for further research on the DC bus performance in the MG. Figure 17 

depicts the installed PV panels for MG testing facility.  
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Figure 17. Engineering Building MG Solar Test Configurations 

3.2.2.2.2 BESS 

The engineering building MG installation has a capacity of 70 kilowatt-hours of 

lithium-ion based batteries from Kokam® company and 20 kilowatt-hours of 

Toshiba® lithium-titanate batteries. These batteries are configured into two strings 

of low and high voltage DC, based upon a single phase or three phase 

installation. The batteries are charged directly via the DC bus, where the DC/DC 

converters act as a voltage controlled charger for a battery bank. Each battery 

bank has an on-board BMS to prolong the battery life and ensure safe operating 

conditions for the lithium cells. Energy storage can be used for peak load shifting, 

peak demand management and providing uninterruptible power supply function. 

Since there is a possibility to connect PEV to the MG system, it is necessary to 

test the PEV charging characteristics and V2G function in order to keep the 

system stable. Therefore, the hybrid MG system chose the high-performance 

Lithium-Ion Polymer batteries from Kokam® company to solve such problems. 

Batteries are connected to the DC bus and are charged or discharged through 

either PV or grid. The installed battery packes are indicated in Figure 18. 

 
Figure 18. BESS: Kokam® 60kWh (left); Toshiba® 20kWh (right) 
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3.2.2.3 AC Bus 

3.2.2.3.1 Inverters 

Since the MG has both AC and DC buses, there is a necessity to convert DC 

power to AC power. In the context, proper inverters should be selected to achieve 

such function. In this system, SMA® transformer-less inverters are adopted. 

SMA® has a strong marketing around the world, and its inverters possess high 

efficiency and communication links. Unlike traditional transformer based 

inverters, the SMA® inverters use power electronics and high-frequency 

transformers (very small size) to convert power. The inverters implemented in this 

system are one SunnyBoy® TriPower® 10000TL transformer-less and two 

SunnyBoy® 2100TL transformer-less inverters. The two 2100TL inverters ensure 

the solar PV panels to operate steadily without introducing any problematic 

uncertainties. In addition, through the SMA® SunnyBoy® Web-box, all the 

parameters related to the inverters can be monitored. 

The AC side of the AC/DC MG is the connection of the inverters to the grid. In 

Figure 19, the installation of AC bus is illustrated. 

 

Figure 19. Engineering Building MG AC side, control, and communication station 

3.3 MMG EMS  

The MMG system is consisted of 𝑛𝑛 MGs, where each MG is designed with a 

3Phase-4Leg (3P-4L) PV-Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) system as illustrated in 

Figure 20 (a). All of the MGs are connected to each other in a distribution network, 

as the 11kV/420V downgrades the MV to LV distribution network. The MGs are 

connected to the neighboring MGs through the AC bus to transfer active and 

reactive power and share the excess neutral current. On the other hand, a 

hierarchical communication system transfers data among the MGs. Each MG has 

its PV installation, where it is connected to the DC bus of the VSI and the DC-link 
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capacitor regulates the DC bus voltage. The VSIs are connected to the grid via 

an LCL filter and an L filter in the fourth leg in order to remove the harmonics. 

The commercial buildings are modeled as single-phase R-L combinations, where 

the actual data of load consumption of MGs, taken from the university monitoring 

system [254], is employed to model the MMG loads.  

The smart VSI is modeled to provide stable DC and AC side voltage and current.  

The mathematical model of the PV-VSI system is represented as in [262]: 

𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞) = 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑,𝑞𝑞 −

𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓
𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓
𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞) − 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑

𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓
�𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞) − 𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔(𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞)� − 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑,𝑞𝑞)

𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓
± 𝜔𝜔𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓(𝑞𝑞,𝑑𝑑)  (3)  

𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔(𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞) = 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑,𝑞𝑞)

𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔
− 𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔

𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔
𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔(𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞) + 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑

𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔
�𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞) − 𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔(𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞)� − 𝑉𝑉𝑔𝑔(𝑑𝑑,𝑞𝑞)

𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔
± 𝜔𝜔𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔(𝑞𝑞,𝑑𝑑)    (4)  

𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑, 𝑞𝑞) = 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑,𝑞𝑞)

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓
− 𝑉𝑉𝑔𝑔(𝑑𝑑,𝑞𝑞)

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓
∓ 𝜔𝜔𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓(𝑞𝑞,𝑑𝑑)                                                                           (5)  

𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑀𝑀 = 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
−

∑𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑑,𝑞𝑞,0)𝑑𝑑(𝑑𝑑,𝑞𝑞,0)

𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
                                                                                                  (6)  

𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓0 = 1

𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓+3𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑0 −

𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓+3𝑟𝑟𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓+3𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓0 −
𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑

𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓+3𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
�𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓0 − 𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔0� −

𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓0
𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓+3𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

                              (7)  

𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔0 = 1

𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔+3𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓
𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓0 −

𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔+3𝑟𝑟𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓
𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔+3𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓

𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔0 + 𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑
𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔+3𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓

�𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓0 − 𝐼𝐼𝑔𝑔0� −
𝑉𝑉𝑔𝑔0

𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔+3𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓
                                (8)  

𝑑𝑑
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑉𝑉𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓0 = 𝑉𝑉𝑓𝑓0

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓
− 𝑉𝑉𝑔𝑔0

𝑃𝑃𝑓𝑓
                                                                                                                         (9)  

𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = −3𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓0                                                                                                                                 (10)  

where 𝑓𝑓 stands for filter and 𝑔𝑔 for grid. 𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔,𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔, 𝐿𝐿𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓, and 𝑅𝑅𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓 are transmission line 

inductance and resistance, and neutral conductor inductance and resistance 

respectively. Active (𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑) and reactive current (𝐼𝐼𝑞𝑞) components are used in the 

control system to control active and reactive power operation as well as neutral 

current compensation. The general schematic of the control system is shown in 

Figure 20 (b). 
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Figure 20. (a) MMG system structure (b) the unbalance compensation system for MG-i 

3.3.1 MMG Control System 

The MMG control system is designed to control active and reactive power 

operation and then compensate for the neutral current. In the process of 

compensation, the MGs can share excess neutral current, which reduces the 

phase unbalance. The PV-VSI apparent power is as follows: 

𝑆𝑆𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑉𝑉 = 𝑃𝑃 + 𝑗𝑗𝑄𝑄 + 3𝑃𝑃0 = 3
2
�𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿 − 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓𝑞𝑞−𝐿𝐿� + 3𝑉𝑉0−𝐿𝐿𝐼𝐼𝑓𝑓0−𝐿𝐿                                    (11)  

The control system for MMG goes through different steps of operation, where in 

each step the current limit (CL) is set for the specific operation. Applying the 

neutral current compensation (NCC) algorithm, the voltage and current 

unbalance compensation improves due to the higher capacity for neutral current 

compensation. The steps of the MMG control system aiming for NCC are 

illustrated as in Figure 21.  

3.3.1.1 Data Collection 

The first step of the MMG control method is to collect the required data from the 

MGs. The data to collect is the reference active power at point of common 

coupling (PCC) for MG 𝑖𝑖 (𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓−𝐿𝐿), the MG 𝑖𝑖  active power at PCC (𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−𝐿𝐿), the 

MG 𝑖𝑖 reactive power at PCC (𝑄𝑄𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−𝐿𝐿), the MG 𝑖𝑖 voltage at PCC (𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−𝐿𝐿), and the 

MG 𝑖𝑖 current at PCC (𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−𝐿𝐿). After gathering all the required data, the second 

step is to transform 𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−𝐿𝐿 and 𝐼𝐼𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−𝐿𝐿 from 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑐𝑐 to 𝑑𝑑𝑞𝑞0 frame (i.e. 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿, 𝑉𝑉𝑞𝑞−𝐿𝐿, 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿 

and 𝐼𝐼𝑞𝑞−𝐿𝐿). 

3.3.1.2 Active Power Operation 

After data collection and transformation, the next step is the active power 

operation to set the current limit for active power (𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿1𝐿𝐿) for each MG. The main 
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purpose of this step is to maximize the usage of PV capacity for active power 

operation. In (12), the active power CL is formulated. 

𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿1𝐿𝐿 = 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑−𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝐿𝐿 = (±)𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓−𝐿𝐿/(1.5 × 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿)                                                              (12)   

In case of MMG power sharing, the reference power for each MG (𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓−𝐿𝐿) is 

set according to optimization function of each MG minimizing the operation costs.  

3.3.1.3 Reactive Power Operation 

As the next step of the operation, the available reactive power (𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑀𝑀−𝐿𝐿) and 

the current limit for reactive power (𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿) for MG 𝑖𝑖 is set. This step would have 

zero operation limit during the full PV generation period. The voltage at PCC is 

regulated within limit of ±6%. The available reactive power and reactive power 

CL are expressed as (13) and (14). 

𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑀𝑀−𝐿𝐿 = 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓−𝐿𝐿 − 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀−𝐿𝐿                                                                                        (13)  

𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝐿𝐿 = 𝐼𝐼𝑞𝑞−𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿 = (±)𝑄𝑄𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑀𝑀−𝐿𝐿/(1.5 × 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿)                                                           (14)  

3.3.1.4 Neutral Current Compensation 

After active and reactive power operation, the remaining capacity is specified to 

neutral current compensation. In order to use the most of the remaining capacity, 

the dynamic current limiter is designed to set the limits for the neutral current. It 

is calculated as in (15). 

𝐼𝐼𝑞𝑞−𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑉𝑉−𝐿𝐿 = (𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑−𝑟𝑟𝑀𝑀𝑓𝑓−𝐿𝐿 − 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿)(𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝 + 𝐾𝐾𝐿𝐿/𝑐𝑐)/(1.5 × 𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿)                                                 (15)  

𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓−𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿 = (±)𝐼𝐼𝑞𝑞−𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿 − 𝐼𝐼𝑞𝑞−𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑉𝑉−𝐿𝐿                                                                               (16)  

If active and reactive power utilize the full capacity of the PV-VSI, the limits of 

neutral current would be zero. Otherwise, limits are calculated as (17) and (18). 

𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿3𝐿𝐿 = 𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺−𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿 = (±)𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓−𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿 + 𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺−𝑓𝑓𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿                                                            (17)  

𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿4𝐿𝐿 = 𝐼𝐼0−𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿 = (±)(1/3)𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺−𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿                                                                             (18)  

The maximum neutral current limit is set to prevent damaging the VSIs in MGs 

as in (19). 

𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺−𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝐿𝐿 = (±)𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺−𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿 ≤ 𝐼𝐼𝑑𝑑−𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚−𝐿𝐿                                                                                 (19)  

3.3.1.5 Neutral Current Sharing 

After setting the neutral current limit for MG 𝑖𝑖, it is required to define the neutral 

current share of each MG in the MMG system. 

𝐼𝐼𝐺𝐺−𝐿𝐿 = 𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁−𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙−𝑙𝑙
∑ 𝑉𝑉𝑁𝑁−𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙−𝑙𝑙
𝑓𝑓
𝑙𝑙=1

                                                                                                                  (20)  
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  Neutral Current Share
             for MG-i 

 (IN-i)

 Zero and Neutral Current
 Compensation Operation 
         Limit of MG-i
       (CL3-i & CL4-i)

 Reactive Power Operation
             for MG-i 

 (CL2-i)

 Active Power Operation 
          for MG-i 
              (CL1-i)

 Data Collection for MG-i

Step 1: Get Ppcc-ref-i, Ppcc-i, Qpcc-i, Vpcc-i, Ipcc-i

Step 3: CL1-i
Calculate limit of active power for each MG

Id-max-i = (±) Ppcc-ref-i / (1.5 × Vd-i) 

Step 4: CL2-i
Calculate Qavailable-i and Iq-limit-i for each MG

Qavailable-i = Ppcc-ref-i – Ppcc-i
Iq-limit-i = (±) Qavailable-i / (1.5 × Vd-i) 

Step 6: CL3-i & CL4-i
Calculate limit for neutral current compensation for each MG 

I0-limit-i = (±)(1/3) IN-limit-i
IN-limit-i = (±) (Idyn-limit-i + IN-fixed-i)

Step 2: Transform Vpcc-i and Ipcc-i to get Vd-i, Vq-i, Id-i, Iq-i

Step 5: Calculate  dynamic current limit availability for each MG
Iq-VSI-i = (Vd-ref-i – Vd-i) / (Kp + Ki/s) / (1.5 × Vd-i)

Idyn-limit-i = (±) (Iq-limit-i – Iq-VSI-i)

Step 7: Set maximum limit for neutral current compensation for each MG 
IN-max-i = (±) IN-limit-i ≤ (±) Id-max-i

Step 8: Calculate the Share of neutral current for each MG
IN-i = (IN-limit-i) / (IN-limit-1 + IN-limit-2 + IN-limit-i + IN-limit-n)

 
Figure 21. MMG dynamic NCC method 

3.4 Data Forecasting 

To aid the development and improve the performance of EMS with the objective 

of peak load reduction with a dependence on load forecasts, this section presents 

a range of short term load forecast models developed by different modelling 

techniques in order to compare forecast accuracy. This allows for the 

identification of the most applicable forecast model and modelling techniques. 

The modelling techniques include: 

• Autoregressive (AR) 

• Autoregressive moving average (ARMA) 

• Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) 

• Double exponential smoothing (DES) 

• Seasonal exponential smoothing (SES) 
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3.4.1 Data 

The dataset that was used to develop the short term load forecast models was 

collected from Griffith University’s MG testing facility. The MG testing facility is 

installed on an engineering building which contains building air conditioning 

system chilled water pumps, lecture rooms, offices and computer, electronic and 

science laboratories. Communications network uses the Modbus TCP/IP protocol 

to communicate with power meters, data loggers, solar PV inverters, and BESS. 

The data acquisition server polls devices in the system and stores the received 

data in a MySQL database. The dataset spans a six month period from the middle 

of November 2014 to the middle May 2014 and contains average load (kW) 

measured at 15 minute intervals. There are 96 15-minute intervals in a day. 

Figure 22 displays Phase A’s load over a two week period. It can be observed 

that there is a stark contrast between the load profiles of the working weekdays 

(Monday to Friday) and the weekends (Saturday and Sunday). On weekdays the 

load is low during the early morning and late evenings. During the course of the 

working day the load of the building increases to the daily peak which occurs 

during the middle of the day, between 12:30 pm and 2 pm, after which the load 

decrease until the late evening. The load follows a similar pattern on weekends 

with a substantially lower daily peak load. The phase has a base load of 17.4 kW 

and peak load of 72.6 kW. 

 
Figure 22. Load phase A 
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Figure 23 presents the output of the load time series being passed through an 

autocorrelation function. The results display that the most significant lags in the 

time series are 15 minutes, one day, seven days and 14 days. The one day, 

seven day and 14 days lags in the time series constitute the intraday, intraweek 

and intra-fortnight seasonal trends in the time series. 

 
Figure 23. Autocorrelation 

3.4.2 Time series models 

The AR model in mathematical notion is display in (21): 

𝑦𝑦�𝑑𝑑 = 𝛽𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝛽𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓
𝐿𝐿=1 + 𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑                                                                                                      (21)  

where 𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑 is load at time 𝑡𝑡, 𝑦𝑦�𝑑𝑑 is the load forecast, 𝛽𝛽0 is the y-intercept, 𝛽𝛽𝐿𝐿 is the 

coefficient for time lag 𝑖𝑖, there are n number of time lags and 𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑 is the forecast 

error. The ARMA model is presented in (22): 

𝑦𝑦�𝑑𝑑 = 𝛽𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝛽𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓
𝐿𝐿=1 + 𝜀𝜀�̂�𝑑 + 𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑                                                                                             (22)  

where 𝜀𝜀�̂�𝑑 is the error forecast for time 𝑡𝑡 and is expanded upon in (23): 

𝜀𝜀�̂�𝑑 =  𝛾𝛾0 +  ∑ 𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑−𝑗𝑗𝑚𝑚
𝑗𝑗=1                                                                                                             (23)  

where 𝛾𝛾0 is the y-intercept of the model, 𝛾𝛾𝑗𝑗 is the coefficient for the error time lag 

𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑−𝑗𝑗 and m is the number of lags. The ARIMA model is denoted in (24): 

𝑦𝑦�𝑑𝑑 = 𝛽𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝛽𝐿𝐿𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓
𝐿𝐿=1 + ∑ 𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘∆𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑−𝑘𝑘

𝑝𝑝
𝑘𝑘=1 + 𝜀𝜀�̂�𝑑 +

𝜀𝜀𝑑𝑑                                                               (24)  

where 𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘 is the coefficient for the numerical derivative ∆𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑−𝑘𝑘 and there are p 

number of lags of the numerical derivative. 
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The coefficients of the models are selected by use of the autocorrelation function 

and estimated by two methods. The first method is conducted by least mean 

squares regress and the second method estimates coefficients by use of an 

optimization algorithm. The optimization algorithm seeks to estimate the 

coefficients by minimizing the forecast model’s error over a time series of the daily 

peak load periods. The optimization algorithm used specifically targets daily peak 

load periods which are most important is determining the performance of BESS 

control systems. A simplified version of the optimization algorithm is presented in 

(25) and (26): 

𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 = �∑ ∑ (𝑌𝑌�𝑑𝑑,𝑙𝑙−𝑌𝑌𝑑𝑑,𝑙𝑙)20.7∗𝑙𝑙
𝑙𝑙=0.3∗𝑙𝑙

𝑓𝑓
𝑑𝑑=1

𝐺𝐺
                                                                                          (25)  

where 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 is the room mean square error or standard error of load forecasts 

over a time series containing the daily peak load periods, 𝑌𝑌�  is a matrix of forecasts 

with each row denoting a day and each column denoting a time interval of that 

day, 𝑌𝑌 is a matrix of observed values with each row denoting a day and each 

column denoting a time interval of that day, there are 𝑛𝑛 number of days, 𝑟𝑟 number 

of time intervals in a day and 𝑁𝑁 number of elements in each matrix. 

𝛽𝛽 = �𝛽𝛽𝑎𝑎: 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎 = 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛(𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃),   𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟  1 ≤ 𝑙𝑙 ≤ 𝐿𝐿�                                                        (26)  

where 𝛽𝛽 is a set of model coefficients, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃 is a vector of 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 values with 

length 𝐿𝐿, each element of the vector 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎  is the 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 for forecasts produced 

by a set of coefficients 𝛽𝛽𝑎𝑎, 𝑙𝑙 is a set number and there are 𝐿𝐿 number of sets of 

model coefficients. Equation (26) states that the optimal set of coefficients is 

selected by the set of coefficients that yields forecasts with the least standard 

error over the daily peak load periods. 

3.4.3 Exponential Smoothing 

Equations (27) to (29) compose the DES algorithm: 

𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 = 𝛼𝛼𝑦𝑦𝑑𝑑 + (1 − 𝛼𝛼)(𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑−1 + 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑−1)                                                                                          (27)  

𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 = 𝜃𝜃(𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 − 𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑−1) + (1 − 𝜃𝜃)𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑−1                                                                                          (28)  

𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑+1 = 𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 + 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑                                                                                                                            (29)  

where 𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 is an estimate of the local mean, 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 is an estimate of the local trend, 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑+1 

is the local mean forecast and 𝛼𝛼 and 𝜃𝜃 are smoothing coefficients. The SES 

algorithm is stipulated in (30) to (31): 
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𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 = 𝛼𝛼( 𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙
𝑀𝑀𝑙𝑙−𝐿𝐿

) + (1 − 𝛼𝛼)(𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑−1 + 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑−1)                                                                                    (30)  

𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 = 𝜃𝜃(𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 − 𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑−1) + (1 − 𝜃𝜃)𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑−1                                                                                          (31)  

𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 = 𝜔𝜔(𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙
𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙

) + (1 − 𝜔𝜔)𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿                                                                                                       (32)  

𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑+1 = (𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 + 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑)𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑−𝐿𝐿+1                                                                                                            (33)  

where 𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 is an estimate of the local mean, 𝑎𝑎𝑑𝑑 is an estimate of the local trend, 𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 

is an estimate of the local periodic trend, 𝐿𝐿 is the length of a period, 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑+1 is the 

local mean forecast and 𝛼𝛼, 𝜃𝜃 and 𝜔𝜔 are smoothing coefficients. 𝑐𝑐 is initialized by 

(34) and (35): 

𝑐𝑐𝑑𝑑 = 1
𝐺𝐺
∑ 𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿(𝑗𝑗−1)+𝑙𝑙

𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗
𝑓𝑓
𝑗𝑗=1            𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟  1 ≤ 𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝐿𝐿                                                                           (34)  

𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 =
∑ 𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿(𝑗𝑗−1)+𝑙𝑙
𝐿𝐿
𝑙𝑙=1

𝐿𝐿
           𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟  1 ≤ 𝑗𝑗 ≤ 𝑁𝑁                                                                               (35)  

where 𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 is the mean of period 𝑗𝑗 and there are 𝑁𝑁 number of periods in the 𝑐𝑐 

initialization time series. The coefficients of the exponential smoothing algorithms 

are estimated according to the optimization algorithm defined by (25) and (26). 

3.4.4 Accuracy statistics 

The load time series is separated into two sets. The first set of data is the training 

or coefficient estimation set and the second set is used for model validation. 

Accuracy statistics are calculated for both sets. The accuracy statistics used to 

compare the performance of the forecast models include 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅 and 𝑅𝑅2: 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅 = �∑(𝑑𝑑�𝑙𝑙−𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙)2

𝐺𝐺
                                                                                                                  (36)  

𝑅𝑅2 ≈ 1 − ∑(𝑑𝑑�𝑙𝑙−𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙)2

∑(𝑑𝑑−𝑢𝑢)2
                                                                                                                     (37)  

where 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅 is the standard deviation of the forecast error, 𝑅𝑅2 is the coefficient 

of determination, 𝑁𝑁 is the number of forecasts or observations and 𝑢𝑢 is the mean 

of the observation time series. The unit of 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅 is that of the time series being 

forecast and the lower the value of 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑅, the better the forecast accuracy. 𝑅𝑅2 

ranges from zero to one. A zero entails that the model has no ability to forecast 

and a one entails that the model can forecast with perfect accuracy. 
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3.5 Scheduling and Optimization 

3.5.1 Rule-based EMS 

The objective of this section is to shave the demand peak in a commercial 

building load and obtain the maximum benefit out of the PV and BESS scheduling 

in presence of ToU tariffs. In order to achieve this goal, an optimized cost effective 

rule-based EMS is proposed.  

The objectives of EMS are to shave the peak demand charges and optimally 

schedule the BESS to charge and discharge economically in the presence of time 

of use tariffs. Due to intermittency of RESs, a forecasting algorithm is required to 

compensate for uncertainties and provide high accuracy data for load and 

generation characteristics. As it is illustrated in Figure 24, the EMS employs PV 

as the main generation source. Because of variation in PV generation, EMS 

cannot guarantee effective peak shaving with PV alone. Thus, a BESS is utilized 

in order to aid the system in shaving the peak demand in conjunction with solar 

PV. The optimal use of BESS requires a scheduling system which defines the 

time and amount of charging and discharging of BESS through the grid supply 

and solar PV where applicable. In the presence of ToU tariffs, the scheduling 

system charges the BESS when the tariffs are low and discharges when tariffs 

are high. By doing so, a cost beneficial system which accomplishes the objectives 

is created. 

Figure 24. Energy Management System 
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3.5.1.1 Scheduling system 

The main challenge in EMS is to develop a scheduling system for BESS to 

determine the optimal charge/discharge of BESS considering ToU tariffs and 

peak demand shaving targets. A rule-base scheduling algorithm is designed to 

determine the charge/discharge of BESS. In order to apply the scheduling system 

to the battery and obtain a cost effective scheduling system, a model of BESS, 

an objective function and the constraints are defined. The main purpose of the 

objective function is to maximize the benefits of scheduling system by charging 

the BESS at low ToU tariffs and discharging at high ToU tariffs. Thus, a peak 

shaving algorithm is proposed to gain highest possible benefits from BESS 

scheduling. 

The rule sets for scheduling are defined in Table 1. These rules define the 

charge/discharge characteristics of the BESS. As can be seen, the scheduling 

depends on the battery State of Charge (SOC), load demand and ToU tariffs. 
Table 1. Scheduler Rule-set 

a) SOC Low 

Scheduler ToU (Off-peak) ToU (Peak) 

Load demand low Charge Charge 

Load demand high Standby Discharge 

b) SOC High 

Scheduler ToU (Off-peak) ToU (Peak) 

Load demand low Charge Standby 

Load demand high Discharge Discharge 

3.5.1.2 BESS modelling 

The BESS is modelled as follows: 

BESS charging mode (𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) < 0): 

𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡 − ∆𝑇𝑇) − 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡 − ∆𝑇𝑇)∆𝑇𝑇                                                                           (38)  

BESS discharging mode (𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) > 0): 

𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡 − ∆𝑇𝑇) − 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵(𝑑𝑑−∆𝑇𝑇)
𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑

∆𝑇𝑇                                                                                      (39)  

where 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) is the battery power (kW), 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) is battery energy (kWh), 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀 is 

battery charging efficiency, ηd is battery discharge efficiency, ∆𝑇𝑇 is the scheduling 

time step which is set at 15 min intervals in this study. 
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The BESS has some constraints which needs to be meet: 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                               (40)  

𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                       (41)  

where 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶(𝑡𝑡) is battery state of charge, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 is minimum SOC of battery which 

is equal to 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 Depth of Discharge of BESS, 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is maximum SOC of battery 

which is upper bound of battery capacity. In this study, 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 is 80% and 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

is 100%. 

3.5.1.3 Objective function 

In order to maximize the benefits of the scheduling system, the objective function 

is expressed as: 

𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 𝑓𝑓(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚 �{𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) × 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡) × ∆𝑡𝑡 − 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) × 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡) × ∆𝑡𝑡}          (42)
𝑇𝑇

𝑑𝑑=𝑑𝑑0

 

The goal of the objective function is to maximize the savings through utilizing the 

optimally scheduled BESS and minimize the costs by shaving the peak demand 

and volume. 

3.5.1.4 Constraints 

The focus is on peak shaving and battery scheduling. While buying energy from 

grid, the policy is to charge when 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡) is low and discharge when 𝑇𝑇𝑐𝑐𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡) is 

high. To achieve this, there are some constraints that should be meet. The other 

requirement for scheduling is the constraints definition which is as below: 

Power balance: 

𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) =  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)                                                                          (43)  

BESS constraints: 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                (44)  

𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                        (45)  

𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓   ≤ 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                              (46)  

𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                                           (47)  
𝑃𝑃(𝑑𝑑)
𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑

≤ 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                                                  (48)  

Peak shaving: 

𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                                         (49)  
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where 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  is the max charge rate and 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the max discharge rate of battery 

which in this study is the same as the inverter maximum charge and discharge 

rate (30kVA). 

3.5.1.5 Peak shaving algorithm 

In order to shave the peak demand, the BESS scheduling system requires a 

discharge algorithm that optimally discharges the battery and shaves the peak 

demand. The algorithm implemented is as follows: 

Step 1: The scheduling system sets the discharge level at the highest rate, 

which is inverter’s max discharge rate (30 KVA) in this case. 

Step 2: If the BESS reduces the peak during the peak period in a way that 

the new peak is the same in the whole peak period, the discharge level is 

appropriate, otherwise; 

Step 3: The discharge level is reduced one kW each time to reach to a level 

that the peak in peak period is created by battery, i.e. the battery has 

enough capacity to discharge during the peak period thoroughly not 

discharging the complete battery capacity for just a portion of peak period. 

Figure 25. Scheduling algorithm with peak shaving 
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By going through the peak shaving algorithm, the optimal discharge level and 

consequently the maximum benefit out of peak shaving is achieved. The 

complete scheduling system is displayed in Figure 25. As it can be seen, the 

forecasting algorithm is employed to do the initial scheduling and the peak 

shaving and cost calculation is derived out of scheduling. 

3.5.1.6 Cost benefit analysis 

In order to analyse the economics, the payback period (PBP) of investment is 

investigated. Using PBP, the minimum time to recover the amount of investment 

of battery in estimated. 

The battery investment and installation cost is calculated as: 

𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 =  𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                                     (50)  

𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the BESS energy capacity and 𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 is BESS installation and production 

cost per kWh which is $1000 for the chosen battery technology. The PBP is 

calculated as follows: 
∑ 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 × (1 + 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟)𝑓𝑓−1𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃
t=t0 ≥  𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎                                                                               (51)  

where 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 is the annual savings from peak shaving, 𝑛𝑛 is the year, 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎 is 

the battery investment and installation cost, 𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟 is the interest rate per year, which 

is 15% in this case. 

3.5.2 EV Scheduling and Optimization  

An EV refers to a vehicle that is entirely powered by an electric drivetrain or a 

vehicle that is powered by a series hybrid electric drivetrain that needs to be 

plugged into the electricity grid for battery recharging. An electric car uses electric 

motors and motor controllers in place of an internal combustion engine. 

Generally, the energy for the motor is stored chemically in battery packs (e.g. Li-

ion battery) that are located in the vehicle. These batteries are then charged at 

the home, at the workplace, or via publicly accessible recharge stations.  

In a plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV), the drive wheels are powered by an 

electric motor. A smaller petrol engine is fitted to the vehicle to generate power 

for the electric motor. The on-board batteries can also be charged by plugging 

the vehicle into the electricity grid. In addition to charging from the electricity grid, 

most fully electric vehicle and PHEVs take advantage of regenerative braking 

systems that charge the on-board batteries.  
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A key challenge associated with the widespread market acceptance of fully 

electric vehicles is the current high cost of this technology relative to conventional 

vehicles, and limited operating ranges between vehicle recharging. This issue is 

being progressively addressed by significant investment in battery technology 

and battery management systems with a view to extending the operating range 

of these vehicles in the future. 

All forms of battery electric vehicles (BEVs) now benefit from a gradual increase 

in range and a reduction in up-front costs. This gradual and substantial rise in 

PEV penetration will have an impact on distribution grids, as charging PEV can 

be more taxing on distribution infrastructure[263]. Charging methods, power 

capacities and V2G integration are areas to consider within communities for the 

sustainable penetration of PEV. As the cost of energy storage continues to 

reduce, replacing the battery to restore range becomes more affordable. This 

brings about the market of second life electric vehicles batteries, with potential 

for battery energy storage in communities. 

3.5.2.1 PEVs in Communities 

There is a substantial growing trend with the uptake of EVs within numerous 

countries and communities including both the private and commercial sectors. 

There have been over a hundred times increase of BEV, from mere thousands in 

2010 to over 700,000 in 2015. EVs have several benefits over traditional petrol 

vehicles with only a few drawbacks. Zero emissions and noise at the point of use, 

low-maintenance costs, low energy costs and the potential for local energy 

production are all major benefits of EV over internal combustion engine vehicles. 

The primary disadvantage to date though has been the cost of the vehicles, 

stemming from high battery prices. This, in turn, limited the range of affordable 

EV and impeded market adoption. As the demand for lithium-based energy 

storage increased, the supply of energy storage became more predominant by 

reducing cost per kWh each year. 

BEV, Hydrogen Fuel Cell EV (HFC), and PHEV are the three classes of vehicles 

constituting PEV. All of these vehicle types have the ability to interconnect onto 

the distribution network with varying energy storage capacities [264]. BEV 

typically would contain the largest battery energy storage as HEV and PHEV 
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hybridize energy storage with liquid or high-pressure fuels. Nevertheless, all PEV 

vehicles can charge or absorb energy from the grid and in some instances return 

that energy through V2G integration [265]. V2G integration transforms PEV into 

a substantial distributable load and potential energy source. The role of PEV in 

communities is illustrated in Figure 26. 

 
Figure 26. PEV relationship between Residential, Industrial, and Commercial load 

Such mass storage has the capability to provide numerous benefits to both the 

energy supplier and local consumers of energy, residential, industrial and 

commercial. PEV owners would most likely have to charge facilities at their 

residential premises; some industries already include specified parking bays for 

PEV vehicles as do commercial buildings and parking lots. PEV integration is 

broadly seen as a future development in the MG and smart grid industries.  

3.5.2.2 EV charging technologies 

One of the crucial challenges of EV penetration into the grid and increasing its 

usage in the communities is the charging capability and availability. The main 

concern of the consumers is to be able to charge EVs within the shortest possible 

time [266]. On the other hand, the EV charging stations are required to provide 

the charging capability for various EVs with different charging technologies. 

Therefore, it is necessary to develop EV charging technologies in parallel with the 

increasing EV usage in the communities. 

To charge EVs, two main charging technologies are available: Contact based 

charging and wireless charging. The contact based charging includes AC and DC 

charging methods. For the high power charging applications, AC on-board 
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charging and DC off-board charging are currently used in the market. The benefit 

of DC over AC charging is mainly because of normalized voltage and current 

range, which is the same all over the world. Different sockets are in use to charge 

EVs’ energy storage. The sockets are designed for DC and single- or three-phase 

AC connections. Power delivery is limited to the socket technology and the type 

of charging. The combined AC/DC sockets have the benefits of both charging 

methods and higher energy transfer range [264]. On the other hand, the 

contactless charging technology or wireless charging provides another solution 

to the EV charging. However, requiring complex infrastructure and limited power 

transfer are of disadvantages of wireless charging. Among different battery 

technologies employed in the EV charging, nickel metal hydride (NiMH) and 

lithium-ion have gained more popularity [263]. 

There are different standards for EV charging systems considering safety, 

reliability, durability, rated power, and the cost of different charging methods 

[266]. Two of the main standards used in the literature are SAE J1772 [267] and 

IEC 61851-1 [268]. According to the standards, different charging levels are 

briefly explained [269]. The summary of different levels of charging is presented 

in Table 2. 

• Level 1 charging: It is mainly employed for slow single-phase on-board 

charging for domestic household applications or long-time EV parking.  

• Level 2 charging: It is used for quick private and public EV charging. 

• Level 3 AC and DC charging: It is for high power applications and utilized 

for fast public EV charging. 

Table 2. EV Charging Levels [268] 

Charge Method Connection Power (kW) Voltage (V) Location 

Normal power 1-Phase AC  3.7 Single-phase 230 V AC Domestic 

Medium power 1- or 3-Phase AC  3.7-22 Single- or Three-phase Semi-public 

High power 3-Phase AC  >22 Three-phase 400 V AC Public 

High power DC connection >22 480 V DC Public 

3.5.2.3 Infrastructure and control 

One of the benefits of integrating a large number of EVs into the power grid is to 

provide a great potential energy storage for the community. This potential can be 

in the form of EVs injecting energy back to the grid or using second-life EV 
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batteries as energy storage. The benefits of integrating a large fleet of EVs into 

the grid is mainly for two parties: EV owners and utility grid. To be able to engage 

EVs as the energy generation resources, a bidirectional V2G infrastructure is 

required. V2G technology provides many services to the community such as 

frequency and voltage regulation, active power support, reactive power 

compensation, power factor regulation, and supporting the integration of 

renewable energy resource [270].  

One of the challenges in the V2G systems is the complexity of the bi-directional 

battery charger, which requires additional hardware and software to perform 

properly. The common components of a bi-directional battery charger are AC/DC 

converter, DC/DC converter, BMS, and protection circuits. The DC/DC converter 

is employed as either buck or boost converter in the charging or discharging 

mode. The role of AC/DC converter is to rectify the AC power while charging the 

EV and invert the DC power to give the power back to the grid. The overall 

structure of the V2G system is illustrated in Figure 27. 

 
Figure 27. Charging Station Infrastructure for different EV charging levels 

The integration of EVs to the grid can be coordinated by intelligently scheduling 

EVs to discharge them at the periods that energy has higher prices (peak hours) 

and charge them when the price of energy is lower (off-peak hours). To 

implement such a system and infrastructure, an advanced control, 
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communication, and optimization system incorporated into the grid and EV 

management system is required. 

3.5.2.4 Grid stability 

One of the main challenges of EV penetration in distribution grid is to deal with 

grid stability especially in the case of large number of EVs. To fulfil the stability of 

the power grid, the impact of EVs on the load and generation side of the grid 

should be investigated. First, the generation units are required to meet EV 

charging demand. Therefore, it is important to control EV charging and mitigate 

the impact of EV loads as uncontrolled charging can lead to undesirable grid 

impacts such as power quality problems. In order to prevent extra EV load on the 

grid, the charging of EVs needs to be controlled and shifted to the off-peak hours 

and thus no need for additional power generation and consequently no limitation 

of EV penetration. To shift the EV charging to the off-peak hours, utilities employ 

TOU tariff strategy. According to the TOU tariffs, the pay rate would be lower 

during the off-peak hours, which motivates the EV owners to charge their vehicle 

within this period. However, this should be taken into account that the load shifting 

to the off-peak hours requires an optimized scheduling otherwise it can cause an 

even higher increase in peak load demand [266]. 

To increase the number of EVs integrated into the grid, optimized 

charging/discharging algorithms that consider the benefits of EV owners and 

utilities are required. To maximize the benefits of the utility, the optimization 

algorithms are employed to minimize the impact of EVs on the grid, total electricity 

generation costs, energy losses, and infrastructure costs. Furthermore, different 

demand response strategies are applied to flatten demand profile in case of high 

integration of EVs [269]. On the other hand, to provide the benefits of EV owners 

while considering grid constraints, optimization algorithms are employed to 

minimize the charging costs and maximize the discharging profits [270]. 

Additionally, charging rate and charging time are factors that should be taken into 

account in the design of optimization algorithms as they have an impact on the 

EV owners’ benefits [258]. By fulfilling the requirements of EV owner and utility, 

the grid stability is less of a concern.  
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3.5.2.5 Limitations 

As many benefits are imagined for EVs and V2G systems, there are challenges 

and limitations to overcome as well. Among many of the challenges, battery 

degradation, high investment cost, and social barriers can be pointed out [270]. 

The batteries have a limited lifetime and many factors influence on the aging rate. 

One of the main reasons of aging is the charge and discharge rate, as higher 

rates would result in quicker battery degradation. However, a degraded battery 

may not be functional in EV and V2G system but does not mean it has no more 

benefits for the community. The EV batteries can be repurposed and reused for 

the stationary and utility applications after the end of their lifetime in the EV [271].  

One of the other limitations is high investment cost of EV industry. The cost of 

EVs in the market and the required infrastructure is still high compared to that of 

combustion engine cars. In other words, there needs to be a high investment on 

the development and implementation of V2G infrastructure and different EV 

components such as batteries, battery chargers, and control systems. Energy 

losses and safety issues are also among the challenges, which need to be 

specifically considered for the EVs and V2G systems in the communities. One of 

the reasons of the high price of EVs is the low acceptance by the society. In order 

to increase the number of EVs and EV charging stations in the community, a 

comprehensive and reliable network of V2G is required to guarantee the 

requirements of EV owners at all the times [270]. 

3.5.2.6 Impact of PEV behavior on peak demand reduction in commercial MG 

Observing from a commercial building perspective, which can be also translated 

to residential buildings, the installation of PEV charging stations could result in 

additional and uncontrolled loads on the site during peak times of energy use. 

This can adversely affect the peak demand on the building. Therefore, a peak 

demand management is required.  

In this section, the impact of PEV on peak demand management in a commercial 

MG is investigated. Without an EMS, PEV connected to the MG could cause an 

increased peak demand in the load profile. In order to manage the peak demand 

imposed from PEV, the rule-based EMS is employed. Incorporating EMS would 

minimize the impact of PEV on the peak demand by managing charge and 
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discharge of electric vehicles. Therefore, four different scenarios are examined 

to determine the impact of PEV on a commercial MG. Three strategies of 

managing PEV charging and discharging are presented and compared to an 

unmanaged PEV load profile. The presented strategies of EMS consider different 

PEV owners requirements and investigate if changing PEV owners’ behavior has 

positive effect on peak demand. In order to test the strategies, the MG testing 

facility has been employed [253]. The testing facility consists of a twenty-four hour 

commercial load with typical 9am–5pm energy consumption characteristics 

including PV generation. As peak demand is calculated as a single 15-minute 

peak on a monthly basis, the day where the highest peak occurred was used. 

3.5.2.6.1 Peak Demand Management of commercial MG in presence of PEV 

Reducing peak demand and minimizing costs are among the most important 

objectives in MG EMS. The EMS receives forecasted information from load and 

renewable energy sources, the charge and discharge capacity from PEVs and 

TOU from the grid. The information is then analysed and a charge/discharge 

schedule is sent to the PEVs fulfilling the objective, peak demand reduction. The 

schematic of EMS is depicted in Figure 28.  

Figure 28. EMS in commercial MG with PEV 

As depicted in Figure 28, the main renewable energy source in this section is 

solar PV. A forecasting system employed in order to provide accurate solar PV 

assumptions for EMS. Furthermore, the forecasting system is applied to the load 

data to obtain an adequate prediction of the MG load profile. 
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Figure 29 illustrates the load profile of the MG at its highest peak with PV while 

there is no PEV penetration to the grid. In this case, the EMS shaves the peak 

demand by employing solar PV, but a major issue with solar PV and other forms 

of renewable energy sources is intermittency. One solution to overcome the 

intermittency and strengthen EMS is through BESS. PEV can be treated as a 

dynamic BESS in a MG EMS point of view. In other words, by managing PEV 

behavior, the MG can benefit from PEVs’ stored capacity to reduce peak demand.  

Figure 29. Commercial MG peak demand reduction with solar PV 

PEV behavior is different in commercial sector as opposed to the residential one. 

Residential PEV owners tends to charge their electric vehicles during off peak 

hours which typically falls during night periods, then leaving home early in the 

morning with fully charged battery. On the contrary, PEV owners at commercial 

sector would tend to charge their PEVs during working hours, which are 

subsequently during peak hours of the day, consequently when the TOU tariff is 

high. In the commercial sector, PEVs have direct impact on the peak demand, as 

the majority of charging/discharging would occur between hours of 9 am to 5 pm.  

The higher the penetration of PEVs in the grid, the more important the role of 

EMS becomes. To put it simply, EMS defines charging/discharging schedule of 

PEVs in order to obtain the main objectives, which in this instance is peak 

demand reduction. Various factors affect the management of PEV owners’ 

behaviour, PEVs charging/discharging rate, PEVs’ available battery capacity, 

PEV charging mode, time constraints, commercial building load profile, PEVs’ 
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arrival and departure schedule and TOU tariffs are among the most influential 

variables on EMS outcome. 

Considering all these factors, in order to investigate impact of PEVs on the peak 

load management, each factor’s role is analyzed. TOU tariff would have no effect 

on EMS decisions as the assumed working hours for PEVs are from 9 am to 5 

pm, which is during the TOU peak hours. Additionally, all PEVs are assumed to 

arrive at 9 am and leave at 5 pm. The charging mode is assumed to be level two, 

as it takes 8 hours to fully charge/discharge a PEV employing level 2 charging. 

This is compatible with the commercial building working hours. Finally, for 

available PEV capacity, three different SOC for PEVs are considered which is 

illustrated in Table 3. 
Table 3. PEV owner behavior 

where x, y and z are different SOC of PEV battery. 

𝑚𝑚 < 𝑦𝑦 < 𝑧𝑧                                                                                                                                    (52)  

𝛼𝛼 < 𝑚𝑚                                                                                                                                            (53)  

𝑧𝑧 < 𝛽𝛽                                                                                                                                             (54)  

where 𝛼𝛼 and 𝛽𝛽 are the lower and upper limit of PEV battery capacity. By selecting 

values for 𝑚𝑚, 𝑦𝑦 and 𝑧𝑧, the PEV can either charge, discharge or both charge and 

discharge. The option of EV being in one of three categories depends on initial 

SOC of PEV battery. Depending on the PEV behavior, the peak demand would 

increase, decrease or remain unchanged. In other words, EMS tries to make the 

best decision reduce the peak demand as much as possible while considering 

PEVs’ constraints. Different scenarios are investigated in the next sections, which 

show different aspects of PEV behavior. 

3.5.3 MILP EMS optimization  

In this section, an EMS for the commercial MG is proposed and tested and the 

MILP is applied as the optimization approach of the EMS. Different elements of 

the EMS such as the forecasting and scheduling system are developed to provide 

the inputs to the optimization operation. The main objectives of the EMS, peak 

SOC (%) PEV Owner Behavior 
x to z Charging PEV/Purchasing Energy 

y to y Charging and Discharging PEV/Sell and Purchase 

z to x Discharging PEV/Selling Energy 
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shaving and cost reduction, are investigated. In order to run the EMS, real data 

is obtained from the MG testing facility at Griffith University. 

Optimization algorithm, as a part of EMS is employed to minimize the costs of the 

system and maximize the benefits in the EMS. In other words, EMS utilizes the 

optimization algorithm to reduce the consumed energy and load demand. To 

define the optimization algorithm, modeling of system components, an objective 

function and constraints are required. The main component to model is the BESS 

and its charging and discharging behavior. The BESS is modeled to charge and 

discharge as follows:  

𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑇𝑇) + 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑇𝑇)𝑇𝑇 − 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵,𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ℎ(𝑑𝑑−𝑇𝑇)
𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑

𝑇𝑇                                            (55)  

where 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) is the energy of battery (kWh), 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡) is the charging power of 

battery (kW), 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡) is the discharging power of battery, ηc is the battery 

charging efficiency, ηd is battery discharge efficiency and T is the scheduling time 

step, which is set to 15 min. 

The objective function is chosen in a way that it maximizes the benefits of utilizing 

the battery and minimizes the costs in the MG. The objective function is 

expressed in (56): 

𝐽𝐽 = 𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 ∑ �𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝�𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑀𝑀ℎ + 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ� + 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡)�𝑑𝑑𝑓𝑓
𝑑𝑑=𝑑𝑑0             (56)  

where 𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) is the purchased power from the grid, the 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 is the cost coefficient 

of power purchased from grid (TOU tariffs), 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝 is the operation cost of battery for 

charging and discharging, 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡) is the peak power of load in MG, 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑘𝑘 

represents the co st coefficient of peak demand, and 𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 is the final time of the 

simulation period which is one day. 

There are constraints to meet which are defined according to the requirements of 

the EMS. 

Power balance: 

𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡)                                        (57)  

BESS constraints: 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                (58)  

𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀ℎ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚β ≤ 0                                                                                                     (59)  
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𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚β ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                           (60)  

𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                               (61)  

0 ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀ℎ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                       (62)  

0 ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                             (63)  

Peak shaving: 

0 ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                        (64)  

where β is the binary decision variable to charge or discharge the battery. 

Because of β in the objective function, the optimization problem turns into an 

MILP problem. 

3.6 Summary  
In this chapter, the research methodology of this PhD thesis is outlined. To begin 

with, an overview of the proposed EMS modelling and optimization approach is 

discussed. Then, the approach to design and model the MG and MMG is 

presented. Afterwards, the employed forecasting method for data prediction of 

MG EMS is explained in this chapter. Furthermore, the algorithms for scheduling 

and optimization of EMS are proposed and the optimal EMS is derived as the 

outcome. As EVs play an important role in EMS scheduling, the last part of this 

chapter is specified to EV scheduling and optimization in MGs.  

After modelling and optimizing the overall structure of EMS for MGs and MMGs, 

the next step is to investigate the role of internal parts of EMS such as 

communication system. In next chapter, a hierarchical communication system for 

MMG operation is proposed, and the modelling and operation of the 

communication system is discussed. 
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Chapter 4 
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"Communication architecture and data acquisition for experimental 

Microgrid installations," Power and Energy Engineering Conference 

(APPEEC), 2015 IEEE PES Asia-Pacific, 2015, pp. 1-5. 

• Moghimi, M., Liu, J., Jamborsalamati, P., Rafi, F., Hossain, J., Stegen, S., 

Lu, J., "Improved Unbalanced Compensation for Energy Management in 

Multi-Microgrid system with Internet of Things," submitted to IEEE 

Transactions on Sustainable Energy, 2018. 

My contribution to the first paper included design and implementation of 

communication and monitoring system utilizing Modbus TCP/IP as the 

communication protocol and writing the paper. My contribution to the second 

paper included design and implementation of the two-level communication 

platform for MMG, modelling the neutral current compensation for MMG system 

and writing the paper. 
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4 Hierarchical Communication System for Multi-
Microgrids 

4.1 Overview 

In this chapter, a hierarchical communication system is proposed for MMG 

system. This communication system is designed to facilitate the operation of 

MMG EMS to share power, to improve unbalance compensation functionality, to 

minimize the MMG costs and so on. The two-level communication system 

connects the MMG system, implemented in PSCAD or MATLAB, to the cloud 

server. The local communication level utilizes Modbus TCP/IP for the 

communication between the MGs while MQTT is used as the protocol for global 

communication level for MMG connection to the cloud. A communication 

operation algorithm is developed to manage the communication operation under 

various communication failure scenarios. The hierarchical communication system 

enables the MGs to share their data using the IoT platform and improve their 

performance in case of communication failure. 

In the proposed method, MGs share the information such as active and reactive 

power, current and voltage, and neutral current. In order to operate the MMG 

system, a two-level communication system is designed to transfer data in the 

MMG. Concisely, the main discussion points in this chapter are: 

• Hierarchical communication platform linking traditional communication 

layer to IoT operation layer 

• Contribution of IoT in MMG operation 

• Communication system operation algorithm for MMG in presence of delay 

In the MMG system, MGs need to share the data to update the control references. 

Thus, a communication system is required to transfer the information between 

the MGs. Most of the existing industrial devices use traditional communication 

protocols such as Modbus and CAN Bus. On the other hand, with the 

development of smart grids, the role of internet gets more important. The IoT 

protocols such as MQTT and AMQP transfer the data from the lower 

communication levels to the cloud networks. In order to be able to get the benefits 

of the state of the art IoT technologies in power industry and at the same time 
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upgrade the existing communication systems of MGs, a hierarchical 

communication system is proposed. In this system, there are two levels of 

communication, i.e. global and local. The local communication level connects the 

MGs locally, where in this research Modbus TCP/IP is utilized as the local 

communication protocol. On the other hand, the global communication level 

connects the MMG system to the cloud server through MQTT protocol. The main 

advantage of the two-level communication system is redundancy in case of 

failure. In other words, the MMG system continues operating even if part of the 

communication system fails. The schematic of the hierarchical communication 

system is presented in Figure 30.  

Microgrid 1 Microgrid 2 Microgrid i Microgrid n

IoT Gateway

Cloud

MQTT

ModbusLocal 
Communication 

Level

Global 
Communication 

Level

 
Figure 30. MMG IoT platform 

4.2 Local communication layer 

This layer of communication deals with the inner connection of each MG and also 

connects all of the MGs to each other in distributed mode, where it is mainly 

utilized in case of global communication failure. There are different 

communication protocol to employ for this purpose. Modbus TCP/IP is used as 

the communication protocol in MG to receive data and send commands to 

different components within the MG and also to other MGs locally. HTTP TCP/IP 

is applied as a back-up protocol in case of no availability of Modbus TCP/IP. 

Implementation of data acquisition in a database for control and forecasting 

purposes are also presented in this chapter. 
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The inner communication structure of each MG can be designed according to 

centralized or decentralized architectures. A centralized communication 

architecture relays data between a central control and data storage sever and 

devices throughout the MG. The main advantage of centralized communication 

system is that all operational decisions are being conducted by one piece of 

software simplifying components throughout the rest of the system and 

minimizing the execution of conflicting operations and schedules. The main 

disadvantage of the centralized architecture is that there is full dependence of the 

central controller and thus a lack of redundancy in the system. In contrast, the 

decentralized communication and control architecture entails that there is 

intelligence throughout the entire MG, allowing for different devices or sections to 

operate independently. The communication and data acquisition architecture are  

designed centrally for each MG to provide simpler and more efficient MG EMS.  

4.2.1 Communication Software Design and Implementation 
The communication system implemented in MG is dependent on the system 

control design and implementation costs. Modbus TCP/IP protocol is used for this 

experimental MG communication system because of its simplicity, master/slave 

functionality and byte-oriented protocol [118]. In cases that Modbus protocol is 

not available, HTTP TCP/IP is used for communication. The communication 

infrastructure for MG 𝑖𝑖 is represented in Figure 31. 

Figure 31. MG i internal communication architecture 
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4.2.1.1 Communication Protocols 
4.2.1.1.1 Modbus TCP/IP 
Modbus protocol is a master (client) and slave (server) protocol which messages 

are initiated by client not server [272]. Modbus is transmitted over different 

physical links such as RS-232, RS-485 and Ethernet (TCP/IP) [273]. Transmitting 

data via TCP/IP, MGs have a unified interconnection network and power system 

components can be monitored and controlled through LAN. The default port of 

Modbus is 502. 

Modbus TCP/IP is using a five-layer internet model, Application (Modbus 

Application Protocol), Transport (Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)), Network 

(Internet Protocol (IP)), Data Link and a Physical Layer [273]. Modbus TCP/IP 

client/server uses IP addresses to define different devices location in the network. 

Talking about data transmission, Modbus TCP/IP application data unit (ADU) is 

illustrated in Figure 32. 

Figure 32. Modbus on TCP/IP Application Data Unit 

Modbus Application (MBAP) Header consists of Transaction Identifier, Protocol 

Identifier, Length and Unit Identifier. Unit Identifier is for the cases that an IP 

address acts as a gateway and represents more than one device. Modbus 

messaging service provides four different data types (Function Codes): Discrete 

Input (single bit), Coils (single bit), Input Registers (16-bit word) and Holing 

Registers (16-bit word). Discrete Input and Input Registers are type of read-only 

while Coils and Holding Registers are type of read-write [273]. In this research, 

the Holding Register is the only function code used for data transmission.  

In Modbus Communication, not all the messages are sent or received within the 

specified time-period. A TCP packet is retransmitted if its loss has been detected. 

To realize if a data packet is lost or delayed, a Round-Trip Time (RTT) is 

measured after sending every packet that is not a retransmission. The RTT is the 

time taken for a packet to reach the remote device and to get back an 

acknowledgement to the sending device. The value of the RTT for Modbus 
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TCP/IP is set to be 500 milliseconds in this research based on the network 

topology and devices performance. Thus, if the RTT takes more than 500 ms, it 

is counted as time out [273]. 

4.2.1.1.2 HTTP TCP/IP 

Hypertext Transfer Protocol is an application-level protocol and usually is applied 

over TCP/IP connections [274]. In this research, HTTP TCP/IP is used in the 

cases that Modbus protocol is not available, where communication devices 

provide HTTP protocol. The default port for HTTP protocol is 80. 

4.2.1.2 Python 

To access the data provided by devices in the MG, a control server which sends 

commands to different communication components and receives data, is 

required. In this research, the control sever was developed using the MATLAB 

and Python programming language. The Python programming language was 

selected due to the flexibility of the language and the large number of open source 

communications protocol libraries that could be leveraged. The control server 

stores data in a MySQL database. 

Since the Modbus TCP/IP is the communication protocol in the local 

communication level, Pymodbus library was incorporated into the control server. 

Pymodbus is a full Modbus protocol implementation which supports features for 

client and server [275]. Client features are full read/write protocol on register and 

asynchronous/synchronous versions of library. Server features are full server 

control context, functioning as fully implemented Modbus server and 

asynchronous/synchronous versions of library [275]. 

4.2.2 Communication Hardware Design and Implementation 

The control system of MG is designed to be centralized, thus the communication 

system is structured in such a way that data is relayed between devices and the 

centralized server. 

Each MG comprises PV solar panels, BESS, DC/DC converters, DC/AC 

inverters. In order to understand the electrical condition of the grid, various 

methods of measurements and data logging are applied. The components of 

communication and measurement architecture include SMA SunnyBoy WebBox, 
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RedLion Remote Terminal Unit (RTU) and Data Logger, Raspberry Pi, smart 

inverter Modbus interface and Power Meters. 

4.2.2.1 SMA SunnyBoy WebBox 

Four SMA inverters are installed in the MG; one 10 kW inverter and three 2 kW 

inverters. To access the data and parameters of these inverters, SMA utilizes the 

SunnyBoy WebBox; which provides several methods of data acquisition. 

SunnyBoy WebBox is the monitoring device for medium-sized PV plants. Using 

WebBox, inverter parameters can be changed and a number of field measured 

data is stored. The WebBox transmit data to inverters via RS485 [276]. A weather 

station updates weather data for the WebBox.  

In order to transmit data to and from the inverters via the WebBox, Modbus 

protocol is available to use [277]. SunnyBoy WebBox’s Remote Procedure Call 

(RPC), is used to receive and send data to all four inverters [278]. The WebBox’s 

RPC data exchange is by means of HTTP TCP/IP. The WebBox’s RPC gives the 

ability to both read data from WebBox and write data to the WebBox to change 

parameters. The SunnyBoy WebBox is presented in Figure 33.  

Figure 33. SMA SunnyBoy WebBox 

4.2.2.2 RedLion Data Logger 
RedLion data logger is a communication and control platform as a master module 

[279]. RedLion communicates to slave devices via RS232/485 ports and PCs via 

an on-board Ethernet port. RedLion’s data input can be analogue or digital.  In 

the MGs under study, RedLion works mainly as a gateway which gathers digital 

data from power meters and analogue data from sensors on the PV plants and 

send them to the sever through Modbus TCP/IP protocol. The configuration of 
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RedLion is done by Crimson software. Using Crimson software, all the data tags 

are adjusted as a 16-bit words and each have a unique address to call from PC. 

RedLion converts Modbus RTU via RS485 to Modbus TCP/IP. RedLion master 

along with three analogue device inputs are shown in Figure 34. 

Figure 34. RedLion Data Logger 

4.2.2.3 Power Meters 
Three phase power meters from EDMI are considered in order to monitor real 

time data of inverters in MGs. EDMI meters measure AC side MG parameters 

and send data through the internal EDMI CMDLine property protocol. To have 

data via Modbus RTU, two Modbus Duo and Modbus Breakout boards are used; 

which convert EDMI CMDLine to Modbus RTU [280].  

Figure 35. EDMI Meter and Modbus Translator Duo [15] 
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The Modbus translators are highlighted in Figure 35, along with the EDMI meters. 

The output of the Modbus translators is Modbus RTU RS485 which connects to 

the RedLion data logger. Besides WebBox, EDMI meters provide another way of 

reading MG data to make the communication and monitoring system more robust. 

The PCC is monitored through a Schneider power meter, which is polled every 

second to determine instantaneous power consumption characteristics of the 

load diverse building. This meter is pulled through the use of Modbus protocol. 

Figure 36. Data acquisition component of control server 
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4.2.3 Data Acquisition and Monitoring System 
The data acquisition component of the control server polls devices in MGs, 

receives data and logs data in a MySQL database. The data acquisition 

component incorporates Pymodbus, SunnyBoy WebBox and MySQLdb Python 

libraries. 

Figure 36 displays a simplified flow chart of the data acquisition component of the 

control server in each MG. The control server begins by synchronizing to the 

minute. The server then connects to the MySQL database and MG devices. Every 

10 seconds the server polls the MG devices, receives readings from the devices, 

streams the readings to website clients and logs the readings in data store arrays. 

When the time synchronizes with the next minute, the data store arrays per 

devices are averaged and the reading is logged in the MySQL database. 

Afterwards the data store arrays are reset and the server continues poll MG 

devices for readings every 10 seconds. 

Figure 37 demonstrates that readings have been logged in the MySQL database. 

The table within the figure is an output of a readings table display query being 

run. Within the table, data is being displayed including commercial building’s 

voltage, current, power factor per phase and the power outputs of the solar PV 

arrays.  

Figure 37. Demonstration of MySQL database 
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4.3 Global Communication Layer 

In this layer of the proposed hierarchical communication architecture, MGs 

exchange information using a cloud-based IoT platform. This layer receives data 

from the local communication layer and connects multiple MGs to each other. 

MQTT, which is a publisher-subscriber machine-to-machine messaging protocol, 

is adopted to realize global MMG communications. An online cloud-based 

platform, which offers easy-to-integrate features for MATLAB interfacing, is 

employed to post-process MMG data.  

4.3.1 MQTT 
MQTT is a messaging protocol over TCP/IP with the standard port 1883 set to 

receive all incoming MQTT messages. MQTT messaging consists of three key 

players:  

• MQTT publisher 

• MQTT subscriber 

• MQTT broker 

MQTT publisher and subscriber are not connected to each other by IP address 

and do not run simultaneously. A middle player named MQTT Broker connects 

to the publisher and the subscriber by IP address and distributes the incoming 

published messages accordingly with ability to handle thousands of concurrent 

clients [281]. A generic format of an MQTT topic string is indicated below: 

𝐷𝐷𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑇𝑇𝑦𝑦𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟/𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝐷𝐷𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟/𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑁𝑁𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟                                                              (65)  

MQTT is the favoured messaging protocol for environments with embedded 

resource-constrained devices such as MGs [282]. Each Intelligent Electronic 

Device (IED) or MG controller, with a running MQTT library, could be a potential 

MQTT publisher or subscriber. MMG publishers and subscribers are developed 

using python programming language and Paho libraries [283].  

4.3.2 HTTP protocol for Cloud Interactions 
MGCC or MG EMS receives data from IEDs and updates a cloud channel 

allocated to that particular MG. There is a specific MQTT topic dedicated to each 

MGCC to enable traceability of the updated data. The interactions between 

MGCC and the cloud server are implemented in a bi-directional fashion. Hence, 
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the output of the MMG EMS, which runs in the MATLAB interface, are subscribed 

by each MG controller and passed to the corresponding MG to be actuated. 

Among various commercial cloud servers, ThingSpeak [284], which facilitates 

hardware integration with Raspberry Pi and Arduino Uno with its user-friendly 

Application Programming Interface (API) functions and easy-to-implement 

interface to MATLAB, is employed in this work. MATLAB ThingSpeak toolbox is 

used to retrieve the cloud data, run management, and control algorithms.   

4.3.3 Network emulation in the platform 
Network latency is a major concern in MMG communications with large-scaled 

number of MGs, which exchange information at the same time. Due to high 

number of MQTT messages in the network, centralized operation of MMG, which 

requires data from all nodes in MMG, could be affected. Hence, the proposed 

platform is equipped with a virtual Wide Area Network emulator (WANem) 

machine, which aims to mimic realistic behaviour of a network. Network emulation 

is the act of altering the rout of the packet flow to add a user-defined latency 

between the source and the destination of the network messages. As exhibited 

in Figure 38, network emulation is introducing a new device to a test network 

(could be LAN or WAN) to manually add delay, packet loss, jitter, and distribution 

characteristics by WANem. MGs are implemented in MATLAB and PSCAD 

software, which communicate via Modbus protocol to MGCC to exchange data 

required for control algorithms. A Raspberry Pi as a middle player between host 

software and the cloud server incorporates MGCC of each MG.  

Red dotted line in Figure 38 represents the normal MMG packet flow in the 

network. Cloud channels allocated to each MG are updated with the input data to 

control algorithm by each MGCC. Green dotted line displays the packet flow path 

after adding the virtual WANem. Emulated packet flow is marked by numbers 

from 1 to 8. Data packets published by each MGCC in each MG are not passed 

to the cloud directly; but the WANem machine receives them to incorporate the 

user-defined packet delays. If the allocated cloud channels do not receive data 

packets within 300 milliseconds, it means cloud failure has happened. 
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Figure 38.  Overview of the cloud-based MMG communication platform 

4.4 Hierarchical Communication System Operation Algorithm 

The communication system is capable of operating in different conditions. In case 

of communication failure, the communication operation algorithm rectifies the 

problem by changing the operation mode. Depending on the priority, Time and 
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Accuracy/Scale in this algorithm, the algorithm chooses the operation priority. 

After defining the operation priority, based on the level of the communication 

latency thresholds defined for network nodes, the appropriate communication 

operation mode is assigned.  
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Figure 39. Proposed communication system operation algorithm 
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Time operation priority means it is more important to get the data as soon as 

possible rather than how accurate or comprehensive the data package is. On the 

other hand, if Accuracy/Scale operation priority is chosen, it means the time it 

takes to get the data is not as vital as the accuracy and amount of the data taken 

for further analysis and decision-making. The communication operation algorithm 

is presented in Figure 39. 

The communication algorithm follows a ruleset to change the operation mode. 

Table 4 describes the ruleset when the operation mode changes depending on 

communication delay. In this ruleset, the value of the RTT defines in which mode 

the system is operating. 
Table 4. Ruleset for the communication system operation 

RTT Communication operation mode 

𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 < 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 centralized communication mode 

𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 ≤ 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 < 𝟑𝟑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 decentralized communication mode 

𝟑𝟑𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 ≤ 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 < 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 distributed communication mode 

𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ≥ 𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐𝟐 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎 no communication mode 

4.4.1 Centralized Communication Mode 
The centralized communication system structure is shown in Figure 40. Each MG 

is connected to the IoT gateway and shares its data with other MGs through the 

cloud. In this communication operation mode, Modbus TCP/IP connects the MGs 

to the MGCCs and MQTT makes the connection between MGCCs and IoT 

gateway and the cloud. Comparing the communication operation modes, the 

centralized has the highest speed for data transfer and the highest decision 

accuracy (highest data scale).  
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Figure 40. Centralized communication mode 

4.4.2 Decentralized Communication Mode 
In the condition of cloud communication partial failure (if 250 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 < 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 <

350 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐), the communication operation mode would be set to the decentralized 

as presented in Figure 41. In this mode, not all the MGs are connected to the 

cloud but the main local MGs, 𝑟𝑟 MGs (𝑟𝑟 < 𝑛𝑛). Depending on the operation 

priority, either local or local-global mode is operating. 

4.4.2.1 Local – Global  
In the decentralized/local-global communication mode, the priority of 

accuracy/scale is higher than time. The data from the MGs surrounding the main 

𝑟𝑟 MGs are collected via Modbus TCP/IP and transferred from the 𝑟𝑟 MGs to 

cloud via MQTT.  

4.4.2.2 Global 
In this operation mode, the priority of time is higher than accuracy/scale. The data 

from the MGs surrounding the 𝑟𝑟 main MGs are not transferred, which means 

Modbus TCP/IP is not utilized in this mode, and only the main 𝑟𝑟 MGs transfer 

data via MQTT. In this case, each of the 𝑟𝑟 MGs represent the MGs connected to 

them locally. 
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Figure 41. Decentralized communication mode 

4.4.3 Distributed Communication Mode 
In the communication operation algorithm, the condition that cloud fails is 

predicted via the distribution operation mode. In this operation mode, the 

connection to the cloud fails completely (350 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐 < 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 < 500 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐) and Modbus 

TCP/IP gets active. In this case, MGs are connected to each other via Modbus 

TCP/IP to transfer the required information. This mode of operation would give 

accurate information but it is slower than centralized and decentralized operation 

modes. The distributed communication mode is illustrated in Figure 42. 

Microgrid 1 Microgrid 2 Microgrid i Microgrid n

MQTT
Modbus

Distributed 
(Local)

 
Figure 42. Distributed communication mode 

4.4.4 No Communication Mode 
If the global and local communication levels fail (i.e. both MQTT and Modbus 

TCP/IP fail communicating), the operation mode of the MMG changes to no 

communication mode. This operation mode happens when 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ≥ 500 𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐. In the 

no communication mode, MGs are not exchanging any information and work 

based on their local MGCC. This communication mode is shown in Figure 43. 
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Figure 43. No communication mode 

4.5 Summary 

In this chapter, a two-layer hierarchical communication platform for MMG system 

is proposed. This system consists of two layers, first layer is the local 

communication layer, which communicates within the MG and is responsible for 

the MG communications. The second communication layer is the global 

communication layer, as it deals with the communications between MGs in the 

MMG system. The communication operation strategy for the MMG is proposed 

as the next section of this chapter. In this section, the communication operation 

is discussed when there is a communication failure in the system. The operation 

system is designed to be capable to choose mode of operation among 

centralized, decentralized, distributed, or no communication mode based on the 

communication delay.  

In addition to the communication system, BESS cost and capacity is another 

important factor in MG and MMG operation. Therefore, as another important part 

of EMS, BESS operation optimization is investigated in the next chapter. 
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5 Battery Energy Storage Cost and Capacity 
Optimization for MGs 

5.1 Overview 

RESs and BESSs combined with DGs form a comprehensive MG, which require 

control system and EMS to fulfil load and grid requirements. As the need for 

BESS grows due to uncertainties of RESs, scheduling and cost management of 

BESSs in MGs becomes more of a concern. In this chapter, two-level EMS have 

been designed for a university research centre to simultaneously overcome the 

outage problem and shave the peak demand considering BESS sizing and 

degradation, MG cost minimization, as well as MG scheduling. The two-layer 

optimization algorithm has been presented to optimally define the BESS size and 

minimize the operational cost of the MG achieving the peak shaving and valley 

filling objectives. The inner optimization layer minimizes the costs related to the 

BESS and research centre operations such as peaks and outages, where it is 

modelled as a MIQP problem. On the other hand, the outer optimization layer 

defines the best BESS capacity based on the results of the inner layer and is 

solved via heuristic optimization methods. The cost analysis is executed to 

validate the performance of the optimization algorithm. 

University research centres, modelled as MGs, require stable and continuous 

power to run experiments and thus sometimes sensitive equipment. 

Implementing the MG concept to the research centre enables the research centre 

to function as an Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS). One of the primary issues 

to deal with in the research centre is power fluctuation. Power peaks and power 

drops can damage the equipment, cause power inefficiencies, and consequently 

can have a negative impact on the quality of research. As of today, employing 

BESSs as a part of MG to shave the peak and fill the valley in the demand curve 

during normal research centre operation is the best solution to overcome the 

aforementioned problems. However, the appropriate capacity of the employed 

BESS, its constraints, investment and operation costs, and degradation are the 

important parameters, which need to be considered. In order to achieve this, a 

novel BESS scheduling and sizing optimization algorithm is developed. 
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To implement the BESS in the research centre MG, fulfilling two major objectives 

is crucial. The first objective is finding the optimum BESS capacity and the second 

one is minimizing the cost of the MG management with the defined BESS 

capacity. To achieve the cost objective, a scheduling algorithm to minimize the 

cost is required, which optimizes the battery charge/discharge time considering 

RESs operation, BESS constraints, peak power and power drop charges, and 

MG operational costs. On the other hand, to fulfil the capacity objective, an 

optimization algorithm should be employed to determine the required capacity of 

the BESS, which offers the highest benefit to the research centre MG. 

5.2 System Configuration 

The system under study at the university consists of two MGs. One of the MGs 

is a testing facility developed for the power grid testing purposes. The MG testing 

facility is a hybrid AC/DC system that includes a PV system with the power of 20 

kW peak and 70 kWh energy storage system. The other MG is a research centre 

including a semiconductor technology facility established for Micro- and 

Nanotechnology research activities. It is equipped with sensitive and high 

accuracy devices that require stable and continuous electrical power supply. A 

100 kW PV system is installed on the roof of the research centre. The 

configuration of the system is illustrated in Figure 44. 

Figure 44. System Configuration 
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5.2.1 University Research Centre 

One of the main concerns in the research centre is power fluctuations and 

outages. Due to the high sensitivity of the equipment in the centre and high 

precision of the experiments, a non-interrupted continuous power to the loads is 

required. On some occasions such as bad weather conditions or poor power 

network, power outages happen in the research centre lasting from several 

minutes to one day. On the other hand, large peaks are realized in the load profile 

of research centre, which will impose extra costs on the research centre. 

5.2.1.1 WT Power 

WT and PV are the commonly used RESs in MGs. Currently, no WT has been 

installed at the university campus but a 4 kW and a 10 kW WT are considered for 

the two MGs. The important characteristics of WT are the rated power, 𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇_𝑟𝑟 and 

rated speed, 𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟. The real data for wind speed, 𝑣𝑣(𝑡𝑡) for a duration of one year has 

been collected from the weather station located in the university campus for wind 

monitoring purposes. The output power of WT (𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇) is described as in (66): 

𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇 = �

0                                  𝑣𝑣(𝑡𝑡) < 𝑣𝑣𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿  𝑐𝑐𝑟𝑟 𝑣𝑣(𝑡𝑡) > 𝑣𝑣𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿
𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇_𝑟𝑟

𝐿𝐿(𝑑𝑑)−𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙
𝐿𝐿𝑟𝑟−𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙

                      𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟 ≤ 𝑣𝑣(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑣𝑣𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿
𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇_𝑟𝑟                                          𝑣𝑣𝑟𝑟 ≤ 𝑣𝑣(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑣𝑣𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿

                                                   (66)  

where 𝑣𝑣𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿 and 𝑣𝑣𝑀𝑀𝐿𝐿 are the cut-in and cut-out wind speeds, respectively [285]. 

There is no cost related to WT considered in this study. 

5.2.1.2 Solar PV power 

The solar PV is another popular form of RESs employed to generate electrical 

power. For this study, two sets of PV modules have been employed. A 20 kW PV 

module for the experimental MG and a 100 kW PV module for the research centre 

have been installed. PV modules are connected to the DC bus via the DC/DC 

converters. In order to apply PV characteristics to the optimization algorithm, real 

PV data is required. The PV data for one year has been collected from the MGs 

using the data acquisition and monitoring system with 1 min interval. The data 

acquisition system is employed to collect necessary information and monitor the 

performance of the MGs [254]. No operation and maintenance costs have been 
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measured for PV. In Figure 45, the PV and BESS installations at two MGs are 

shown. 

Figure 45.  research center and MG testing facility solar PV and BESS installation 

5.2.1.3 BESS model and degradation 

One of the problems with RESs is their intermittency and uncertainty to generate 

power. Solar PV and WTs are dependent on the weather conditions such as 

sunny or cloudy and wind speed. Due to the aforementioned problem, the RESs 

are not solely sufficient to operate as a reliable generation source. Employing 

BESS alongside RESs is suggested as a solution to provide a more reliable 

source of generation. BESS is capable of charging and discharging based on the 

replanned schedules. In other words, BESS charges at the times that energy is 

not needed and discharges when it is needed. On the other hand, to operate the 

BESS optimally, battery characteristics such as battery model, operation, and 

maintenance cost, degradation, and capacity should be taken into account. 

A 70 kWh Li-Ion BESS has been considered for one of the MGs. Nonetheless, 

the research centre has no operational BESS considered. To model the BESS 

operation, charge and discharge mode of BESS should be considered. The 

energy of BESS, 𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) is described in (67): 

𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡 − ∆𝑇𝑇) + �𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀ℎ𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡 − ∆𝑇𝑇) − 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ℎ(𝑑𝑑−∆𝑇𝑇)
𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ℎ

� .∆𝑇𝑇                              (67)  
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In the energy equation of BESS, energy at the time 𝑡𝑡 is obtained based on the 

available energy at the previous time step and charge and discharge power rates 

of the BESS, 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀ℎ and 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ at time 𝑡𝑡 − ∆𝑇𝑇 considering charge and discharge 

efficiencies, 𝜂𝜂𝑀𝑀ℎ and 𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ. In addition to the BESS energy equation, BESS is 

limited to operational constraints. BESS operates in a predefined range of SOC. 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                                (68)  

The other important factor in BESS modelling is degradation. BESS works at 

different SOCs, which would have a different impact on the BESS degradation. 

The BESS ages either due to calendar aging or cycle aging [286]. The cycle aging 

is primarily dependent on the DOD of BESS, where DOD is defined as the energy 

in one charging or discharging event with respect to the full capacity. The battery 

lifetime, 𝐿𝐿(𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷) with respect to DOD is formulated in (69). 

𝐿𝐿(𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷) = 𝑎𝑎 × 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷−𝑎𝑎 × exp (−𝑐𝑐 × 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷)                                                                       (69)  

where 𝑎𝑎, 𝑎𝑎, and 𝑐𝑐 are curve-fitting coefficients [287]. In addition, the operation of 

BESS imposes costs on the system, as the cost is mainly dependent on DOD. 

The BESS operation cost, 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝(𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷) is described  as follows [288]: 

Cop(DOD) = 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝
2.𝐿𝐿(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷).𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵.𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷.𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑ℎ.𝜂𝜂𝑑𝑑𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑ℎ

                                                                              (70)  

where  𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 is BESS price. Applying (5) to a Li-Ion battery, the operational cost is 

calculated for a specific DOD. For instance, 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝(0.7) means the BESS cycles 

between 30% and 100% SOC. Thus, different operation costs are considered for 

charge and discharge with different DODs in each cycle. 

5.2.1.4 Electricity Grid Policy 

University campus as a large customer for the utility has a high consumption of 

electrical energy. The utility charges the university based on TOU tariffs in 

different categories such as retail energy usage charges and network charges. 

The university is charged for both energy usage in kWh on a daily basis and 

demand usage in kVA on a monthly basis. The charges for energy usage are 

applied depending on the time of the day, being peak hours or off-peak hours, 

where university pays higher prices to the utility during peak hours. The TOU 

tariffs for large customers in Queensland are illustrated in Table 5. 
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Table 5. TOU Tariffs for the University 

The electricity costs to consider are the purchased energy cost, 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) and peak 

demand cost, 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑘𝑘, where 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡) includes off-peak and peak energy prices and 

𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑘𝑘 includes Distribution Use of System (DUoS) and Transmission Use of 

System (TUoS) charges. By reducing the peak (i.e. peak shaving), the impact of 

peak on the research centre power fluctuations and on total utility charges 

decreases. 

The other electricity cost parameter considered in this study is the outage power 

cost, 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑. The research center is supposed to work 24/7 and if a power outage 

happens, it can damage the equipment and impose extra costs on the research 

centre. Therefore, the outage cost is to prevent power outages in the worst-case 

scenario and fill the valleys in normal conditions. 

5.3 Two-level Battery Energy Storage Optimization Algorithm 

The BESS plays an important role in the MG EMS by the optimal scheduling of 

the charge/discharge rate and time. Scheduling of the BESS can affect the total 

cost of the MGs as it reduces the purchased energy from the grid through the 

management of peak/off-peak hours load consumption, and demand charges 

through peak shaving. Furthermore, it decreases the operational costs via 

considering the degradation and DOD, and the outage costs via valley filling. The 

other influential cost factor is the BESS price, which can be minimized by properly 

sizing of the BESS. The key objective of the optimization algorithm is to minimize 

the costs of the research centre by providing a suitably sized BESS. To achieve 

this objective, the optimization algorithm is designed in two layers, cost 

minimization, and sizing. In the inner optimization layer, which is cost 

minimization, the objective function considers all the costs of the system and 

optimizes the operation of the BESS. On the other hand, the outer optimization 

layer optimizes the size of the BESS based on the investment and operational 

costs. After defining the minimized cost and the best size for the BESS, cost 

Charges Unit Price Unit 
Retail Energy Usage Charges   
QLD Peak 10.68 c/kWh 
QLD Off-peak 5.8 c/kWh 
Network Charges   
DUoS Demand 8.073 $/KVA/Month 
TUoS Demand 1.263 $/KVA/Month 
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analysis is applied to the results to evaluate the Payback Period (PBP) of the 

BESS investment. The overall BESS optimization framework is presented in 

Figure 46. 

Figure 46.  BESS Optimization Framework 

5.3.1 Cost Minimization Algorithm (Inner Optimization Layer) 

The inner layer of the optimization algorithm is to minimize the operational cost 

of the MG, which includes the BESS operating cost, the peak cost, and the power 

outage cost. To solve the optimization problem, it is modeled as an objective 

function with constraints.   

5.3.1.1 Objective Function 

The objective function contains all the cost parameters related to the BESS. It is 

modelled to schedule the charge and discharge operation of the BESS based on 

the TOU tariffs. In addition, the model undertakes the functions of shaving the 

peak, filling the valley, and minimizing the degradation of BESS within one 

operation period. The objective function is demonstrated as a MIQP problem and 

is described as (71):  

𝐽𝐽𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 =  ∑ 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷(𝑡𝑡).𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡).𝛥𝛥𝑡𝑡 + 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝐷𝐷,𝑐𝑐ℎ(𝑡𝑡).𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆,𝑐𝑐ℎ(𝑡𝑡).𝛥𝛥𝑡𝑡 +𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡=𝑡𝑡0

𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝐷𝐷,𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ(𝑡𝑡).𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆,𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐ℎ(𝑡𝑡).𝛥𝛥𝑡𝑡 + 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝.𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 + 𝐶𝐶𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡.𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑢𝑡𝑡                                                             (71)  

where 𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡), 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡), 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡), 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑘𝑘, and  𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑 are the purchase power 

from grid, the charged and discharged power of battery, the peak power of the 

month, and outage power. 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝(𝑡𝑡), 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝,𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡), 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝,𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡), 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑘𝑘, and 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑢𝑢𝑑𝑑 are the 

cost coefficient of the purchased energy from the grid, operating cost coefficient 

of the charge and discharging power of the battery, cost coefficient of the grid 

demand charges, and the power outage cost coefficient respectively. 𝑡𝑡0,𝑇𝑇 and 𝛥𝛥𝑡𝑡 

represent the beginning, end and time of simulation period, respectively. 

5.3.1.2 Constraints 

The constraints, which are defined as a part of the optimization problem, 

determine the ranges in which the variables have to be operating. The first 
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constraint is the network power balance between power generation and load 

consumption. 

𝑃𝑃𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡) − 𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑(𝑡𝑡)                      (72)  

The next constraint is the BESS energy limits. The BESS should work between 

the maximum available energy, EBESS,max, and the minimum available energy, 

EBESS,min. 

𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑚𝑚𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 ≤ 𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚                                                                                    (73)  

Furthermore, BESS has a limited charge and discharge power rate.  

0 ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑀ℎ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡).𝛽𝛽(𝑡𝑡)                                                                                  (74)  

0 ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀ℎ(𝑡𝑡) ≤ 𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀ℎ,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑡𝑡). (𝛽𝛽(𝑡𝑡) − 1)                                                                                (75)  

where 𝛽𝛽(𝑡𝑡) is the binary variable to define charge/discharge mode of BESS. If 

𝛽𝛽(𝑡𝑡) is equal to one, it means BESS is discharging, otherwise it is charging. The 

other constraint that should be taken into account is the initial and final energy of 

the BESS. The BESS operation starts from the same energy as it ended after 

one full operation period. 

𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,t0(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝑇𝑇(𝑡𝑡)                                                                                                           (76)  

The MIQP cost optimization problem is modelled in MATLAB and IBM ILOG 

CPLEX MIQP optimization solver is employed to solve the problem. 

5.3.2 BESS Capacity Algorithm (Outer Optimization Layer) 

The larger capacity of the BESS enhances the investment costs, while higher 

BESS capacity does not necessarily mean lower operating costs. Therefore, 

there is a trade-off between the operating costs and the investment costs. The 

sizing algorithm determines the optimal BESS capacity by finding the balancing 

point between various costs. The outer optimization layer deals with the 

determination of the appropriate size of the BESS considering the investment and 

operational costs of the BESS. The sizing algorithm gets the minimized cost of 

the system as input from the inner optimization layer and provides the optimal 

capacity of the BESS as output.  

In order to minimize the costs in the sizing algorithm, it is required to calculate 

the total cost. Total cost, 𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑 consists of two parts, the cost of the BESS 

investment (i.e. capital cost per day, 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑) and the operational costs of the MGs 

as the result of inner cost minimization layer, Jcost. In the calculation of 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑, the 
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capacity of the BESS and the capital cost of the BESS, 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 are considered, 

where 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 is calculated based on the annual interest rate, 𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓 and the BESS 

lifetime, 𝐿𝐿(𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷). The relationship between the parameters is formulated in (77) 

to (79). 

𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑 = Jcost + 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝,𝑑𝑑                                                                                                                  (77)  

𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝,𝑑𝑑 = 1
365

.𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝.𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅                                                                                                          (78)  

𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝 = 𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑓𝑓.(1+𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑓𝑓)𝐿𝐿(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷)

(1+𝑟𝑟𝑙𝑙𝑓𝑓)𝐿𝐿(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷)−1
                                                                                                             (79)  

By running the sizing optimization algorithm and minimizing the total cost for all 

the BESS capacities, the optimal size of the BESS, 𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝐿𝐿𝑝𝑝𝑑𝑑  is obtained. To solve 

the optimization problem, an iterative heuristic method is employed. The heuristic 

algorithms are effective methods to solve multi-dimensional optimization 

problems [289]. The BESS sizing optimization function is described as follows. 

𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑋𝑋𝐹𝐹( 𝑋𝑋) = {𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝐿𝐿𝑑𝑑}                                                                                                                  (80)  

where 𝑋𝑋 represents the decision variables of outer optimization layer and 

corresponds to the BESS capacity and DOD. 

𝑋𝑋 = {𝑅𝑅𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅,𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷}                                                                                                                     (81)  

Figure 47. BESS sizing optimization algorithm 

After initializing the algorithm by the minimum values for the BESS capacity and 

DOD, at the 𝑝𝑝th iteration of the sizing optimization algorithm, the total cost of the 

specific size and DOD is calculated. This process continues until the stop 

condition is met. The stop condition is satisfied in case that the optimal size of 
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the BESS is achieved or the number of the iterations exceeds the maximum 

iteration limit. The BESS sizing optimization is demonstrated in Figure 47. 

Minimizing the costs and determining the BESS capacity are two important 

factors influencing the final cost analysis. In addition, the other factor that plays 

an important role is PBP. PBP indicates how long it takes to get profits from the 

investments with respect to the savings. To calculate the PBP, the annual savings 

are estimated and compared to that of the investments. Then it reaches the point 

that savings and investments become equal. The formula is demonstrated in (82). 

∑ 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎. (1 + 𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓)𝑑𝑑−1𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵𝑃𝑃
y=1 ≥  𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝                                                                                             (82)  

where 𝑦𝑦 is the index for the number of the years and 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎 is the savings per year 

considering the interest rate, 𝑟𝑟𝐿𝐿𝑓𝑓. 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎 is evaluated as the decline occurring in 

costs due to the cost minimization algorithm. 

5.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the BESS cost and capacity optimization algorithm for MG EMS 

is proposed. The optimization algorithm consists of two levels. The inner level is 

responsible for BESS cost optimization by scheduling the BESS. MIQP approach 

is proposed to solve the optimization problem, where BESS degradation is 

considered. On the other hand, the outer optimization level defines the most cost 

efficient capacity of BESS. A heuristic approach is proposed for this part of 

optimization system. 

Up to this point, the EMS system for MGs and MMGs is explained and its modules 

with detailed modelling are proposed. In the next chapter, the EMS with its 

modules is tested and results for various case studies are presented. 
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6 Case Studies 
6.1 Rule-based EMS for Engineering Building MG 

To test the rule-based EMS performance, developed in chapter 3, it is tested on 

an MG testing facility model with commercial load characteristics. The MG testing 

facility incorporates distributed generation in form of solar PV panels connected 

to a DC bus via parallel-connected DC/DC converters. This DC bus connects the 

common DC components together to reduce the need for multiple power 

conversion stages. 60 kWh of Lithium-ion based energy storage is utilised to 

create the backbone of the bus. A 30kVA smart inverter provides the AC 

connection to the building and grid, which also serves as the control mechanism 

for the energy storage solution. The MG system for this case study is shown in 

Figure 48 with the BESS parameters specified in Table 6. 

Figure 48. Microgrid structure with PV and BESS 

Table 6. Battery parameters 

BESS parameters characteristics 
BESS technology Li-Ion 

Rated capacity 60 kWh 

Cycles (80% DOD) 7500 

CCapital $60000 

6.1.1 EMS Operation 

The MG EMS performance is investigated observing PV and BESS. Furthermore, 

BESS scheduling system influence on peak load shaving and system cost 

reduction is examined. The ToU tariffs for commercial loads are shown in Table 
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7 and Table 8. Tariffs are defined based on Australian energy tariffs in 

Queensland State. There are two tariffs (peak/off peak) for volume charges and 

one tariff for demand charges.  
Table 7. Energy charges ToU 

ToU tariffs Price Time 

Peak 9.7 c/kWh 7 am - 8 pm 

Off-peak 6.6 c/kWh 8 pm – 7 am 

Table 8. Demand charges ToU 

ToU tariffs Price Time 

Peak 24.14 $/kW Whole day 

The result for the day ahead scheduling for a day in January 2016 is illustrated in 

Figure 49 with a scheduling time step of 15 min. PV reduces the peak demand 

and BESS optimal scheduling further shaves the peak demand and reduces the 

volume charges costs. 

Figure 49. a) Load profile b) load profile with PV c) load profile with PV and BESS 
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In Figure 50, the SOC of BESS during peak period is shown. The SOC is 

supposed to be high from 100 to 30 and low from 30 to 20. The BESS is not fully 

discharging during the peak period as it depends to the discharge level defined 

by scheduling system. 

Figure 50. Battery SOC during peak period 

6.1.2 Cost benefit analysis 

The PBP of PV and BESS is calculated for the MG testing facility. As it can be 

seen in Table 9 and Table 10, the BESS has a higher PBP but it brings more 

benefits to the system as well. Furthermore, PV and BESS provide a cost 

effective system for peak shaving applications. 
Table 9. PBP for PV 

Annual revenue $6132 

Capital cost $40000 

PBP 4.9 years 

Table 10. PBP for BESS 

Annual revenue $8227 

Capital cost $61100 

PBP 5.4 years 

6.1.3 Conclusion 

In this section, the results of testing the rule-based EMS employing PV and BESS 

are presented. The operation of EMS has been investigated for the following 

cases: load, load and PV as well as load and PV including BESS. The payback 

period for the PV and BESS system has been calculated considering the annual 

saving of the system and total system price. The performance of the scheduling 
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system has been optimized for commercial operation, which resulted in 

maximized benefits. 

6.2 EV Scheduling in EMS for Engineering Building  

To investigate the effect of PEV owner behaviour management on the peak 

demand reduction, the approach developed in chapter 3 is employed and 

different case studies are applied to the engineering commercial building load 

profile. Nissan Leaf has been selected as the working PEV in this section, which 

is the best-selling PEV in the world during the past 5 years. Table 11 describes 

the Nissan Leaf battery specifications. 
Table 11. Nissan Leaf Battery Specifications [290]  

Nissan Leaf PEV has a battery with available capacity of 16 kWh. For this study 

Level 2 charging is employed. The charge and discharge rates are set to 4 kW in 

level 2. The chosen period is the functional period of the EMS managing the EV 

owners behaviour by applying different scenarios in order to reduce the peak 

demand of the commercial building. 

Nine PEVs are considered to be plugged in to the commercial building. The 

chosen number is due to physical constrains of charging for the engineering 

building. The lower and upper limits of EV battery SOC are 40% (α) and 100% 

(β). For the other SOC analysis, x = 50%, y = 70%, and z = 90%. In the following 

subsections, different scenarios, which EMS influences PEV behaviour and 

consequently the peak demand are presented and discussed. 

6.2.1 Scenario 1: PEVs charging without EMS 

Nissan Leaf Battery Battery Specifications 
Type Laminated lithium-ion battery 

Nominal Voltage 360 V 

Total Capacity 24kWh (16 kWh available) 

DOD 67 % 

Charging Times 

Quick charger DC50kW (0-80%): 30 min (Level 3 charging) 

Home-use AC240V charging (0-100%): 8 hours (Level 2 charging)  

Regular 110/120V 15-Amp outlet: 22 hours (Level 1 charging) 
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This is the worst-case scenario, which all PEV owners plug in and charge their 

PEVs. In this case, a large overload will occur due to the sudden addition of PEV 

loads to the MG. The owners charge their cars at 9 am when they arrive to the 

work place. Therefore, the MG will be charged for higher peaks by utility. Figure 

51 illustrates the impact of PEV while there is no EMS to reduce the peak during 

the building working hours.  

Figure 51. Impact of PEV on Peak Demand without EMS 

 Instant connection of PEVs to the MG adds 46 kW to the peak demand of load 

profile. The worst-case scenario is considered for load profile analysis, which is 

the highest peak of the month in January 2016. According to Time of Use tariffs, 

the electricity rate for peak demand is approximately $24.14 per kW and the 

energy charges is $0.097 per kWh. In this case, the building to the grid would pay 

an additional cost of $1120. 

6.2.2 Scenario 2: PEVs charging with EMS 

 EMS plays an important role in minimizing the costs in a MG. The main 

functionality of EMS in this study is to manage PEV behaviour in order to reduce 

the peak demand of MG load profile. In this scenario, PEV owners charge their 

cars eventually but not at the beginning of the working hours. The algorithm finds 

the minimum power consumption in the MG load profile and charges the PEVs 

by filling the valleys to a point where all of PEVs are charged to the assigned 
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capacities. In Figure 52, the performance of EMS on peak demand reduction in 

presence of PEVs is depicted.   

Figure 52. Impact of PEVs charging on load profile with EMS 

By changing PEV owners’ behaviour charging at the times that building load 

consumption is at its lowest rate. By applying the EMS to the MG, all PEVs will 

be charged by the time of departure; set at 5pm. The overloaded peak, due to 

simultaneous connections of PEVs will not occur, thus the impact of PEV on peak 

demand is minimized. 

6.2.3 Scenario 3: PEVs discharging with EMS 

In this scenario, PEV owners are encouraged to sell their energy to the MG via 

V2G, albeit the ones that have enough energy in their batteries to discharge. In 

other words, PEVs with a high SOC would discharge instead of charging their 

BESS. The PEV’s would be discharged to a level that the owners would have 

ample supply to return to their point of origin. By applying this behaviour 

management, the building would benefit from the energy sold back to the grid in 

order to reduce the peak demand. In Figure 53, the load profile under discharge 

PEV behaviour management is shown. 
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Figure 53. Impact of PEVs discharging on load profile with EMS 

The change in behaviour of PEV owners has a positive impact on MG costs. To 

put it simply, management of PEVs with sufficient capacity leads to lower peak 

demand and thus, lower energy costs from purchasing peak energy from the grid. 

The point to notice here is that the discharging algorithm shaves the peak 

demand efficiently. It means that EMS employs PEVs to shave the highest peak 

and continuing this algorithm until total available capacity is discharged. 

Considering TOU tariffs, 22 kW reduction in peak demand and 81 kWh reduction 

in energy result in $540 savings in energy costs in the day with highest 

consumption in January 2016. 

6.2.4 Scenario 4: PEVs charging and discharging with EMS 

This scenario is a combination of scenario 2 and 3 in which PEVs would charge 

or discharge depending on the availability of PEVs in that specific time. In this 

case, EMS makes a balance between charging and discharging of PEVs 

considering the conditions of PEVs and the building. The impact of PEVs on peak 

demand depends on the ratio between charging and discharging of PEVs. The 

main contribution of EMS in this case is to minimize the peak demand. In Figure 

54, three different ratios are investigated.  
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Figure 54. Impact of PEV Charging/Discharging on load profile with EMS 

As observed in Figure 54, depending on the ratio of PEVs charging and 

discharging, the EMS plans to minimize the peak demand. In the first case (Ch > 

Dis), EV charging to discharging is 70 % to 30 %. In the second case (Ch = Dis), 

ratio of charging and discharging PEVs is equal which results in no change in the 

load profile. The third case shows where the PEV charging to discharging ratio is 

30 % to 70 %. In this situation, peak demand is reduced to new reference leading 

to lower MG costs.  

6.2.5 Conclusion 

The upcoming integration of PEV would bring some challenges on the distribution 

network. Among these challenges, peak demand management is crucial in 

ensuring network stability. There could be considerable influence on peak 

demand within all the sectors of the distribution network if PEV behaviour is not 

appropriately managed. Implementing an EMS, which incorporates V2G, is 

necessary to minimize the impact of PEV on MGs. In this case study, the impact 

of PEVs on an engineering commercial building was investigated. Three EMS 

control strategies were explored considering different PEV requirements. It has 

been shown that EMS, which schedules the charge and discharge of PEV, has 

the ability to completely remove the negative impact of PEVs on peak demand. 

Ongoing research is required for further development of EMS to increase the 

utilization of V2G to reduce peak demand while managing PEV behaviour. 

6.3 MILP EMS for Engineering Building MG 
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The EMS performance is tested on the MG testing facility with commercial load 

characteristics using the approach proposed in chapter 3. The relevant TOU 

tariffs for commercial MG are presented in Table 12. 
Table 12. Time of Use (TOU) tariffs 

The MG load is an engineering building with commercial load characteristics 

[291]. In this commercial load, the peak occurs during midday, which is 

compatible with a standard PV generation pattern. The structure of MG is shown 

in Figure 55.  

Figure 55. MG testing facility structure 

6.3.1 EMS Performance without Peak Shaving Algorithm 
6.3.1.1 Energy Reduction 

The EMS performance is examined concentrating on the reduction of energy 

purchase from grid via battery scheduling. In this scenario, the battery is 

TOU tariffs (Volume) Price Time 

Peak 9.7 c/kWh 7 am – 8 pm 

Off-peak 6.6 c/kWh 8 pm – 7 am 

TOU tariffs (Demand) Price Time 

Peak 24.14 $/kW Whole day 
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scheduled to charge at off-peak hours and discharge during peak hours 

regardless of the peak values within the one-day cycle.  

A normal day in summer (December) and winter (July) 2016 is chosen to test the 

performance of EMS while peak shaving algorithm is not applied. The scheduling 

system receives the building load data, the information from the battery, and the 

data from the forecasting system and schedules the battery charging and 

discharging to minimize the purchased energy from the grid. The MILP 

optimization system is applied to minimize the costs. To run the MILP optimizer, 

the code is written in MATLAB and program uses CPLEX software to solve the 

problem. 

Figure 56. Energy Reduction Employing MILP Optimization Routine  

As seen in Figure 56, the system is charging and discharging according to TOU 

the tariffs table. In other words, scheduling system charges the battery early in 

the morning and late in the afternoon, which are off peak hours and discharges 

the battery during peak hours. The total saved value by minimizing the energy is 
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$ 272.04 within one-day cycle. As the tariffs are the same in summer and winter, 

the savings would be similar throughout the whole year, depending on solar PV 

production and load characteristics. If there were different tariffs for different 

seasons, then there would have been specific scheduling system for each 

season. 
6.3.1.2 Battery Performance 

The performance of the battery is indicated in Figure 57. The total available 

energy of the battery is 70 kWh and initial energy of the battery is set to 50 kWh. 

At the end of the one-day cycle, the battery is charged to the same level of initial 

energy. 

Figure 57. BESS Charge/Discharge in One-day Cycle 

The MILP optimizer defines the discharge routine. The point here is that peak 

shaving is not considered, so the peaks are not necessarily reduced but just the 

total energy purchased from the grid is reduced employing the energy storage. 

6.3.2 EMS Performance with Peak Shaving Algorithm 
6.3.2.1 Demand Reduction 

A major contributor to cost of a commercial MG is from the charges for peak 

power. Thus, a primary objective of the EMS is to reduce the peak demand, which 
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results in fewer demand charges from the grid. The demand charges are set as 

the monthly highest peak of the day. In order to test the extreme performance of 

the developed EMS in regards to its peak shaving algorithm, the peak day of 

summer and winter 2016 is selected. The scheduling system applies the peak 

shaving routine to reduce the peak, followed by reducing the energy consumption 

with the remaining energy in the battery. 

 
Figure 58. EMS Employing MILP Optimization Routine with Peak Shaving Algorithm 

Consequently, seen in Figure 58, the overall peak demand on the supplier grid is 

reduced and thus the overall energy cost are abridged to $ 4315.64 in summer 

and $ 4412.43 in winter. 
6.3.2.2 Battery Performance 

The performance of the battery is illustrated in Figure 59. A percentage of the 

energy in the battery is specified to the peak shaving and the rest to energy 

reduction. The reason for not specifying all the available energy in the battery to 

the peak shaving is that the EMS would not be functional in case peak does not 

appear. Therefore, there should always be a percentage specified to the energy 

base line usage reduction. As the utility charges for peak demand is much higher 
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than charges for energy, the majority of BESS is specified to the peak shaving. 

In this study, 60% of available energy in BESS is specified to peak shaving and 

40% to the energy reduction. 

Figure 59. BESS Charge/Discharge after Peak Shaving 

After achieving peak shaving, the rest of the remaining energy in the BESS is 

used to reduce the energy charges of the MG. The MILP optimizer discharges 

the battery to reduce the load purchased from the grid and charges the battery 

when the prices are low in order to supply initial energy of BESS for next cycle. 

6.3.3 Conclusion 

In this section, the performance of an EMS employing MILP optimization in a 

commercial MG is investigated. The peak shaving algorithm is applied to the 

system and results are analysed. The MILP optimization algorithm is utilized to 

minimize the two main sources of costs in the MG. As MGs are turning into a 

major part of the modern power grid, the role of the control system and energy 

management of these systems is more critical. By employing EMS in conjunction 

with BESS in MGs containing RES, a substantial benefit to the load profile of a 

commercial building can be achieved. The results show a substantial 

improvement to the energy profile of the building, optimized to minimize costs via 
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the tariff system. Further work will include achieving a semi-dynamic usage 

between peak shaving and base line energy usage reduction of the BESS. 

6.4 EMS for research facility MG 
The performance of two-layer optimization system, proposed in chapter 5, for 

different capacities of BESS in the MGs is investigated and analyzed. The 

minimum BESS capacity for the MGs is 70 kWh, which is specified in the MG 

testing facility. The additional BESS capacity up to 800 kWh in total is allocated 

to the research centre to minimize the costs and reduce the power fluctuations. 

The results of the cost optimization and BESS sizing are discussed. The 

parameters of the system under study are shown in Table 13. 
Table 13. Parameters for the Case Study 

6.4.1 Cost Optimization Analysis 

The cost optimization algorithm minimizes the operation costs of the research 

centre considering the peaks and valleys. The peaks are shaved and the valleys 

are filled to reduce the costs and minimize the probability of the power outages. 

The peak day of a month in 2016 has been selected to investigate the 

performance of the cost optimization algorithm. The size of the BESS is chosen 

to be 280 kWh, and the scheduling runs for one-day operation. At the end of the 

Parameters Value Unit 
𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑(𝒕𝒕)- Peak 10.68 c/kWh 

𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑(𝒕𝒕)- Off-peak  5.8 c/kWh 
𝑪𝑪𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑  9.3 $/KVA/Month 
𝑪𝑪𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒕𝒕  2 $/KVA/Month 
𝑪𝑪𝒄𝒄𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑  300 $/kWh 
DOD 80 % 

𝜼𝜼𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄, 𝜼𝜼𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒅𝒎𝒎𝒄𝒄𝒄𝒄 95 % 
L 10 Years 
𝒓𝒓𝒅𝒅𝒊𝒊  10 % 
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daily cycle, the BESS is charged and discharged with different rates. The cost 

optimization result for the one-day cycle is illustrated in Figure 60. 

Figure 60.  Cost Optimization for a peak day of the month in 2016 

The cost optimization algorithm reduces the peak of the day from 1362 kW to 

1188 kW (174 kW reduction) and fills the valley from 843 kW to 906 kW (63 kW 

growth). The BESS charges during the off-peak hours to increase the valleys and 

discharges during the peak hours to decrease the peak load of the day. The 

operation of the BESS for the size of 280 kWh is depicted in Figure 61. 
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Figure 61.  BESS Energy changes for 280 kWh capacity 

Considering the optimization algorithm and the cost coefficients, the BESS 

charges with the optimum rate to fill the valley while increasing the stored energy 

in the BESS. The energy of the BESS reaches to its highest point before the peak 

hours and then BESS starts to discharge with different rates with respect to the 

constraints. The optimization algorithm discharges the BESS at the points where 

it is beneficial. At the end of the daily cycle, the BESS charges back to the initial 

energy it started with. 

6.4.2 BESS Optimization 

The BESS sizing algorithm gets the information from the cost minimization layer 

and uses the results to investigate different BESS capacities cost performance. 

The resulting capacity provides the highest benefit with respect to the investment 

cost of the BESS. The optimal size of the BESS is determined by investigating a 

range of capacities from 70 kWh to 800 kWh. The total cost of different BESS 

capacities has been calculated and compared. 

Figure 62.  BESS Optimal Capacity 

As specified in Figure 62, comparing various capacities, the BESS with the 

capacity of 280 kWh has the lowest total cost within a year. The total annual cost 

of 280 kWh BESS is $695k. Looking at the trend of changes in the BESS capacity 

graph, the optimization algorithm decreases the total cost as the BESS capacity 
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increases until the capacity reaches its optimum capacity. Afterwards, by the rise 

in the capacity, the total annual cost grows with an approximately linear trend. 

6.4.3 Cost-benefit Analysis 

The cost-benefit analysis of different BESS capacities expresses the relationship 

between the time and the cost by employing PBP. Different BESS capacities from 

70 kWh to 800 kWh are considered for the analysis. Figure 63 illustrates the PBP 

for different BESS capacities. According to the graph, a stepwise growth in the 

PBP is seen. In other words, the BESS capacities from 70 to 235 kWh have the 

lowest PBP (4.33 years) and as the BESS size grows, the PBP increases in a 

linear stepwise trend. The PBP for the BESS capacity of 280 kWh as the optimal 

capacity is 4.42 years as shown in the graph. 

Figure 63.  PBP for BESS capacities from 70 to 800 kWh 

6.4.4 Conclusion 

The combination of RESs and BESS as a solution to lessen the costs of the MGs 

can moderate the dependence of the research centre on the grid and increase 

the stability of the system. Investing in the BESS benefits the research centre 

especially in the power outage cases. Besides shaving the peaks, the optimal 

scheduling of the BESS prevents power drops by filling the valleys. In addition, 

the BESS acts as a backup power source in extreme cases such as power 
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outage. The two-layer optimization algorithm proves the applicability of the BESS 

as a part of the MG to minimize the costs of the research centre. 

6.5 MMG Cost optimization in presence of communication system 

In this section, the impact of the communication system on the MMG is 

investigated. In the presence of the communication system, the MGs can share 

the information such as generation power and load consumption with each other. 

In order to reduce the operating costs of the MMG, the MGs get the required 

energy from the neighbouring MGs instead of buying from the grid. In other 

words, the communication system provides the required information for the MGs 

to transfer energy. Three MGs are considered for the simulation, where the MGs 

are modelled and simulated based on the characteristics of the MG testing facility. 

The MGs are modelled identical with different load profiles. The power generation 

and load consumption data of MGs are obtained from monitoring system at GU. 

6.5.1 MMG Total Cost with Centralized Communication System Failure 

The main advantage of the centralized communication system is its simplicity 

over the distributed communication system. However, in case of communication 

failure/delay, the centralized communication system of MMG would not operate 

properly and the MGs would not be able to communicate to each other. For this 

case study, the three MGs are operating under the centralized communication 

system and it is assumed that a communication failure/delay has happened and 

no distributed communication system is available. 

To minimize the MMG costs, the MGs can transfer energy to the neighbouring 

MGs instead of purchasing energy from the grid. In the centralized mode, the 

connection to the cloud is the only way for the MGs to communicate to each other. 

If cloud communication gets disconnected, then MGs would operate 

autonomously regardless of other MGs and MMG central controller. Figure 64, 

Figure 65, and Figure 66, illustrate the MMG optimization system operation in 

case of communication failure/delay. The performance of central EMS is 

investigated for three MGs in two different cases of optimized and not optimized 

operation cost. Both of the cases are simulated with the assumption of no 
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communication to the cloud. The load profile of the MGs for the day with the 

highest demand in January 2018 is chosen. 

Figure 64.  MG1 optimization results with centralized communication system failure 

Figure 65. MG2 optimization results with centralized communication system failure 

Figure 66. MG3 optimization results with centralized communication system failure 
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The MGs operate separately and do not transfer their surplus energy to other 

MGs, as there is no communication between them to get the required info. 

Therefore, the MGs have to provide the required energy by purchasing from the 

grid and employing all of the resources in the MG, which would increase the 

operating cost of the MG. In other words, MGs cannot benefit from the energy 

sharing with other MGs as the communication with the cloud is disconnected and 

consequently each MG optimizes independently. 

6.5.2 MMG Total Cost with Distributed Communication System 

The proposed distributed communication system for the MMG is capable of 

transferring data between the MGs even in case of cloud communication failure. 

In other words, the MGs get the required information from the cloud as well as 

directly from the neighbouring MGs. In the communication architecture, if cloud 

connection is failed (e.g. delay longer than 0.3 seconds), then the system 

transfers to the distributed mode where MGs are connected via Modbus TCP/IP 

to each other. Therefore, the MGs can transfer the surplus energy to the 

neighbouring MGs and reduce the operating costs of the MMG. , Figure 68, and 

Figure 69 indicate the performance of the optimization system to minimize the 

costs employing the proposed distributed communication system. 

Figure 67.  MG1 optimization results with distributed communication 
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Figure 68. MG2 optimization results with distributed communication 

Figure 69. MG3 optimization results with distributed communication 

With the distributed communication system, it can be seen that the optimization 

system of the MMG gets the surplus energy of MG2 and MG3 to reduce the 

operating costs of MG1. Furthermore, the share of MG2 and MG3 is decreased 

in order to minimize the total cost of the MMG. Table 14 compares the total cost 

of the MMG for case 1) no distributed communication system and case 2) 

activation of the distributed communication. 
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Table 14. Operating cost of MMG in case of failure of the centralized communication systems 

 Case 1) Centralized 

Communication System failure 

Case 2) Distributed 

Communication System 

MG1 Total Cost $734k $702k 

MG2 Total Cost $356k $361k 

MG3 Total Cost $500k $506k 

MMG Total Cost  $1590k $1569k 

The total cost of MMG in case of the communication system failure/delay in the 

cloud connection is $21k less if the distributed system is activated compared to 

the centralized communication system with no distributed communication system 

and MGs operating independently. 

6.5.3 Conclusion 

This section presents the results employing the novel hierarchical communication 

platform proposed in chapter 4, with a two-level structure, which is suitable for 

MMG management. The cost analysis provided in the simulation results section 

shows efficiency of the proposed distributed communication platform in 

comparison with the centralized operation of the MMG communications. It can be 

mentioned that the optimized cost of the MMG in case of centralized 

communication failure is less when the distributed communication system is 

activated than the situation that each MG operates independently. 

6.6 MMG Neutral Current Compensation under communication system  

A 3P-4W 44-bus LV distribution network is utilized for the control and 

communication algorithm simulation and performance evaluation. Three 

commercial buildings are considered as the loads for the MGs to test the 

proposed system. The PV and commercial building load data is extracted from 

Griffith University monitoring system. The representation of the LV network is 

depicted in Figure 70. 
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Figure 70. 3-phase 4-wire 44-bus LV network including MMG system 

Due to various inductive loads in these buildings, there is high neutral current and 

phase unbalance to compensate as shown in Figure 71. Therefore, the smart 

inverters are used to compensate for the neutral current in each MG and in the 

MMG. The load phase and neutral current as well as the performance of 

proposed system are studied for duration of one day. 

(a)                                           
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(b)                                      

(c) 

Figure 71.  Phase and load neutral current of (a) MG1, (b) MG2, (c) MG3 
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6.6.1 MMG Control System Performance under the Hierarchical Communication 

System 

The performance of the dynamic NCC algorithm for MG and MMG system with 

different case scenarios is explored as indicated in Table 15. The three case 

scenarios are introduced to examine if smart inverter system is capable of 

compensating for neutral current in each MG and MMG (case Aa & case Ab) and 

dynamic NCC via data sharing for MMG (case Ac). In case Aa, the performance 

of the two NCC methods for each MG is investigated. On the other hand, to 

investigate the operation of the MMG NCC algorithm, case Ab and case Ac are 

compared against each other to inspect if MGs compensate the neutral current + 

sharing information in case that one of the MGs changes its control from dynamic 

to fixed NCC (MG1).  
Table 15. Case scenarios for MMG control system performance 

Scenarios Configuration of MGs 

 
Case Aa 

MG1 with 10 kW PV and 10A fixed neutral compensation 

MG2 with 10 kW PV and dynamic neutral compensation 

MG3 with 10 kW PV and dynamic neutral compensation 
 

Case Ab 
MG1 with 10 kW PV and dynamic neutral compensation 

MG2 with 10 kW PV and dynamic neutral compensation 

MG3 with 15 kW PV and dynamic neutral compensation 
 

Case Ac 
MG1 with 10 kW PV and 10A fixed neutral compensation 

MG2 with 10 kW PV and dynamic NCC + sharing 

MG3 with 15 kW PV and dynamic NCC + sharing 

Figure 72 (a) illustrates the performance of MG1 control system under case Aa 

and case Ab. It is seen that the dynamic NCC algorithm has a higher 

compensation than fixed neutral current approach for MG1. Furthermore, it is 

proved that excess PV capacity leads to more NCC using dynamic compensation 
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method as in Figure 72 (b). During the PV generation period, MG3 has better 

current compensation with increase in PV generation. 

(a)                                                           

(b) 

Figure 72. MG dynamic compensation performance (a) MG1, (b) MG3 

To observe the performance of the MMG NCC + sharing operation, case Ab and 

case Ac are compared. To do so, the NCC method in MG1 is changed from 

dynamic to fixed to limit NCC of MG1 and investigate its effect on neutral current 

level of MG2 and MG3. As seen in Figure 73 (a) and (b), MG2 and MG3 

compensate to a higher extent in case Ac than case Ab. The MMG NCC + sharing 

algorithm uses the communication system (no delay in this case) to overcome 

the limitation of MG1 by compensating more neutral current via MG2 and MG3.  
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 73. MMG NCC + sharing performance case Ac and case Ab for MG2 (a) and MG3 (b)   

To look more precisely into the MMG NCC algorithm, the neutral current 

difference for MG2 and MG3 in case of NCC and NCC + sharing is shown in 

Figure 74.  

Figure 74. Neutral current changes for MG2 and MG3 in case Ac and Ab 
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The MGs in the MMG are capable of managing the neutral current in 

communication with other MGs. The communication system transfers the data 

between the MGs employing the centralized communication system. In case b, 

the neutral current is limited and MG2 and MG3 increase their neutral current 

share to compensate for the neutral current following (18).  

To investigate the influence of the dynamic NCC + sharing algorithm on grid 

unbalance, the current unbalance factor (CUF) is compared for three cases in 

Figure 75. From case Aa to case Ab, the CUF has decrease (1.3% average). The 

reduction is due to shift from fixed compensation to dynamic compensation (MG1) 

and rise of PV generation (MG3). On the other hand, from case Ab to case Ac, 

the CUF is almost the same. It shows that despite limiting NCC of MG1 to fixed 

10A, MG2 and MG3 communicate and compensate the neutral current at PCC. 

Figure 75. CUF comparison at PCC for case Aa, Ab and Ac 

6.6.2 Effect of Communication Delay on NCC 

In previous section, the operation of the MMG control system is observed under 

centralized mode as the default communication mode, where the level of the 

communication delay is lower than effecting the performance of the control 

system. In this part, three case scenarios are introduced to investigate the 

performance of the communication operation algorithm in case of communication 

failure. In these scenarios, the control system sends the command to change the 

NCC from fixed to dynamic under communication delays. The scenarios are listed 

in Table 16. To implement the communication delays, WANem machine and 
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Wireshark are employed to emulate network delays and capture data packets as 

in Figure 76. 
Table 16. Case scenarios for communication system performance 

Case Scenarios Communication Delay (CD) 

Case Ba 250 ms  ≤ CD < 350 ms 
Case Bb 350 ms  ≤ CD < 500 ms 

Case Bc CD ≥ 500 ms 

MQTT Server
198.41.30.241 

MGCC1 
10.37.19.24

MGCC2 
10.37.19.25

MGCC3 
10.37.19.26

WANem Machine Wireshark

 

Figure 76. Communication delay implementation 

6.6.2.1 Case Ba: 250 ≤ Communication Delay < 350 ms 

In this scenario, the cloud network partially fails. According to the ruleset table 

and considering the communication operation algorithm, the mode of 

communication system changes from centralized into decentralized. In this mode, 

depending on the priority, algorithm gives the priority to accuracy or time. MG1 is 

experiencing RTT of 307 ms for data transfer as in Figure 77. Therefore, it is 
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disconnected from the cloud but still communicates to MG2 via Modbus TCP/IP. 

MG2 and MG3 are connected to the cloud and do not have communication delay. 

Figure 77. RTT for MG1 data transfer 

6.6.2.1.1 Time Priority 

In the case of time priority, MG2 sets its own reference for MG1 regardless of 

data from MG1. MG3 sends its reference to the cloud directly. The NCC result is 

shown in Figure 79 (a) compared to case Ac. The neutral current level has slightly 

increased under communication delay (3 A higher in average).  

6.6.2.1.2 Accuracy Priority 

In this case, MG2 sends the data to the cloud after it receives all the information 

from MG1 via Modbus TCP/IP. Thus, it takes longer for the MGCCs to make 

decisions. The NCC result shown in Figure 79 (b) reveals the fact that the level 

of neutral current is higher than the time priority case (2 A higher neutral current 

level).  
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6.6.2.2 Case Bb: 350 ms ≤ Communication Delay < 500 ms 

If communication delay exceeds 350 ms as in Figure 78, it means the 

decentralized system is not functional anymore (cloud has totally failed). Thus, 

communication operation algorithm changes to distributed mode. In the 

distributed mode, the communication system works locally and Modbus TCP/IP 

connects the MGs to each other. Modbus TCP/IP shares the data between MGs 

with a lower speed and capacity compared to MQTT. Furthermore, it takes longer 

for the MGCCs to make decisions due to the nature of distributed mode operation.  

Figure 78. RTT higher than 350 ms 

The neutral current level is expected to rise compared to previous cases as 

observed in Figure 79 (c) (7 A higher average NC level compared to case Ac). 

(a) 
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(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
Figure 79. NCC under communication delays against case Ac (a) Ba-Time (b) Ba-Accuracy 

(c) Bb (d) Bc. 

6.6.2.3 Case Bc: Communication Delay ≥ 500 ms 

The communication system operates to the extent that delay does not affect the 

data transfer severely. In this study, if the communication delay exceeds 500 ms, 

the communication operation system fails and system enters into the no 

communication mode. In this mode, the MGs are not transferring data to each 
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other and work based on the predefined references. As the neutral current 

reference is fixed by default, the NCC is expected to be worse compared to other 

cases. The result in Figure 79 (d) indicates the lowest NCC among the studied 

cases (11 A in average higher than case Ac).   

6.6.3 Discussion 

The performance of the MMG control and communication system under various 

operation modes is investigated. Dynamic NCC approach shows higher capability 

to compensate for higher neutral current levels compared to fixed NCC. This is 

due to employing the excess power after active and reactive power operation for 

NCC instead of setting a fixed limit for NCC. The other variable, which its effect 

is examined, is PV capacity rise in PV-VSI system. It is proven that extra PV 

generation can lead to higher NCC under the dynamic NCC approach. 

The other variable that affects the MMG NCC is the proposed NCC + sharing 

method. Utilizing this method has illustrated that MGs can compensate for neutral 

current of other MGs by communicating to each other. It is proven that the 

performance of the MMG NCC + sharing approach is dependent on the 

communication system. The operation of the communication system under 

different conditions is explored. Comparing the communication modes, the NCC 

+ sharing under centralized mode, where the impact of communication delays on 

the control system is negligible, shows highest potential for NCC and phase 

unbalance compensation. The CUF of MMG for different communication modes 

is compared in Figure 80. It shows that as the communication delay increases, 

the CUF increases as well which means lower unbalance compensation. 

Figure 80. CUF comparison at PCC for cases Ac, Ba1, Ba2, Bb and Bc 

In the case of distributed communication mode, the reason for weak performance 

of control system is limitation of Modbus TCP/IP. Modbus communication 
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protocol is suitable for control applications that have a simple structure and 

transfer low amount of data. It is expected that utilizing MQTT instead of Modbus 

in the local communication level increase the performance of distributed 

operation mode.  

6.6.4 Conclusion 

In this section, the results of applying a dynamic NCC approach in MMG system 

employing IoT platform are presented. In order to investigate the performance of 

the control system, the MMG system under study as a part of a distribution 

network is implemented in PSCAD. To investigate the functionality of the IoT 

platform in control system operation, a two-level communication system 

connecting the PSCAD model to the cloud server is implemented. The local 

communication level uses Modbus TCP/IP and MQTT is utilized as the global 

communication protocol. It is shown that the MMG NCC + sharing method 

decreases the neutral current level and improves the phase unbalance. 

Furthermore, the communication system enhances the functionality of the MMG 

NCC method under different modes of operation. 

6.7 Summary 

The results and case studies are presented in chapter 6. First, a rule-based and 

MILP based EMS is performed on a commercial MG and results are discussed. 

The next section is discussing the EV scheduling results in an EMS of commercial 

MG. Then, the results of EMS operation for a research facility MG is presented, 

where the criticality of load, operation cost of BESS, capacity of BESS are 

discussed in the results. The next part is specified to the results of MMG cost 

optimization in presence of communication system and the impact of different 

communication algorithms are investigated. The last case study is about the 

neutral current sharing of MMG under communication system uncertainty and 

failure. 
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7 Conclusion 

The main objective of this PhD research was to develop an EMS for MGs and 

MMG focusing on the commercial buildings. To achieve this objective, centralized 

and decentralized EMS including their constitutive modules are proposed, where 

the focus was on communication and optimization modules of MG and MMG 

EMS.  

To develop the MG EMS and MMG EMS, modules of communication, 

forecasting, scheduling and optimization are developed. Different scenarios for 

EMS operation in centralized, decentralized and distributed modes are 

investigated. A hierarchical communication system is proposed for MMG EMS 

operation. Furthermore, a two-level optimization system is proposed to minimize 

the operation costs of MG and MMG. For the EMS operation, rule-based, MILP 

and MIQP optimization approaches are implemented as the optimization 

approach for the MG and MMG EMS.    

The developed rule-based scheduler utilizes most of the energy from BESS and 

purchases the least from the grid. Furthermore, the operation of EMS has been 

investigated for the following cases: load, load and PV as well as load and PV 

including BESS. The payback period for the PV and BESS system has been 

calculated considering the annual saving of the system and total system price. 

The performance of the scheduling system has been optimized for commercial 

operation, which resulted in maximized benefits. 

As a part of rule-based EMS operation, the role of EVs is considered by 

scheduling EVs in commercial MGs. Impact of PEVs on an engineering 

commercial building was investigated. Three EMS control strategies were 

explored considering different PEV requirements. It was shown that EMS, which 

schedules the charge and discharge of PEV, has the ability to remove completely 

the negative impact of PEVs on peak demand. 

Due to the limitation of rule-based EMS, as it gets complicated when the system 

gets larger, MILP optimization approach was implemented in the optimization 

module of EMS on commercial MG. The peak shaving algorithm is applied to the 

system and results are analysed. The MILP optimization algorithm is utilized to 
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minimize the two main sources of costs in the MG. The results show a substantial 

improvement to the energy profile of the building, optimized to minimize costs via 

the tariff system.  

To consider the BESS degradation, MIQP optimization approach is utilized to 

model the BESS instead of MILP optimization method. Combination of RESs and 

BESS as a solution to lessen the costs of the MGs can moderate the dependence 

of the research centre on the grid and increase the stability of the system. 

Investing in the BESS benefits the research centre especially in the power outage 

cases. Besides shaving the peaks, the optimal scheduling of the BESS prevents 

power drops by filling the valleys. The two-layer optimization algorithm proves the 

applicability of the BESS as a part of the MG to minimize the costs of the research 

centre. 

MMG EMS operation for cost minimization and power sharing is highly dependent 

on communication system. So, a hierarchical communication platform with a two-

level structure, which is suitable for MMG management, was proposed. The 

proposed platform utilizes Modbus TCP/IP for local MG data exchange and as a 

backup communication method among MGs in case of a failure in the cloud level 

communication. MQTT publisher/subscriber is adopted for cloud level messaging 

and HTTP TCP/IP for interactions between the platform and a cloud-server. The 

cost analysis provided in the simulation results section shows efficiency of the 

proposed distributed communication platform in comparison with the centralized 

operation of the MMG communications. 

MGs in an MMG system may share power, neutral current and so on. As the last 

part of this research, a dynamic NCC approach in MMG system employing IoT 

platform was proposed. In order to investigate the performance of the proposed 

control system, the MMG system under study as a part of a distribution network 

was implemented in PSCAD. The local communication level uses Modbus 

TCP/IP and MQTT is utilized as the global communication protocol. It was shown 

that the MMG NCC + sharing method decreases the neutral current level and 

improves the phase unbalance. Furthermore, the communication system 

enhanced the functionality of the MMG NCC method under different modes of 

operation. 
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8 Future Work 

The main objective of this PhD research was to develop an EMS for MGs and 

MMG focusing on the commercial buildings. To achieve this objective, centralized 

and decentralized EMS including their constitutive modules are proposed. 

Further research can be done to expand the works have been done in this PhD 

project. Some of the areas to consider as future work are: 

• Stochastic MPC approach for the optimization module of MG EMS 

considering the uncertainties in forecasting RESs generation and load 

consumption 

• Distributed optimization approaches such as distributed MPC to optimize 

the MMG EMS operation  

• MG EMS scheduling module combining EVs and BESSs as one dynamic 

unit for MG operation optimization  

• Communication protocols such as CAN bus and DNP3 for local MMG EMS 

operation  

• MMG EMS implementation on lab scale MMG system 

• MMG EMS implementation on real scale commercial buildings 

One of the important factors in MG EMS is accuracy of information as decision-

making process relies on it. Therefore, uncertainty should be considered in 

management systems to achieve more accurate forecasting and scheduling 

systems. In this PhD thesis, uncertainty has not been considered in the EMS 

modelling and operation, which results in less accurate decisions.  

One of the approaches that considers uncertainty is stochastic MPC, where 

stochastic nature of RESs and demand is integrated in the MPC model. 

Stochastic MPC is an optimization technique, which is able to handle the 

constraints, deal with uncertainties and predict the future state of the model. 

In the MMG EMS, centralized and distributed communication systems are 

considered in this PhD research. In case of the optimization system, just 

centralized approach is investigated. Distributed optimization approaches are the 

next step for the EMS optimization module development. The objective is to 

design a distributed EMS, which manages the MGs in case there is no central 
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EMS for MMG. In this way, MGs, which are connected and able to transfer energy 

to each other, are managed independent of each other. Distributed MPC is one 

of the state of art optimization approaches to employ for MMG EMS. Using 

distributed MPC approach would avoid the complexities when the network gets 

bigger and making the best use of communication system between MGs. The 

other advantage of using distributed MPC is in case of losing one of the MGs, 

where other MGs can work autonomously.  

In Figure 81, a comparison between centralized and distributed MPC architecture 

is displayed. In centralized architecture, all the decision-making is in one unit 

whereas in distributed architecture, the decision is made by several MPCs and 

they are transferring information through the communication network. 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 81. Distributed MPC (a) vs. Centralized MPC (b) architecture 

The other aspect that can be improved further to this thesis is scheduling of BESS 

and EV as one operating unit. In other words, with the emerging trend of EVs 

integration into the distribution network, the main challenge is to satisfy 
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requirements of EV owners while the network limitations are met as well. One of 

the solutions is to utilize BESS alongside EVs as an extra source for EV charge 

and discharge. In this case, BESS (as static storage) and EV (as dynamic 

storage) can be scheduled together in MG EMS in order to be able to manage 

load consumption and RES generation. By doing so, BESS can reduce the peak 

demand due to EV charging and increase the load valleys due to EV discharging. 

The other improvement that is suggested as the future work of this thesis is 

comparing different communication protocols performance for the local and 

global levels of MMG EMS. Other IoT communication protocols such as AMQP 

can be compared to MQTT to investigate global communication layer 

performance. On the other hand, communication protocols such as CAN bus and 

DNP3 are candidate communication protocols to compare to Modbus TCP/IP to 

observe the performance in the MMG EMS. 

8.1 Lab-scale MMG system description 

The performance of the designed MMG is intended to be investigated on a 

laboratory scale. The control system is implemented in the SwitchGear control 

system, where a software called Code Composer Studio (CCS) is utilized to 

control the real-time TMS320F28335 DSP microcontroller to generate the PWM 

signals. To provide the DC power, DC power supplies are used as well as a PV 

simulator as the PV source. The Semikron Semiteach inverter is employed to 

operate as an MG. Three single-phase programmable loads are used to 

represent AC load. A 3P stepdown variable transformer with a 10 A/phase rating 

is used to provide a 3P-4W supply to the system from the main grid. Hall-effect 

transducers, voltage (LV 25-P) and current sensors (LA 100-P), are used to 

feedback the real-time sinusoidal voltage and current data from the PCC to the 

switchgear controller unit. A diagram of the designed MMG is shown in Figure 82.  
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Figure 82. The proposed circuit diagram of the MMG 
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8.2 System preliminary implementation  

The implemented lab-scale MMG is planned to look like Figure 83. 

Figure 83. Lab-scale MMG with components 

8.2.1 AC Components 
8.2.1.1 Variac 

The three-phase variac is employed to be able to adjust the AC voltage at PCC. 

The selected variac is a professional range open style variable transformer that 
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can be used in either single or three phase. It has a primary voltage of 415 V ac, 

current of 20 A and three outputs. The power rating of variac is 16.3 kVA. 

8.2.1.2 AC Load 
Three single-phase AC loads are used for this lab-scale MMG. Each load is an 

AC/DC electronic load with a voltage range of 50 to 420 Vrms, current range of 0 

to 20 A, and input power range of 0 to 1.8 kW. 

8.2.1.3 Smart Inverter 
Four Semiteach IGBT inverters are chosen for the experimental MMG power 

conversion. Each inverter has the rated output power of 20 kW, rated output 

current of 30 A, rated output voltage of 400 V AC, rated DC voltage of 750 V DC 

and switching frequency of 5 kHz.  

8.2.1.4 LC Filter 
The values of LC filter are chosen as 1 mH for the filter inductor and 10 uF for the 

filter capacitor. 

8.2.1.5 Control Box 
To control the inverters, three SwitchGear controllers are employed. SwitchGear 

is a rapid-prototyping controller for power converters. The general structure of 

SwitchGear is presented in Figure 84. 

Figure 84. SwitchGear controller 

The real-time microcontroller (MCU) modules for SwitchGear use Texas 

Instruments C2000 Piccolo™, Delfino™ and Concerto™. The features for MCU 

modules include F28 CPU at 60+ MHz, 16-channel high-speed ADC, 12-channel 

PWM, SPI, etc. 
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8.2.2 DC components 
8.2.2.1 BESS 

The BESS specified for the lab-scale MMG is chosen from the BYD Company. 

The specifications of the BESS is presented in Table 17. 
Table 17. BYD BESS specifications 

Model B-Box H 11.5 

Battery Type LiFePO4 

Battery Module B-Plus-H (1.28 kWh) – 9 modules  

Usable Energy 11.52 kWh 

Max output power 11.52 kW 

Peak Output Power 23.04, 5 min 

Round-Trip Efficiency ≥95.3 % 

Nominal voltage 460 V 

Operating Voltage Range 360 – 500 V 

Communication CAN/RS485 

8.2.2.2 PV Simulator 
A digital solar PV simulator is used to imitate PV module behaviour in the lab. 

The PV simulator specifications is as follows in Table 18: 

Table 18. Solar PV simulator specifications 

Model Number ETS1000Y10D-PVF 

Output Voltage (Voc) 1000 V 

Max output voltage 1100 V 

Output current (Isc) 10 A 

Output power (W) 10 kW 

MPP tracking speed (Hz) 200 Hz 

Output leakage capacitance 35 uF 

8.2.2.3 DC load 
One DC load is used for the DC load side of lab-scale MMG. The load is an 

AC/DC electronic load with input voltage range of 10 to 600 V, input current range 

of 0.1 to 20 A, and input power range of 0 to 1.8 kW.  

8.2.2.4 DC source 
Two DC sources are employed for the lab-scale MMG to be connected on the DC 

side of inverters. DC sources are programmable high power DC power supply 

from Sorensen SGX series. Its power range is from 0 to 1000 V DC.  
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